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INTRODUCTION

This report is concerned with the vulnerability of BMDATC-radars to

nuclear radiation. Since the system has not been completely characterized the

assessment was based on technologies rather than specific devices and materials.

Rather than determining the survivability of the system the goals were to identify

technologies or technology classes to be avoided, rank the technologies accord-

ing to their sensitivities, wherever possible develop design guidelines which

can be used to mitigate the effects of radiation, and identify technology gaps

which require technology advancements so that hardened components are available

when it comes time to build a survivable system.

The lack of a complete system definition required that the assess-

ment be based on damage thresholds. The damage threshold of a material or de-

vice is that level or value of the threat constituent required to produce a

measurable change in the properties of the material or device. It is more appro-

priate to use damage thresholds rather than failure thresholds since failure de-

pends on the particular application of the material or device and, as such, is

system dependent.

This report actually consists of a two volume set. Volume I is con-

fined to the threat environment and a discussion of the methodology, scenario,

and the deployment configuration that was used to generate the environments.

Basically these correspond to the environmental requirements which have been

placed on LoADs. The major difference is that Volume I does include the dose

time history while the LoAD's documentation does not. The authors do feel that

this is a serious oversight since the occurrence of transient upset in integrated

circuits is very sensitive to pulse width with the dose rate level required to

produce this upset varying as much as two to three orders of magnitude as the

pulse width is lengthened.

Since the threat levels are quite high, as indicated in Volume I, it

seemed appropriate to assemble some vulnerability data on components not nor-

mally considered in a vulnerability assessment. Primarily this meant including

materials rather than confining the assessment to devices.



Based on interactions with BMD personnel it would seem beneficial to

include in this report a very brief and as simple as possible summary of the

interactions of nuclear radiation with material. Hopefully this will serve not

only as a tutorial but also as an introduction to enough of the jargon, termino-

logy, and concepts to give meaning to the subsequent discussions on the vulnera-

bility of materials and classes of devices.

This volume as well as the project itself has been divided into approp-

riate and natural subsections. The division that was used was: (1) general

discussion of nuclear radiation effects, (2) materials, (3) nonsemiconductor

components, (4) general semiconductor components (including integrated circuits

(IC's)), and (5) microwave components. It is hoped that this division will

facilitate the reading and future referencing of the report.
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2.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF NUCLEAR RADIATION EFFECTS

The label transient radiation effects (TRE) is commonly associated

with the effects of the interaction of nuclear radiation with material. The

adjective "transient" applies to the radiation and not to the effects caused

by the radiation since the effects can be both permanent such as the neutron-

induced gain degradation of a bipolar transistor or transient such as the dose rate-

induced primary photocurrent in a discrete transistor. The primary components

of the nuclear radiation environment are neutrons, electrons, alpha particles,

gamma radiation, and x-radiation. For endoatmospheric applications such as

those envisioned for BMDATC-radars, electrons and alpha particles are absorbed

in very short distances in the atmosphere. Thus, for this study, neutrons are

the primary particulate radiation capable of damaging or degrading radar systems.

The weapon's x-radiation is absorbed in the atmosphere and the distance they

travel before they are absorbed is dependent on their energy. As x-rays are

absorbed the air becomes very hot and in turn re-radiates energy in the in-

frared, visible, and ultraviolet region of the spectrum. This appears as the

light and heat associated with the fireball.

Two atomic changes can result from the interaction of nuclear radia-

tion with matter: atomic displacement effects and ionization effects. For

displacement, atoms must receive sufficient energy to be dislodged from their

normal sites. There are two general classes of radiation-induced displacement

defects in crystals. If only a few atoms are displaced from their normal

lattice sites, the defect is called a simple deFect. Simple defects are caused

by electrons or gamma rays. Usually the effect of simple defects is not

serious. The other type of defect is a cluster which involves a few hundred

atoms and, as such, can have a more serious impact than simple defects.

It is reiatively easy to visualize how a s4mple defect can be eFor',ed.

The lattice atom is simply displaced frcm its normal pcsition in tne la :i:e

rssulting in a vacancy in :he lattice and an interstitial atcm. The prccuc-

tion of a defect cluster is somewhat -nore difficult to visualize.

Because of their kinetic energy and momentum, heavy particles, such

as neutrons, are efficient producers of defects in general and defect clusters
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in particular. Neutrons lose their energy in cr-ystals primarily through elastic

collisions or scattering with lattice atoms. Some of the energy of t.he neu:ron

is transferred to the lattice atom and appears as kinetic enery of ,.he atom

resulting in a recoil atom. In a series of teese 7 as:ic coli sions t.n e n eu rcn

will lose more and more of its energy until it moves very scwly, and has a orsx -

mately tne same kinetic ener'=y as the molecules of the Tedium t:r'cugh 4ni: t

is moving. At this point it 4s ailled a :hermal neutron.

;he recoil atom will collide with neighboring atoms 4i.n t.e end

result being a cascade or trail of displaced or recoil atoms. This process

will continue intil all the atoms invclved are recuced to ener~es te:w -re

dispiacement enely (i.e., the minimim or t..resold energy requied to diso'a:a

an atom in lattice). The simplified illustra:ion 4n ,-igure epicts the situa-

tion.

Oeflected '-
Neutron - C

0 0 0

C C /D O CD

Figure 1. ?rduction of a ]efect Clster

Several hundred atoms are usually involved vith the situation e'ng somewhat

analogous to the impact or collision of acue ball (the neutron) Mih a biliird

ball on a pool table filled with billiard balls. The recoil atom produces as

much or more lattice distortion as the neutron. In any case, the :ore o" t,e

4



defect cluster contains a large number of vacancies and is surrounded, initially

at least, by a large number of interstitial atcms. 'Some annealing of the init-

ial damage occurs almost irarediately at room tem~perature. The i ntersti t ial

atcms drift or diffuse back to fill a vacancy. The bulk of the annealing in

siliccn at room temperature is comoleted in less than a second and-thep clister4

assurres a stable f or. 1Both the total amount and the rate of anrezai1ng cece-,d

on the thermal -energy of the lattice atoms and thus on the temceratire Of tne

crystal.

Oispl acer.ent is par-ticularly Important to crystal materials. 7- e se

include cua-tz Nhcse physical propertiles are often deopendent on the per-sect on

of :ne cr'Istal 1attice. They also include semiccnductor material because :ne

defects contain many energy levels in the forbidden band or energy gao of

semiconductor and scre of these serve as recombinatocn centers. '.n ad di4t ion ,

neutron irradiation also introduces trapping :enters whiO remove majcrity

carriers. In any case the Presence or introduction of defects in semiconductor

material can have a serious imnpact, on the eleczrfca. procerti'es of :he .4evce.

7a brief ly dig1ress, it should be noted :,a: there is a great similarity

be?.-een th6,e ec:of the neutron-induced recoil atom and the implantat-ion of

an ion. Ion implantation, of course, is a technlc ue that is being used to dcpe

silicon. 7he Process is attractive because the number of irnolanted icns and

:hei- depth distributio n can be co.ntr-.lled externally (i.e., by the systemr
voltage and beam current) rath errtnan by the physical Properties of the Substrate

as in the case of thernal diffusion. However, with this mianufacturing prccess,

it -must be remremobered that this technique produces defect clusters in the same

marner as neut r-n Irradiation since the ion perfsrns the same role as the recoil

atom frtm a rad'3t'on darmage standpoint. The implanted ion eventujally comres to

rest but it leaves a region of heavy disorders in its wake--in effect it has

generated a defect :luster, A heavy ion with an energy of .10 KeV 4,71P~anted a t

rocm temoeratu.re will Pe-ranently diso'ace a few thousand silicon or ze-laniu m

atoms.2 There are, of course, differences (e.g., the required annealing temper-

ature for ion implantation are higher than that required by fast-neutron irradia-

tion) but the damage mechanism is the same.
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In addition to atomic displacement, nuclear radiation can also pro-

duce ionization efec:ts. ionization occujrs through the interaction of gama

rays, x-rays, energetic electrons, and high-energy neutrons. it results in

the formation of electron-ion pairs in a material. The free carriers tnus pro-

duced undergo random motion, diffuse to regions of lcwer car-ier corce rat cn,

drift with applied electric fields, are trapoed zt imcuriyt at:m sites, or

eventualy recombine into their normal nonionized state. The resjlts of ioniza-

tion include tracced charges, covalent bond breakage, for-nation of new molecules,

charge transfer, increased bulk conductivity, and excessive minor~ty carriers.

For semiconductor devices these, in turn, may le f'rtier characterized as surface

effects, increased junction leakage current, and Darameter ,such as :-e current

gain) Jegradation. Since covalent bands are broken, ionization can induce

cross linking and scission of polymers which can result in new Polymers, ;ee

radicals, and liberation of free molecules. Tn fact ionization radiation is

one of t-e techniques used to produce polymers since it eliminates tne need

for a catalyst and the apolication of extreme heat.

Gamma rays can also affect materials by excitaton. The a:o-rs :f a

materia! can acquire additional energy from the gamma rays and be raised to

an excited energy state. This can result in discoloration and lm;iescerce

wnich may be imoortant in optical components such as filters, lens, and 1i:er

octic cables.

Another effect associated with total dose is the 'eating of ma-erial

when exposed to radiation. A portion of the energy of the gamma rays is trans-

ferred or converted to thernal energy of the atoms of the crystal resulting in

an increase in the ambient tearcerature of the -aterial. This can result in a

temperature higher than the co.porent or the system was designed to witns:anc.

The resulting temoerature rise will decend not only on the total amount of

energy that is trans'erred to the material but also on tre rate at Nhcn this.

transfer occurs. A orcmpt-camma dose of 10 rads (Si) delivered in less than

i microsecord will increase tne temperature of silicon by more than !C 0 C.2

Besides heating, dose-rate has an effect on semiccnductor deices
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based on the fact that ionizing radiation generates electron-hole pairs. in

silicon, I rad absorbed can produce more than 101 electron-hole pairs 3v

The current, which is prcduce-d in, a pn junction by ionizing radiation, is Called

the primary photocurrent. This primary photocurrent can be mu7itiolied 4ichin

transistors due to their inherent current gain, multiplied still f12urther by -.ne
rest of the circuitry, and appear as an amplified or a secondary Dhctocurrent

The ionizing dose-rate efFects include transient false signals, deviice

turnout, semiconductor logic upset, and reversible and irreversitle Chances Z

s tate . Per'naps one of the mocst serious e~ects is latch ,p. n'is e-f-ect is
initiated in any four-layer semiconducto--r Juinc:ion 'pnpn, This, of :::urse,

corres".cnds to any SCI type structure- either intent-i.nal or unintantioCna7

The dose-rate2 induced Photocurrent fires the SCR and latch-up occurs. During

latch-up, larger than nor-nal currents 'flow through the latched dev4oe ujntil

primary power is removed. In some cases, continuance of latch-up can cause

device turnout . 7 n any case, there is an operatio.nal orsbiem since a !a-::ned

device cannot respond to input signals.

To quantify displacement and icnizati:on effects, one must relatete

effects to a descriat'cn of the radilation envirsnment. The descr~otion accro-

Priate to displacement (caused primarily b.y neutrons) effects is dif erient rom

chat 1for ionization ef-fects. For displacement efrects, tne descr-1ocion --ecu4,es
that the number d1ensity and the energies of the inco-ming ieut-rons -e re'a:ed
to the cr-oss section versus eneroy 'or disolacemients 41 te mater'a -i 'eutr-.ns
are produced in both fissicn and fusiocn reacticns and can 'nave a range of
energies. The neutr-.ns of interest are lk ose w4:h energies from 10 (&i :o

14 MeY . Cairae caused by a spectrum of such neucrons can be icrora!":ed -y a
suitable correction factor to that caused by a fluence composed orly of 1 YAel
neutrons. This 1i the usual prccedure although somret~ime the spectruim is nco-al-
ized to '4 YeYI reLtr!ns.

For ionization iffects, t.he .4escrioti;on trat is aooroor-;ace M-
specifiy the ridiation that is absorbed in taris 31f t*-he energy depositead in tfte
material in units .-f rad ',material). The unit rad is an acronymy~ -c'at stands
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for roentgen absorbed dose. The roentgen is that quantity of radiation required

to produce 2.08 x 10' ion pairs per cubic centimeter of air at standard temcera-

ture and pressure. 4  The rad corresponds to an absorted dose of ener-y.of

100 erjs per gram of absorbing material. It is important to specify the material

when rad is used because this unit specifies tie arount of radiant energy abscrp-

tion of any forn (particle or electromagnetic) in any material and t.e extent

of enery deposition and absorption depends to a great extent on the nature .c

the material. For carbon and silicon the relationship between the unit rad

and fluence is given in Table I which was taken from references 2 and 5.

Table J. Particle Conversicn for Si and C

1 rad (C, Si) - 'LlC ergsig (C, Si)

1 rid (Si) = 5 x 10Q neutrons/m 2 (1 ,eV'

1 rid (C) - 3 x 106 neutrons/c=2 (I eV)

I rid (Si) = 2.25 x 103 Protcns/-mz "!4eV)

I rad (C) x 1 x prc-tons,:-n
2  IY

e Y )

1 rid (C) = 2.2 x 109 photons/-n 2 11 ,eT;'

1 rad (Si) = 2.1 x 101 Pho:ons,'cm2 (I MeV)

This brings to an end t:e general discussion on transient rad*a:in

interactions on ,mate als. It is acknowledced t.hat :his discussion can cni

serve as a very brief--.perhaps :0o brte--intrduc-ion to the subject. :Ycce?- /

it will familiarize the reader mith scme of the jargon and 7-inogy. The

specific impact and effects -ill be elaborated on as they cme up juring tne
report. To enter into such a detailed d;iscussion mould iot be oprocrlaae a:

this time and would have less meaning to "he reader unless the discussion mas

accompanied by specific examples in whioh the reader had interest. Therefore,

the report mill now continue on in a more normal fashion.
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3.0 MATERIALS

Obviously, it is not possible or necessary to cover all classes and

applications of materials that could occur in a radar system. The only viable

method was to divide materials into classes according to their application or

use in the system. The division that seemed to be most appropriate was:4

(1) insulators, (2) adhesives, (3) seals, (4) laminates, and (5) encapsulants.

There is some overlap in this division, e.g., between encapsulants and adhesives

but this is bound to occur and the above division would appear to include

material applications that are necessary for any system, i.e., they are system

independent.

3.1 INSULATORS

In general insulators are composed of either organic or inorganic

materials. The organic materials that are used are polymers. These are

characterized by repeating chemical structural units called "monomer units"

which are joined by chemical bonds into long chains. Radiation affects organic

materials by removing (ionizing) valence electrons. This breaks the covalent

bonds and portions of the chain or even individual atoms that were formerly

bonded together move apart. The main effects of organic materials being ex-

posed to radiation are cross linking and chain cleavage or scission.

Cross linking occurs when two or more intermediate chains or free

radicals bind together to form a new molecule. The new bonds formed in polymers

by radiation-induced crosslinking are very stdble and cannot be annealed by

heating. The crosslinking is similar to polymerization because it does link

molecules together. However, it is different in the sense that crosslink

binding is more random than in polymerization. The result is the formation of

a three dimensional structure rather than the long chain which is typical of

polymerization. The impacts of cross linkage are to increase the tensile

strength, melting point, and Young's modulus. Quite often these are beneficial

changes and, in general, if a polymer predominately cross-links then it will

have good radiation resistance.

-A9
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Chain cleavage or scission simply means that polymer chain is broken

into smaller short lived intermediate molecules. These free radicals are very

reactive toward oxygen and there is a tendancy for any free radical formed

during irradiation to form peroxides rather than crosslink. In many cases the

breakdown is accelerated because crosslinking is impaired while scission or

cleavage continues. The breakdown is often accompanied by a significant forma-

tion of hydroxol and carbonyl groups. This simply indicates the effect of the

surrounding atmosphere (e.g., oxygen content) on the radiation response of or-

ganic materials and does give an indication of the complexity and competing na-

ture of the chemical reactions induced by radiation. In fact, at the present

time, it is not possible to predict, exactly, from first principles if cross-

linking or scission will dominate for a given polymer.

In any case chain cleavage results in brittleness, a decrease in

strength, the formation of different bonds, and the formation of gas. This

gas formation occurs in polyethylene where the C-H bond is more easily broken

and the material outgasses hydrogen. Halogenated polymers (e.g., Teflon or

polyvinyl chloride) outgas the halogen or even yield the acid (e.g., with Teflon,

HF, or hydrofluoric acid). In some fluorinated polymers if they are irradiated

in a glass container SiF 4 is eventually formed
6 due to the etching of the glass

by HF. In other words, halogenated polymers when they are irradiated outgas

acid vapors which are quite corrosive to any exposed material including metal.

Since Teflon is so popular due to its excellent insulating properties,

some comnments on it should be made. Teflon undergoes a change caused by total

dose radiation in which the polymer chains are broken and fluorine and other

decomposition products are involved. It suffers less degradation in a vacuum

than in air. Oxygen probably contributes to the degradation. In fact, it has

been established that both TFE and FEP Teflon resins are very sensitive to total

dose radiation in the presence of oxygen but are quite stable in the absence

of oxygen.

Figure 2 indicates the change in resistive characteristics of Teflon

as a function of total dose.2 As this figure indicates exposure to total dose

beyond roughtly 105 rads(C) does not degrade the volume restivity further than

1012 Q-cm. However, the damage threshold of 104 rads(C) would preclude its use

in BMDATC radars.

10
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Figure 2. Volume Resistivity of 4 mil TFE Teflon

Another halogenated material that sees wide use is polyvinylchloride

(PVC). PVC exhibits mild to moderate dam"i'e from 105 rads(,) to approximately

10 rads(C). Above this point PVC los its tensile strength. In addition

and perhaps even more important is th fact that hydrogen chloride is released

which, in some cases, may prohibit its use. Like Teflon the use of PVC shculd

be avoided.

Polystyrene is another common organic material that finds application

as an electrical insulator. The physical properties of this material have a

damage threshold of approximately 108 rad(C) with 250 degradation occurring

above 4 x 109 rad(C), Some authors take thfs to mean that polystyrene is accept-

able. 2'5 Hcwever, the electrical properties, specifically the volume resistivity

and insulation resistance, are affected by much lower levels of radiation. An

order of magnitude decrease in these parameters has been noted for doses as

low as 4.5 x 106 rad(C). This damage threshold is high enough to allow the use

of polystyrene in BMDATC-radars but better materials do exist.

One of the better and more popular materials is Mylar or polyethylene

terephthalate. Irradiation of Mylar does not cause crosslinkage but it does result

in scission or chain cleavage. The mechanical properties are unchanged up to a
77

dosage of 3 x 10 rad(C). 7 No significant change in electrical properties occurs

up to approximately 108 rad(C) and, as such, Mylar can be safely used in any

application.
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exanioles wMithin a material :lass wi-th rad-itio'n Prcoert';es eceed-ng 'hcse
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materials is not absolute since this listing contains not only organic insula-

tors and elastomers but also include some combinations of inorganic and organic

materials (e.g., vinyl coated tape with glass braid lacing and typing).

A ranking of organic materials commonly used for insulators based on

radiation data is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Ranking of Organic Insulators

Preferred Class: Polyester with mineral filler (Plaskon Alkyd),

preirradiated Kynar, preirradiated polyolefin,

glass filed polyester, polyvinyl floride (Tedlar)

Recommended Class: Bakelite, polyethylelen, polyvinyl formal (Formrva-K

some forms of nylon, polymethyl metharylates,

polystyrene no filler

Not Recommended

Class: Teflon, polyvinyl chloride, Lucite, polyester with

no filler, Kel-F, polystyrene with black pigment

(Styron 475), butyl rubber, Neoprene

The definitions of the various classes is this table are given by: (1) Pre-

ferred Class: These are the first choices and the most radiation resistant

of the insulators with damage thresholds of greater than 108 rad(C). (2) Re-

commended Class: These materials should be used only if all members of the

Preferred class have been found to be unsuitable for nonradiation considera-
6

tions. The damage thresholds for these materials are between 10 rad(O) and

108 rad(C). (3) Not Recommended Class: These materials should be avoided if

possible. They should never be used unless test data indicates an acceptable

radiation response. Their damage thresholds are all below 106 rad(C).

It should be noted that some of the materials in Table 3 and 4 will

be discussed more fully in other subsections. This particularly applies to

butyl rubber and Neoprene which are elastomers and will be discussed in the

section on seals.
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The use of inorganics deserves a bit more elaboration. In general,
inorganic materials are more radiation resistant than organic materials. This

is reflected in Table 5 with the dose damage threshold of inorganic materials

usually being an order of magnitude above that of organics. The reason is that
inorganics are not altered chemically by radiation in that no bonds are broken
or made. Atomic displacements produce most of the damage in inorganic material.
However, the effects are not always in the same direction. The densities of

crystalline insulators decrease under neutron irradiation while the dersity of
amorphous insulators such as glass increase with neutron irradiation. DC resis-

tivity is the primary electrical parameter affected by radiation but the ac
resistivity is not significantly affected. The vulnerability of various

inorganic insulating materials to neutron damage is shown in Figure 3.

All the materials represented in this figure are certainly acceptable

with quartz being the most radiation resistant of the group. The damage thres-
hold of quartz is approximately 8 x 1020 n/cm. Using the conversion factors

of Table I this corresponds to 1.6 x 1010 rad(Si). However, some quartz

crystal oscillators which will be discussed in the section on nonsemiconductc-
components have ceased operating after an exposure of roughly 104 rad(Si). This
serves to illustrate the impact of the application of the material or device
and the damage mechanism. In the case of the oscillator the mechanism is

thermal-mechanical strain while for the insulating application the mechanism
is displacement. Quartz used for an insulator is Quite acceptable while for

the oscillator it is quite vulnerable. In any case, the use of inorganics

should be maximized.

This concludes the portion of the report dealing with insulators.

The next subsection deals with adhesives.

3.2 ADHESIVES

Adhesives, of course, are used for bonding materials and, as such,

are found in every system. They are organic polymers and have the same
problems as the organic insulators. Thus the discussion on the damage mechanisms

for insulators also applies to adhesives.

One of the more common materials used as an adhesive is epoxy. The
damage threshold for epoxies in general must be taken as 10 rad(C). 2 . This
would seem to exclude this material from use. However, the term "epoxy"
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Table 5. Total Dose Damage Thresholds of Materials

Damage Damage
Material Threshold Material Threshold

rads(C) rads(C)

Organic Material

Silicone treated mica 107  Polystyrene 108

Silicone, varnished 107  Bakelite 108

glass fiber Epoxy resin

Polyethylene 107  Curing Agent

Mylar 107  Dicyandiamide 10a

Teflon 104  Pyromelhtic Dianhydride I108

Polyurethane glass fiber 108 Glass-bonded mica 108

Polyvinylchloride 105  Diallyl Phthalate 108

Nylon 105

Inorganic Materials

Metals >1012 Spinel 1012

Fused glass 109  Silicon 1011

Alumina 1012 Porcelain 1011

Mica 109  Fosterite 1012

Barium Oxide 1012 Germanium 109

Steatite 1012 Carbon 1012

Boron Nitride 108

Ceramic 1012

Elastomers

Natural rubber 106 Viton A 107

Butyl rubber 106 Silicon rubber 106

Neoprene 106 Buna-N 105
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covers a broad class of compounds and many of these have quite acceptable radia-

tion characteristics. Since these compounds do have such wide applications not

only as adhesive or bonding materials but also as structural plastics the class

of epoxies does deserve some further discussion.

The curing agent for epoxies constitutes a significant portion of

the resin and, as such, has a great impact on the radiation vulnerability of

a particular epoxy resin. Dicyanciamide is the only common curing agent

found to be deleterous to the radiation resistance of epoxies and resulted

in the 10 rad(C) damage threshold) 0  The best (hardest) radiation cnaracter-

istics are obtained with aromatic amine and aromatic anhydrine curing agents

such as m-phenylene-diamine and pyromeilitic dianhydride. Such systems are

unaffected by dose levels up to at least 108 rad(C) and, of course, can be

salely used in any application.

Epoxies, of course, are not the only candidates for adhesives. The

most common members of adhesives are organic polymers which have been modified

by various compounding agents. Organic resins which are used to form adhesives

are either straight chain or cross-linked polymers. The radiation vulnerabi-

lity will depend primarily on the basic chemical structure of the polymer and,

in particular, on the inter-molecular bonding system. Adhesive resins may be

classified into four major types: (1) thermosetting; (2) thermoplastic;

(3) elastomeric; and (4) blended. Thermosetting resins are characterized by

a three-dimensional cross-linked network. Thermoplastic resins have little

or no cross-linking and are usually weaker than thermosetting resins. Elasto-

mers consist of repeating chemical structural units called "monomer units"

which are joined by chemical bonds into long chains and quite often possess

a double bond between adjacent carbon atoms. These three groups can be inter-

blended to tailor the properties of the adhesive to a particular application.

Classification of adhesives and their radiation characteristics is further

complicated by the multitude of agents, fillers, and catalysts that can be

added to modify the properties of the adhesive.

Table 6 lists the effects of a radiation environment on several tyoes

of common adhesives. 11'12 The radiation levels do not represent the damage

thresholds but only the levels that were used for the test. However, the table
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does list three epoxies which exhibit only slight changes after an exposure
of between 1.7 to 3.9 x 108 rad(C). This slight change indicates that these

dose levels must be very close to the damage thresholds for these materials.

This, of course, implies that these epoxies are certainly acceptable for BMDATC-

radar applications. Unfortunately the data did not indicate the curing agent

but it was probably promellitic dianhydride.

The table also serves to indicate the effect of the surrounding

atmosphere on the radiation response of adhesives. As mentioned in the dis-

cussion on insulators the free radicals resulting from radiation exposure are

very reactive toward oxygen which tends to compete with cross-linking. Thus,

in general, there is more degradation of the material in air than in vacuum.

A ranking of the polymers usually used for adhesives based on radia-

tion vulnerability is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Radiation Vulnerability of Adhesives

Preferred Class: General class of phenolics, epoxy-phenolics,

and epoxies excluding those epoxies using

dicyandiamide

Recommended Class: Neoprene R-phenolics

Not Recommended Class: Neoprene R-Nylcn R-phenolics, cellulose adhesives

and epoxies using dicyandiamide

The classes in this table have the same definition as those in

Table 4 except for the damage thresholds. For this table, Table 7, the pre-

ferred class have damage thresholds between 5 x i08 and 109 rad(C), the re-commended class have damage thresholds between 10 and 10 rad(C), and the

not reconmended class have damage thresholds between 104 and 10 rad (C). It

should be mentioned that it is always a good rule to use the most radiation

resistant material or device possible. However, in this case, there is very

little distinction between the preferred and the recommended class in that both

will easily survive threat level environments in any scenario but the not re-

commended class should be avoided.
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This brings to an end the discussion of the vulnerability of adhesives

to nuclear radiation. The next general area to be covered will be ma:erials that

find applications as seals such as 0 rings and gaskets.

3.3 SEALS

Seals, of course, are found in almost any system including radars.

Like the rest of material applications they are sometimes overlooked but very

few systems can be built without 0 rings and gaskets. The polymer materials

commonly used for seals are plastics and elastomers. Metals and combinations

of polymers and metals occasionally are also used. However, elastomers are

usually chosen because of their high degree of resilience and conformabi3ity,

relatively low cost, and ease of integrating them into an acceptable seal de-

sign (i.e., they generally produce no harmful reaction on the mating surfaces).

Elastomers are defined by the American Society for Testing and Materials as:

(1) capable of being stretched 100 ; and (2) after being stretched 100%, held

for five minutes and then released, the material is capable of retracting to

within 10% of its original length within 5 minutes after release. In other

words these materials are rubber. Of course, all seals do not require a rubber-

like substance. This is especially true for a permanent or semi-permanent seal

where a gasket of soft metal, plastic, or a combination of plastic and metal is

used. Elastomeric sealants or caulking compounds which are applied in a re-

sinuous uncured form are sometimes used for permanent seals.

The metals which are appropriate include lead, indium, aluminum,

copper (including alloys like brass), and even stainless steel. Compared to

polymers the metals are invulnerable to radiation. However, due to the-r

relatively poor compressibility and elasticity, their use in seals is limited.

As stated previously more seals are made out of elastomers than any

other class of material. Much of what has already been said applies to this

application of elastomers. Particulate radiation such as neutrons have almost

no effect on this class of materials. The cause of damage is ionization and

not atomic displacement. Total dose effects manifest themselves in this material

as a decrease in elongation. The tensile strength may increase or decrease in

response to threshold levels of total dose but as the dose level increases the

tensile strength eventually decreases to unstable levels.11
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Table 8 indicates the damage threshold for elastomers commonly used
9

for seals. This table also includes the usual application of each compound

and the temperature range over which the materials may be used. In addition,

sealant materials applied in the form of a caulking compound or uncured resin

have been included. The term "antirad" is used in this table. These are addi-

tives to high polymers which inhibit radiation-induced degradation. These in-

clude antioxidants and antiozonants which prevent oxidation or the reaction of

free radicals with oxygen and ozone. In addition, the group includes additives

which function by preferentially absorbing the energy induced in the polymer by

radiation and releasing it in a less damaging form such as heat. Phenyl or

aromatic compounds because of their ring structure act as an energy sink and

are used as antirads. 13 Two examples of these compounds are hydroxyquinoline

and naphthaline.

In any case, Table 9 is a listing of common classes of elastomers

broken into three groups based on radiation resistance.

Table 9. Radiation Vulnerability of Elastomers
Suitable for Seals

Preferred Class: Neoprene (chloroprenes), natural rubber con-

taining antirads, and threat sealant.

Recommended Class: Natural rubber without antirads, silicone, and

styrene-butadiene (Buna-S).

Not Recommended Class: Butyl, fluorosilicone, fluorocarbon (Vitron),

butadient-acrylonitrile (Buna-N), and polysulfide.

The classes in this table have the same definition as those in Table 4, except

for the damage thresholds. For this table, Table 8, the preferred class has
7

a damage threshold of 10 rad(C) or greater, the recommended class has a damage

6
damage threshold of 106 rad(C) or less. As was the case with insulators and

adhesives, the preferred and recommended classes will survive in any scenario

but the not recommended class should be avoided.
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It should also be noted that the polyurethanes have not been in-

cluded. This class of elastomers are quite radiation resistant with a damage

threshold of approximately 5 x 107 rad(C). 5 However, they are usually used as

foams for vibration damping and, therefore, it was thought not to be appropriate

to include them in the list of seals and sealants.

The other class of materials that finds some application as seals

either by themselves or in composite seals with metals is plastics. They are not

used as often as elastomers because of their lack of resilience and conformabi-

lity. However, they do have good low temperature properties and chemical inert-

ness so they do have some applications. Table llists some of the more common

plastics along with their usual applications. 9 Most of these materials were

discussed in the section on insulators and, therefore, will not be repeated
here. Table 11 is ranking of these plastics according to radiation properties.

Table 11. Ranking of Plastics Applicable for Seals

Preferred Class: Kynar and Polyethylene

Recommended Class: Nylon and Kel-F

Not Recommnended Class: Teflon (TFE and FEP), and polyvinyl chloride

The definitions of the classes in this table are the same as those used previously

except for the damage thresholds. For Table 11, the preferred class has a damage
threshold of 10 7 rad(C) or greater, the recommended class has a daage threshold
of 106 rad(C) or greater, and the not recommended class has a damage threshold

of 106 rad(C) or less. The not recommended class should be avoided while the

preferred and recommended classes should survive the threat.

This finishes the discussion of the work that was performed on the

project concerning the vulnerability of seals.

3.4 LAM INATES

Laminates are another class of materials found in almost every system.

One common application is printed circuit boards. This material consists of a

filler which is usually an inorganic compound such as glass cloth, mica, or
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asbestos coupled with an organic binder. For such a combination the radiation

response is, of course, dominated by the organic binder. In these cases, organic

material such as paper, natural fibers (cellulose), or synthetic fibers (e.g.,

nylon) are sometimes used as fillers and the response of the filler may be signifi-
cant.

When an organic filler is used, the behavior of the fiber is not

significantly different from the base polymers in some other form. The chemical

structure dominates the radiation response of the fiber. 1 3 ' 1 4 ,5 Much of what

has been said about organic polymers in the previous sections applies here.

Exposure to radiation can induce cross linkage, scission, and evolition of gas.

Polymers which are used in fibers that contain only hydrogen and carbon are the
13

most resistant to raciation. Among the most vulnerable polymers to rad 4 ation

are cellulose and halogenated polymers, both of which have very little resistance

to chain cleavage.

Up to this point in the report very little has been said act e>-

lose materials. Scission in these materials is induced by radiation exposure.

Figure 4 is a typical curve of scission versus total dose.

I~ :V 1 V2C 1 11 1 1 1V Vic

~80

Total IOSO rd(C)

Figure 4. Effect of Total Dose on Cellulose
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The effect of radiation on these materials is not limited to just

scission but also includes the formation of carbonyl and carboxyl groups.

Curves for carbonyl and carboxyl formation have essentially the same shape 3 as

Figure 4. Referring to Figure 4, this means that the cellulose chain is not

significantly affected chemically for total dose exposures of 106 rad(C) or less.

It should be noted that some authors list the damage threshold for cellulose

as 105 rad(C).17,18,19,20 This is not in disagreement with Figure 4 since tne chan; _

at this dose level in the figure are measurable even though they are very

small.

In any case, irradiation of cellulose materials always prcduces losses

in tensile strengtn, eloncaticn, and Young's mcdulus. This is indicated in

Table 12 for cotton and rayon. 3

Table12. Effects of Total Dose Radiation on the Tensile
-Strength on Cotton and Rayon

Dose Condition of % Loss

Material 106 rad(C) Exposure in Strength

30/1 Cotton Yarn 4.2 Air 27

Vacuum 29

Cotton Fiber 3  4.4 02 23

N2  24

HT Rayon Cord 2 0  8.5 Air 40

Vacuum 37

The effects of radiation on cellulose fibers are a function of only
4 21

the total dose and are independent of the dose rate> The order of resistance
15,22

to scission is given by acetates>rayons > cottons.

As a general rule, cellulose materials, even the acetates, are not
recommended for radiation resistant applications. To illustrate this, Table 13

is a comparison between cellulose fibers and polyamide (Nylon), polyester

(Dacron), and polyacrylic (Orlon) fibers.3 Viscosity is included in this table

because it gives an indication of the first significant change in fiber structures
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Table I3 Response of Fibers to a Total Dose of 10" Rad(C)

Significant
Significant Loss Cian t Complete Destruction ofMa te ri a I IChange ,,t e

I in Tensile Strength in Viscosity Fibrous Properties

Cotton 0.1 0.055 30

Rayon 0.8 0.5 80

Acetate 1.0 1.3 100

Nylon 6 or 56 2.0 1.1 100

Orlon 8.0 -- 1,000

Dacron 15.0 -- 10,000

which, in turn, impacts the macroscopic properties of the material In gereral.

the cellulose materials (the first three in Table 13) are degraded no matter ,ha:

property or criteria is used. The synthetic fibers (the last three in the table,'

are more resistant to radiation and at low doses may show an increase in modulus

which would indicate cross linking.

Laminates are composite materials consisting of a binder and a filler.

Table !417 indicates the esults of irradiating several laminates cons~stin; o'

the same binder (phenol formaldehyde) but different fillers. This table indi-

cates that laminates with inorganic fillers are more radiation resistant than

both those with cellulose fillers and also the unfilled resin itself. This

illustrates the general rule that filled or reinforced plastics have better

radiation resistance than the same plastic when 
it is unfilled.

5

As mentioned previously, generally the filler of a laminate is an

inorgan-ic compound and the binder is an organic. In these cases the radiation

response of the laminates is dominated by the binder since most inorganic

fibrous materials are not affected by doses up to 101 2 rad(C). Table 15 lists

some common laminates along with the 25% damage points and operating tempera-

ture ranges. 9 ,23,24,25 The actual damage thresholds are roughly a decade belcw

the levels in the table.

The table pertains to changes in the materials which compose the
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laminates. All organic materials will evolve some gas when irradiated. As

long as the materials involved contain only carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and

nitrogen, the gases which are evolved dill not be detrimental to the laminate.

However, as mentioned in previous sections, halocenated polymers w il evolie

acidic vapors which can be very corrosive. In this regard, the point shculd

be made that many fire-retardant systems employ highly halogenated :.mgcnen:s

and, as such, must be employed with caution. In any case, the evolution of gas,

corrosive or not, can cause blistering, warping, and distortion to metalli:

foil runs. This constitutes one of the main mechanical damage Techalisms

for printed circuit boards.

Another major radiation effect on circuit boards is increased leak-

age current. it has been postulated 9,26 that tnis is due to rad a:io-i ed

ionization in the air which establisnes corductive :aths between ex ocsed :zzce

conductors. Another formi of electrical degradation has been, observed in the

form of metal oxide deposits on the surface of the copper foil strips as well26
as discontinuities in the foil itself. Coatings improve the radiation resis-

tance by offsetting the ionization effects. However, there is some ambiguity

concerning the relative efficiency of the different types of coatings.

Refer-ence 9 states that "the most efficient one seems to be silicone varnish,"

while reference 26 states that "a polyester coating appears superior to epoxy-

polyamide and to a silicone varnish in preserving the electrical characteristics

of the boards." Regardless of these differences there is agreement on the

improvement in the radiation resistance which results from the use of a coating.

A preferred list of laminates has not been compiled since this entails

combinations of the fillers and binders and this would be quite extensive.

Regardless any of the laminates in Table 15, except the last entry, can be sa*ey

used. In addition, some guidelines can be formulated. These are listed becw.

For fillers:

(1) Use inorganics

(2) If organics must be used, then choose synthetic materials

(3) Avoid using cellulose materials.

31
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Binders:

(1) Avoid halogenated polymers

(2) Be guided by the recommended list for insulators in
section 3.1 of this report

Laminated printed circuit boards:

(1) Use a coating of either polyester or a silicone varnish.

However, as indicated by the data in Table 13, laminates should be able

to withstand threat levels of the environment. The exception to this is copper-

clad Teflon glass laminate which has a damage threshold of approximately 104

radf2). In any case it is good design practice to follow the above guidelines

whenever possible.

3.5 - Encapsulants

The last application of organics that will be considered in this study

is encapsulation or potting. There are a wide variety of reasons for potting

including mechanical shock insulation, thermal insulation, and environmental

(such as moisture and oxidation) protection. Because of this, mechanical proper-

ties are more important than electrical for this application. It should also

be noted that coating and impregnating a component with a ccmpound to provide

moisture and oxidation protection is very similar to potting and some of the

materials that were included can be used for these applications.

The compounds used for encapsulation invariably consist of highly

crosslinked resins and, as such, the discussion on the organic binders of lamin-

ates also applies here. The resins, of course, require a curing agent which

can have a significant impact on the radiation vulnerability of the compound.

This was illustrated in the discussion on adhesives in section 3.2, by epoxies

and the difference in the damage threshold for compounds cured by dicyandiamide

(threshold of 10' rad(C)) and by pyromellitic dianhydride (threshold of 100 rad

(C)). Table 16 lists the effects of dose on various properties of epoxy resins
27cured by different agents. In this table, hardness means the resistance that

a material has to abrasions and indentations. Barcol hardness simply refers to

a specific method of measuring hardness.
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Table 16. Effects of Total Dose Radiation on Unfilled
Epoxy Resins

Total Barcol Heat Distortion Ccmpression
Curing Agent Dose TSmp. Strength

tad(C) Hardness F) (psi)

p-p' methylenedianiline 0 20 295295500 2 2952750

106 27 295 2860

107 29 295 2900

108 31 275 2980

Pyrcmellitic dianhydride I 39 575

106 39 570 I
10 39 575
101 39 575

m-phenylenediamine 0 33 290 3015

106 31 I 280 3050

107 31 280 1 3250

108 30 255 2905

Table 17. Dose Effects on Polyester-Styrene Resin

Total Tensile Elastic Shear impact
Dose Strength Elongation Modulus Strength StrenghradC) (pi) (percent) Mdls Srnt I S ,rn 2~

rad(C) (psi) (psi) (psi) ft-lb/in 2

0 2000 20 .58 x I01 3100 .73

4 x 10' 4000 16 1.7 x 101 6200 .62

7 x 107 8600 6 3.0 x 10 6500 .58

7 x 101 5900 3 3.1 x I01 5600 .44

1.5 x 10' 2000 4000 .22
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Some of the properties of the compounds in Table 16 show an increase

with radiation. This is due to radiation-induced cross linking. This effect

is more clearly indicated in Table 17.17 This data is for a polyester-styrene

resin. Compounds of this type are also commonly used for potting. They are

formed by dissolving the polyester in styrene or some other vinyl moncme. 3

In any case, the data in Table 17 does indicate that radiation-induced cross

linkage can result in a desirable increase in the mechanical properties of a

material. The Young's modulus, the tensile strength, and yield strength are

increased. 3 Cross linkage also causes an improvement in heat distortion E and

resistance to solvent action. However, all the effects are not desirable. Ie
impact strength is decreased, the compound beccmes brittle, and the elongation

before break may be significantly reduced. Thus, radiation-induced cross link-
ing can be helpful or harnful depending on the particular apolication.

Table 189 is a list of the damage thresholds of some commnon commerci-

ally available potting compounds along with their operating temperature range.

The list includes polyurethane encapsulants. These materials have some of the

best radiation response characteristics of any polymer. They are reccrnmended I
for use whenever there is a requirement for shock insulation or vibrational

damping. The list also contains some compounds which are suitable for coatings

and impregnating components. It contains the commercial name along with the

manufacturer. The list is not intended to be all inclusive but simply represen-

tative.

Damage threshold data for a particular example of polystyrenes and

of phenolics was not available. However, some data shcwn in Figure 5 on Styro-

foam 22 (a polysty-ene foam)2 7 was obtained. This foam had a density of

2 lb/ft3 . Irradiation in air at room temperature produced degradation at doses

as low as 5 x 107 rad(C). This contradicts the damage threshold listed in

Table 18. One possible explanation for this low damage level is the fact

that most foams are produced by mixing into the polymer a the.nally unstable

compound, or blowing agent, which decomposes and gasifies upon heating. Emall

quantities of the residual blowing agent or its degradation product may degrade

further and attack the polymer when irradiated. A typical blcwing agent,
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methyl chloride, decomposes when irradiated to form an acid which attacks polystyrene.

II SXO a rad(C)
90

~, go - an -

70 -
S60

S40-
30
zo

a ,

C 5011Z

Figure 5. Radiation Data for a Polystyrene
Foam (Styrofoam 22)

This same phenomena has been reported for Stafoam AA-402 (a poly-

ether-resin urethane foam). 2 9  The same explanation applies. The blowing agent

when irradiated evolves chlorine which forms the acid which degrades the foam

itself. The data did not include a damage threshold, but the foam did exhibit
7

degradation at 5 x 10 rad(C) at room temperature. This does not contradict

the damage thresholds in Table 18 since this was for a specific example of poly-

urethane.

This illustrates the impact that additives can have on the radiation

response of organic polymers. Care must be exercised in choosing curing or

blowing agents that will not experience radiation-induced degradation whose

products will attack the polymer. For these two examples, polyurethane and

polystyrene, the use of methyl chloride lowers the damage threshold by an

order of magnitude.

An important consideration associated with irradiated potting com-

pounds is gas evolution. This may cause significant effects for hermetically

sealed potting systems. This effect has been reported impacting transformers,

capaci ors, and inductors. For capacitors, the problem is further aggravated

f.-I.
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Table 18, Total Dose Effects on Comon Encapsulants

T e o M. D a t g e
Material App) ication Range Threshold

(FOT) (rad(C))

Polyiurathane Encapsuants

Eccofo.u FP Class A. 3, and C), Foam-In- -65 to 108 Rigid roam encapsulant for nechanical
9"ro o$ and ,Lir$s. Inc.. place 165 snOct and oibration daami'; tece is
iItco I (Class A. S. and C). ;yov I determined by the maxnaum 't.mce-itrt
4.1. Thi btson Co. of use

Type f1 -65 to lo' Class is deter'i,,ed by densfy
C'a!s A: 2 tb/ft'; Class 3: 10 'b 't'.
Class C: 20 lb/ft'

Type 111 -65 to ICo 'Jitriviolet radiation ''esults in so-
3500 discoloration

Silicone Rubber

Oow-COrn 9in Corporatiol Pottln -85 to 5 a 0 enuires a iQod old Fo
" 

Ne.hanicail
Q-9-0031-1/2 500 shock and vibraton; shoui( "t b" isedQ-9-'003- 1/2 at 00 to 5000 F inless piven a oro-
Q-9-.003l/? (resu1i e cur- in !000 F 5t- s to 5000

RTV-503

Products Research Co.

PR- 1920-1/2
PR- 19O-i/2
PR-1910-1/2

Silicone 2,bbe P rimer

General Electric Co. SS-4004 Pri er to -45 to 5 1 l0' I hour cure at -cm te.erNture

Products Researc I CO. 1902 ;TV vbobe 500

Polysul fii

3C-37. ClaSa A Pottfnq -70 to 10' U!sed ;rimarly for cablen-ctrs;
3C-47T. Class 9 300 3 lot recc.mended for gene'al Durvose
Churchill Cheeical Co. potting

Fpoxy Cncas'ldiva s

Insulat'ng Laciuer 1162 Moisture -65 to lo0 Sorly or dip coat ( .'0S in.) Drinted
Oennis Ch.ilcal Commny resistant 200 ,ir

4
nq ard :04tlq

coati nq
(t in)
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since these devices quite often employ solid or liquid organic dielectrics wnich

can also undergo radiation-induced gas evolution. Table 19 lists data On }

Ta6le 19. Radiation-induced Evolution of Gas

Gas Evolution*

Material ml/g per 106 rd(C)

Triallyl cyanurate .0013

Aniline formaldehyde .00064

Casein plastic .006

Phenol formaldehyde .0032

Allyl diglycol carbonate .057

Polyester-styrere (mineral filler) .0031

Melamine formaldehyde with
cellulose filler .0054

Urea formaldehyde with
cellulose filler .010

Epoxy cured with aliDhatic -.015 (based on
amine, mineral filled weight of resin)

* This is for standard temperature, and pressure.

the evolution of gas from various irradiated potting compounds. The table

indicates that gas evolution may be a problem for allyl diglycol carbonate,

cellulose filled urea formaldehyde, and mineral filled epoxy. Referring to

the discussion on laminates, it must be remembered that cellulose decomposes

readily and results in physical degradation and gas evolution. Thus, the gas

evolution for cellulose filled compounds is expected to be greater than the

unfilled version. Viewed in this light the gas evolution of unfilled urea

formaldehyde may be quite acceptable.

In any case, the evolution of gas can result in distortion and

internal stresses within the potting compound. This internal stress within a

potting material cannot only damage the embedded component but in certain cases

can also affect the operation of the devices. Examples of devices whcse opera-

tion is modified can be found among the ferrites which can be particularly

sensitive to stresses. in fact, this property or effect has been used to
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develoo a strain gauge to measure the stresses inside epoxies as a function of

dose.30  The device was used to measure the internal stress within to enoxies:

a semirigid epoxy (Scotchcast 3M-241) and a rigid epoxy (Epocast H2E-001). Te

3M-241 response is shown in Figure 6. It is interesting to note that in the

400-

1200

~. 10 7  2]

in M300Eox

500-

~. 4C

ZOO

0 50 i00 150 z CO

Figure 6. Radiation-induced :)ressijre
in 3M-241 Epoxy

absence of radiation the stress internal to the epoxy is 400 psi. The radiation-

induced increase in stress is due to either cross-linking or gas for-7ation.

The response can vary from epoxy to epoxy. Figure 7 depicts the

response of the H2E-0ll epoxy which is markedly different from that shown

in Figure 6. Initially the pressure is fairly stable with radiation. owever,

after roughly 15 hours of irradiation, spikes did occur. Although not apparent

from the figure because of the scale, the spikes have a magnitude of 1500 psi.

In addition, the nonradiated value of 33,000 psi would appear to be potentially

damaging to any compound embedded in the material.
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Figure 7. Internal Stress as a Function
of Radiation in H2E-01I Epoxy

The difference in the responses shown in the t'.o figures is due to

differences bet'ween the chemical structure of the two epoxies. H2E-O11 is a

fully cross-linked three dimensicnal structure while the 3M-214 is not. Wi:h

a fully cross-linked structure like the H2E-011 the predcminate radiation

degradation process is probably cleavage of the carbon-to-carbon bonds in both

the main chain and the cross links. In any case, this does illustrate the

possibility of the existence of high internal stresses in the potting c:mocurd.

The data on the materials suitable for encapsulants contained in this

report was used to form the ranking shown in Table 20. This ranking does not

include gas evolution but is based, solely on the damage thresho'ds for

mechanical properties. It also assumes that a nonhalogenated blowing agent

is used to form the foams. In this table the preferred class has a damage

threshold of 108 rad(C) or greater, the recormended class is 10 rad(C), and

the not reconmended class is 106 ra,'(C). Of course this is not an all

inclusive list and the list should not be regarded as specifications but rather

as guidelines. However, as indicated by the damage thresholds all of the list-

ed materials should be able to withstand the threat with little or no effect.
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Table 20, Ranking of Encapsulants

Preferred material: Polyurethane (Eccofcam F? and Hitco R),
polystyrene, phenolic, epoxy (Epocast t2E-
011, H2E-012, H2E-037; Scot:hcast No. 3)

Recommended Material: Epoxy (insulating lacquer 1I-$2; Epccast

202/9615, 202/96-7, 2O2-1.,'96-15A",

Not Recomended Yaterial: Polysulfide (3C-737, Class '; 3C-777T,
Class B); silicon rumter (Q--COJ3-
1/2, Q-9-3003-1/2, Q-9-005-1/2, RTV-
503, PR-1930-!/2, ?R- 132C. - 1/ 2 ,  PR- ,91

1/2); siliccn rutber primer (2eneral
Electric Co. SS-4^C4; Pr:cuc:s Research
Co. 1;02)

There is an additional area associateJ with binders ,ich could

present potential problems. This is associated with the propellants for the

interceptor. Even though this is not a subject of concern to this project, it

was thought that this information could be of use and should at least be mentioned.

Modern propellants are composites of an oxidizer, a fuel binder, and a

powdered metal. The binder is typically an elastomer or plastic such as poly-

vinyl chloride, polysulfide, or carboxyl-terminated polybutadiere. One of the

requirements for the binder is to provide sufficient strength so that the compo-

site propellant will retain structural integrity during the high acceleration

phases of the flight. Another requirement for the binder is that its burning

rate must be sufficiently high so that the burn rate of the composite fuel is
31

high enough to accelerate the missile at its required value. The purpose

of the oxidizer, of course, is to promote oxidation. From the discussions on

polymers in this report it would appear that, in view of the requirements on the

binder and the oxidizer, scission of the binder will occur in the presence of

radiation. This could easily lead to the evolution of gas and loss of strength

in the binder. As mentioned previously, this is not an area that is pertinent

to this study. However, it -rtainly can have serious consequences on the perform-

of the interceptor.

This finishes tne work that was done on the radiation response of

materials. It has been mentioned previously but it must be restated that the
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listings in this report should not be considere with the same degree of in-

flexibility as a specification but rather as guidelines. As best as possible

the data in these sections represent damage thresholds of a class of materials.

However, there will be specific examples within a class with radiation pro-

perties exceeding those listed.
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4.0 NONSEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS

The nonsemiconductor components that were covered consist of three

classes: resistors, capacitors, and quartz crystal oscillators. These classes

of components are usually ignored. However, with the high threat levels that

are expected it was felt that these classes could exhibit some susceptibility

to radiation-induced degradation or disruption. This section has been divided

into two subsections; one dealing wi h resistors and capacitors and one covering

quartz crystal oscillators.

4.1 RESISTORS AND CAPACITORS

Resistors are affected by neutrons and dose-rate. Neutrons cause

permanent or long term resistance changes due to displacement effects. The dose

rate effects are momentary and last only a few microseconds. These transient

effects exhibit themselves as a shunt leak resistance and a Compton replacerent

current. The shunt resistance is due to ionization resulting in a shunt leakage

resistance. The replacement current is caused by Compton scattering of electrons

from the resistor's atom. Figure 8 is the equivalent circuit of a resistor which

has been irradiated.

RS

iiR
SR

Figure 8. Equivalent Circuit of a Resistor Under Irradiation.
R is Preirradiated Resistance

The !R is the change in the resistance due to neutrons. The wire-wound resistors

are the least sensitive to neutron irradiation. Their neutron damage threshold
1015 to 1016 2

is approximately 10 t 0 n/cm .Oxide film resistors are the most sensitive
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to neutrons. Their damage threshold is only 1012 n/cm2 . The darage threshold

for carbon composition is approximately 1013 n/cm 2 and an exposure to a fluence

of 1014 n/cm2 causes a 2% reduction in resistance. 32 The magnitude of the

neutron-induced degradation is dependent on the size of the resistor. in gener3l,

the larger the resistor the greater will be its percentage charge in resistance

when exposed to a neutron fluence. The change in a one megachi resistcr is aboit

a factor of 3 to 4 times that experienced by a I00 ohm resistor. The effects of

neutron irradiation on some common types of resistors are surma-ized in Table _'I

and Figure 9.33

TABLE 21. NEUTRON AAC L,GE 1HRES CLOS OF RES"STORS

Damage
Resistor Type Thresholds

(n/cm2 )

Carbon composition 10"3

Metal film 3 x 1016

Carbon film 10's

Oxide film 2 x 1012

Precision 4irewound

Ceramic 5 x 1017

Epoxy 10.5

Besides neutron-induced degradation, resistors are also subjected to

dose-rate effects. The impacts are the generation of a replacement or Compton

current which is iR in Figure 8 and a reduction of the element's effective re-

sistance due to leakage in the resistance material and its surroundings. This

last effect is equivalent to the transient shunt leakage resistance represented

by Rs in Figure 8. This leakage shunt resistance is inversely proportional to

the dose rate while the Compton replacement current is directly proportional to

the dose rate. Two very simple equations provide first order approximations to

the leakage resistance and the replacement current:
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BI

and B

The proportionality constants vary with the wattage and potting rraterial of tre

resistor. There is some disagreement on the vale of these constants in :he

literature but the best agreement seems to be for the ,alues shown in Tab'e

22.2,32

Table 22. Res sto r Proporticnafity 73c:or

So13 -.)
B1 x 0 B2 x IC

Resistor Potting (kohms- a rsRa
Type I Compound Rad(C)/sec) sec,

Carbon Composition

(watts)

1 Air (630 mm Hg) 2.1 0.73

1 Silastic > 4.3 0.5

1/18 Dow-Corning 200 > 1.7 3.0

Ceramic encased Paraffin >170.0 0.015

Metal film 1/8 watt Paraffin > 4C.0 0.0__ _

Therefore, at threat levels, it should be anticipated that the leakage resis-

tance and the replacement current will experience an increase gove-ned by the

above equations.

Similar to resistors very little recent work has been reported in

the literature on capacitors. Normally the environments are not hign eno'gh

to create significant problems. However, in our case the radiation effects

can be significant. The parameters of a capacitor that are af~ected by radia-

tion are the capacitance, the dissipation factor, and the leakage resistance. The

changes in capacitance may be either positive or negative, the dissipation fac-

tor nearly always increases, and the leakage resistance nearly always decreases.
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Capacitors using Teflon as a dielectric exposed to 10 14 n/m ha.~e

an increase in capacitance of approximately 10' while the leakage resistance

drops from 6 x 10 11 to 6 x 10 8 ohms. Capacitors using Mylar film show essen-

tially no degradation in electrical properties up to 10 8 rad(C) and in mc~
9

cal properties up to 10 rad(C). However, the dieectric constant does ex4i

some changes but recovers after irradiation. Mica used in c3aoaci-:rs seers tc

be unaffected by neutron fluences up to 5 x 10l n/cm 2  Therea~ e cs

of neutron 1:1 erce on various capacitors is shown in Figure 0

'41euCAfA

Papr and~ li e~eto-aiaio es iv t aa~t

PI&t shoul be noe tha soeoth os estv c-ctr

compouds Thul daae ntdta reo thes tytpesiie capaciors isdep~aiyt aren'

evolved from these impregnants which results in pressure buildup), bUrsting,

and eventually open circuiting Df the capacitor. The damage th-esnol:d "or
13 2

this type capacitor is approximately 10 n /cm
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As evidenced by Figure 10, types of capacitors can be chosen which

will survive the threat. Some guidelines can be stated that will aid in such

a choice. These are:

1) Avoid organic dielectric materials if possible.

2) Paper dielectric units must not be impregrated with

hydrocarbons.

3) The preferred types of capacitors are glass, cera,ic,

and tantalum in that order.

4.2 QUARTZ CRYSTAL 3SCrLLAT3RS

Quartz crystal oscillators are ised for pre~isicn Sater 4.n:ks in

many systems. Often this class of components is overlooked in a r3:atin

vulnerability assessment. However, radiation will affect the frequency o-

these oscillators. They will suffer a transient and a permanent e~fect and

in the extreme will cease to oscillate.

It is fairly well established that a significant icrease 4n the raa,O.-

tion hardness of quartz oscillators is achieved by electrodiffusing or sweeping

the quartz prior to fabrication of the resonators. 35-41 This process consists

of applying an electric field parallel to the crystal's c-axis while maintaining

the sample temperature in the 400 to 5000 C range. 42 Electrodes are applied to

the face of the bar of the quartz and impurities (generally Li+ and Na+ inter-

stitial ions) are swept out. The process is carried out at high temoeratures

to increase the mobility of the impurities. It should be noted that the 37kali

interstitials are always present in as-grown crystal since they are deliberately

introduced during the growth process to act as charge compensators for the

ubiquitous silicon-substituted aluminum ions.

In unirradiated crystals, aluminum is located in the quartz lattice

as a substitute for silicon. The concentration of Al in the lattice depends

on the growth conditions but it does tend to be the dominant lattice impurity

with the concentration generally having an upper limit of 3000 ppm (i.e., pe-

number of silicon atoms).43 From an ionic viewpoint, aluminum is a +3 entity

in the +4 silicon site and there is a general tendency to achieve charge corpensa-

tion by the location of a +1 ion (H+, Li+, or Na+) at a nearty interstit',

site.
°4
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Synthetic quartz suffers from a low value of Q (acoustic losses,

internal friction, or figure of merit). The initial reason for sweeping was

to improve the Q value and not to demonstrate that swept synthetic quartz is

more tolerant to radiation. Therefore, little work has been done to optimize

the sweeping process for radiation hardness and sweeping is critical to the

radiation hardness of synthetic quartz crystals at room temperature. Eer&isse 5

indicates that unless electrolysis is carried out with care more impurities can

be introduced than are removed. The sitaton is furtner comp':ia'ea- 2 tr-e

fact that the sweeping process has not been standardized (e.g., sweeping is

performed in vacuum, air, hydrogen, or inert atmospheres). Variations in the

sweeping process cause variations in the kinds, locations, and amcurts of imper-

fections within the quartz lattice structure which are, in turn, reflected in

the variations in the radiation response of the oscillators.

Following a pulse of radiation, the frequency ard Q of the oscillator

.hange. These changes do partially anneal toward preirradiation values for

about 20 minutes after the cessation of radiation, after 4hich the changes in

Q and freauency are fairly stable. The situation is illustrated in an idealized

form 4 1 in Figure 11. Changes which anneal within roughly 20 minutes after the

cessation of radiation are called transient shifts. All those changes which per-

sist for longer than 20 minutes are called steady-state shifts, fss" The anneal-

able portion of the frequency offset in Figure 11 is designated by -A It sncGlj

be noted that the steady-state shifts are not permanent but will anneal ,Ut. Hcw-

ever, the annealing of the steady-state shifts is very slow and will continue for

days until the preirradiation value of frequency is obtained.
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There are two ranges of dose in which the resonators exhibit different

steady-state behavior. The response in one region can not be inferred or extra-

polated from the behavior in the other, which probably indicates different

0 mechanisms for the radiation response in the two regions. In the low dcse

range (< i03 to 104 rads (Si)), the frequency change is usually positi/e,

small (typically 1-10 pp 108), and shows little dose deperderce. ii-h larger

doses, it increases strongly with dose and can reach high negative va!'!es.

The early work was concentrated on steady-state changes ard zrinciPa ' v

in the high dose region. However, some low dose data does exist. For swept

synthetic quartz, both positive and negative shifts have been observed. Shi.ts

of the order of 1 pp 108 can occur for doses as low as 100 rads. In some cases

the change in frequency has been observed to reach a plateau for exposures as

low as 400 rads (Si). Once the response has saturated no further frequency

shifts will occur until the absorbed dose exceeds 3000 rads (Si). This low dose
ofse i idiatd n igre 426  347 37

offset is indicated in Figure 126,134, and 14. The data in Figure 72 is on

' "'" 0.32 x -'0 ,'R AD
AT~4 /

I I RAO/DAY

L 0 OX 0' 0 'PAD
\"AT 10 AC, AY

I 1 A

0 1co 200 3C0 I00 500
RAO(SiO 2 )

Figure 12. Steady State Frequency Offset of Unswept Natural Quartz as a
Function of Absorbed Dose
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a 5 MHz unswept natural quartz oscillator. This figure seems to indicate that

increasing the dose rate changes the rate of frequency offset per rad (Si).

However, even at a constant dose rate the rate of frequency offset appears to

be changing as indicated by the tailing of the curve above 4O0 rad (Si). This |

indicates that the slope is a function of the accumulated dose rather than dose t
rate.

Figure 13 indicates the response of swept and unswept PreMi r-Q syr eti-

quartz 7 . This figure gives some indication of the transition region tetween

! 4e i ectr-:-s

- 2!0

EL-.E rN OSE aa;

Figure 13. Radiation Response of 5 Mhz Premijm-Q Resonators

the low and high dose regimes. The transistion region is further expanded in

Figure 14. The data in Figure 14 is for 5 AHz Sawyer Research Products (SARP.

Premium-Q quartz resonators, Unfortunately the scales in Figures 13 ard 14 are

different which makes a comparison of the two figures difficult. However, they
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Figure 14. Radiation Respcnse oF 5 MHz SAR Premiam-Q

Quartz 2esonators

are essentially in agreement with one another and indicate that at 103 rad (SiO

the offset for swept synthetic crystals will usually be small and positive.

As the absorbed dose is increased the offset will decrease sharply with dose.

In any case the offset below a dose of 104 rad (Si) will be less than 4 pp 10

and in all likelihood will be too small to have much of an impact on the per-

formance of the radar.

The early work on quartz crystals was concentrated on the steady-state

4changes in the high dose regions (> 10 rad (Si)). However, there are soTe
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ambiquities and irreproducible results in the literature.
37 ,42  Figures 15 37

and 1648 are among the latest reported data and are indicative o4 the variation

in the literature. For essentially the same type of material, SARP Premim-Q I

quartz in 5 MHz AT-cut resonators the change in frequency at 1 Mrad (Si) in

Figure 15 can be as low as -400 pp 10 while in Figure 16 it can be as high as

+150 pp 10 A variety of factors could have caused these discrepancies inc'jdi j

the sweeping process, the fabrication process, and the resonant circu it itsei -

As mentioned previously apparently little effort has been .rade to standardize

the experiments or the manufacturing process so correlating data fror dil'er-erc

experiments is difficult. Differences such as those between Figure 15 ard 165

are the rule rather than the exception.

Another example of some of the latest data is presented in Figure 17

The curve for unswept quartz is really in contradiction to work reported earlie-

-55
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Figure 17. Steady-State Radiation Response Figure 18. Steady-State Radiation

of 5 MHz Premium-Q Quartz Response of 5 MHz
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represented in Figure 18. The consensus in the literature indicates that the

relative behavior of swept quartz depicted in Figure 18 is more typical of this

type of crystal. Once again the scales are different but to facilitate a cC.-

parison between the two figures the following conversion factors can be jsed:

Hz in Figure 13 = 200 pp 10 ; 10 Hz = 20CC PP 109 ; and 50 Hz 11,"C, o .

These conversion factors indicate that data presented in the fort o' -i> e '

creates the false impression concerning the magnitude of the prob'e-. Fi;e 19

is a repct of Figure 13 using the A,/'f X 109 for-at. This indicates rseat :rs...e:-

- Yev £ -,

6 _100

I6~O~ I

-Sjoced Os_ciinq

I.. " ;oo " '

13 45 4 5

Figure 19. Steady-State Offset Oscillator Frequency as a

Function of Dose for 5 MHz Resonators

natural quartz must never be used in a radiation environment since at i Mrad 'Si)

it will experience an offset in excess of 10,000 pp 109. This is brought Out

46 ..
even clearer in Table 23 which lists representative radiation-induced fr-e,Lecy
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offsets for various levels in the high dose region. As indicated in this table

the offset in unswept natural quartz is generally at least an order of magnitude

greater than that in swept synthetic quartz.

The variation in the radiation response of natural quartz exhibited

in Table 21 is also present in other types of quartz. This is indicated in

Figure 2039 for 5 MHz oscillators made from swept synthetic electronic-grade

quartz. These crystals were cut from four different bars (i.e., L-4, L-5, R-3,

o

D .

Figure 20. Steady-State Frequency Offsets of 5 MHz Resonators

and R-6). The radiation-induced steady-state offset does vary considerably

between different bars and can be either positive or negative.

The same type of behavior is also exhibited by Premium-Q grade quartz

as indicated by Figure 21. 4 9  In this figure the bars All and A13 are Pretnium-Q

and El is electronic grade quartz. As indicated by this figure both grades of

material exhibit the same type of steady-state behavior.
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There is some indication in Figure 20 that the variation in the

offset between crystals cut from the same bar can be quite small. This fact is

49 39
more clearly illustrated in Figures 22 and 23 .Figure 22 depicts data on

*jo

Figure 22. Steady-State Response of Three Crystals

from the Same 3ar of Premiun-Q Qa-tz

three crystals cut from the same bar of Premiurn-Q quartz while Figure 23 indicates

the steady-state response of two sets of three crystals with each set coming

4 0 L.-

3 - L- 1.-

o a10
DOS (ra SO

Fiur 2. Sed-tt rqunyOfe o 5MzRsntr

Farctdfo lcrn*1G~d IjrzCytl
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from the same bar of electronic-grade quartz. After 105 rad (Si) none of the

units from the same bar have offsets which differ by more than I pp 108. 3 9 ,4 9

This would indicate that hardness assurance considerations could be satisfied

by testing one crystal from a bar and use these results to characterize all

crystals cut from that bar.

However, a note of caution must be raised. It has been reported that

one experimenter received two units, supposedly cut from the same bar of swept

synthetic quartz which exhibited steady-state offsets larger than in natural

quartz.48 This would suggest improper sweeping which is probably a major source

of the ambiquities in the literature. In general, very little information con-

cerning the sweeping process is included in the literature and certainly con-

stitutes one of the difficulties associated with assessing the vulnerability

of quartz crystals.

Up to this point the discussion has focussed on the steady-state

response of quartz oscillators. However, this is only part of the prcblem.

The transient frequency offset is much more serious because it is an order of

magnitude larger than the steady-state offset. The situation that was depicted

in Figure 11 has been repeated below to refresh the reader's memory.

I S

TIME

- treaa-sat. a t4C wre l t..

f(t)* I;R l lanitafous #Sawwuiv 'y ti me, t

af - IrmogiloJ "rtion if :-to ,Q*.*"Cy ~.,

Figure 11. Idealized Plot of Frequency versus Time for a
Quartz Crystal Oscillator
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The transient response consists of a rather sharp negative shift or spike in

frequency immnediately after exposure. This is depicted in Figure 2441 for

natural (N-4, N-3), unswept synthetic (C-7) and swept synthetic (S-25 and 5-26'

- 4
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4 3 ~ 204 R

quart crytaisue i2.I~ Typica trs. ofTfe rsuosTie onral at

cyrstal (BG-1) used in a 5 MHz resonator is also shown in this figure. Addi-

tional data is shown in Figure 25 44 for 32 MHz natural quartz resonators
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Figure 25. Transient Respon§e of 32 fHz Natural Quartz
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at 150 C. The increase in the transient offset for a repeat exposure of crysta!

n-1 at 4.5 x 104 rad(Si) in comparison with the initial exposure of 4.0 x 104

rad(Si) should be noted. Essentially the same type of behavior is exhibited by
35

125 MHz resonators as depicted in Figure 26.

,
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Unswept Synthetic Quartz Resonators

The similarity between the transient response of the resonators shown in Figure

24 and 26 has led some workers 4 1,46 to conclude that between 1 and 125 S-Hz the

transient frequency offset is, to the first approximation, independent of

frequency.

Some remarkable features are revealed when data such as that in

Figures 24, 25, and 26 are replotted shown in Figure 27 as a function of the

: -N

Figure 27. Typical Curves for Log .nnealable Frequency Offset vers,s

log Time for both 32- and 125-MHz Quartz rCsci~j3.rS
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log of the annealable frequency offset versus the log of time after exposure.

In this plot the annealable frequency shift -If is equal to the difference

between the steady-state value of frequency, fss' and the frequency, ft' at

time, t. The data for a particular resonator falls on a straight line and the

lines for different types of crystals, with the exception of SP-15, are nearly

parallel with a slope of -1/2. This, of course, implies that the transient

frequency offset anneals as a function of t-1/2 and, as shown in Figure 27,

this behavior continues over four decades of time. The kinetics of this behavicr

has been examined in Reference 50 and found to result from a one di4ensiona,
+3

diffusion and trapping of H+ by the Al centers in order to achieve charge
41

compensation.

The SP-15 crystal is a vacuum swept synthetic 32 MHz crystal. Basicahiy

this unit was swept in a hydrogen-free atmosphere and is one of the few osci7jatcr s

reported to have a negligibly small transient frequency offset. It has been

postulated that vacuum electrolysis either removes the hydrogen responsible fc-

the frequency offset or stablizes the hydrogen in OH centers. For the SP-15

unit there was a permanent offset of roughly 1 ppm for a dose of 
3 x 104

rad(Si). 4 1 However, it should be pointed out that this data was published in

1973 and the results have not been duplicated in any further work to date.

Therefore, the authors view the data on the SP-15 with a great deal of caution.

There is some indication that natural quartz will cease to oscillate

for a short period of time (10 to 15 1sec) following exposure. This short-

duration failure is attributed to prompt photoconductivity due to the diffusion

of ions along the optical axis of the crystal. The induced ohotoconductivity

during the radiation pulse effectively shunts the crystal unit with a low value

of resistance which stops oscillation. Actually there is a prompt and delayed

component of the photoconductivity and as shown in Figure 28 this ohenorenon is

not confined to natural quartz but also exists for swept and unswept synthetic

quartz. Figure 28 depicts the log of the conductivity during and after a 10

rad(Si) pulse as a function of the log of the time after the pulse. The

conductivity of the swept synthetic quartz decays rather rapidly after the

radiation pulse and essentially vanishes 10-7 sec. after the pulse. In natural
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Figure 28. Radiation-Induced Prompt and Delayed
Photoconductivity for Natural, Swect,
and Unswept Synthetic Quartz

quartz there is a large and persistent increase in the conductivity. It is

still measurable at times on the order of tens of seconds after the exposure.

The magnitude of the conductivity of unswept synthetic quartz falls in between

that of natural and swept synthetic material. It does have a measurable delayed

component but is is reduced by a factor of about two compared with natural

quartz.

The equivalent series resonance resistance, Rs, (which is proportional

to Q-IO) also changes as a result of pulsed irradiation as indicated in Figure

29.35 As was the case with the delayed conductivity the change in R derends on

C- ". Er ;1"r
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Figure 29. Radiation-Induced Change in the Series Pesonance
Resistance for 32 MHz Quartz Crystal Oscillators
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the kind of quartz from which the oscillator was fabricated. The data in Fig,,-e

29 is for 32 MHz quartz resonators. The increase in R is greatest for natura'
S

quartz and it decays to a steady-state value that is somewhat larger than 4ts

pre-irradiation value. Unswept synthetic quartz also experiences an increase j
in Rs but it decays back to its original value. There is essentially no chargesI
in Rs for swept synthetic quartz.

The change in R for a 5 MHz natural quartz oscillator is shcwn 'n

Figure 30.41 The unit, after the first exposure of 1 x 10 ra dSic -2sZ4

4-IX
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Figure 30. Radiation-Induced Change in the Series Resonance
Resistance for a 5 MHz Natural Quartz Oscillator

oscillating for .05 sec. The unit ceased oscillating for 3 sec. after a second
4exposure of 2.8 x 10 rad(Si). The extremely large increase in Rs in low fre-

quency natural quartz crystals would seem to be the reason that oscillators

employing such crystals fail for relatively long periods of time (several

seconds).

Figure 29 indicates that .1 sec. after an exposure of 4.5 x 10

rad(Si), R for the 32 MHz natural quarts crystal unit, N-4, has increased

100%. Figure 30 indicates that .1 sec. after an exposure of 1 x 10 rad(Si)

R for the unit BG-2 has increased 3000%. This comparison is lade even clearer

in Figure 31. This figure directly compares a 32 MHz unit with a 5 MHz unit
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Figure 31. Comparison of the Changes in Rs in a 32 MHz
Natural Quartz Oscillator with that of a
5 MHz Iscillator After an Exposure of

both of w.hich were fabricated from natural quartz and exposed to 1 x 10 rad(Si).

This figure clearly indicates that the increase in Rs is inversely proportional

55

to the frequency of the oscillator.

Data such as that in Figures 29, 30, and 31 constitutes another reason

why natural quartz should be avoided. In addition to suffering a larger steady-

state and permanent frequency offset natural quartz oscillators, also, are more

likely to cease oscillating than are synthetic units.

Before leaving the subject of the transient response of quartz oscilla-

tors some comments should be made concerning the crystals and the tests them-

selves. The transient data listed previously was for very short radiation pulse

widths (: 70 nsec). In addition the data was obtained for resonators that were

specially cut so as to have a flat frequency-versus-temperature characteristic.
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Thus, temperature effects were unimportant in these tests and the charges do

truly represent the response of the quartz crystals.

In order to understand the radiation response of quartz crystals

the situation must be examined on a microscopic level. This was briefly dis-

cussed previously and that discussion will be summarized here and used as a

basis for explaining the radiation response of quartz crystals. In unirradiated

crystals, aluminum is located in the quartz lattice as a substitute for silicon.

From an ionic viewpoint, aluminum is a +3 entity in a +4 silicon site and there

is a general tendercy to achieve charge compensation by the location of a +1

ion (H+ , Lf+ , and Na+ ) at a nearby interstitial site.

Irradiation of a quartz crystal generates approxiTately 6 x 1012

electron-hole pairs/cc per rad in quartz.51 These electron-hole pairs, of

course, undergo recombination processes. In general, holes are trapoed at
lattice imperfections more quickly than electrons. 52 The AI3+-Li+ or Na+

defect constitutes an ideal site for hole capture at one of the nonbonding

oxygen orbital positions with a subsequent freeing of Li+ and Na+ . The re-

maining Al 3+_ hole compensated center has an unpaired electron located in a

nonbonding (unbonded to the aluminum) orbital of an oxygen atom adjacent to the

aluminum ion. The hole is trapped on the nearest oxygen neighbor to the alu-

minum. The trapped hole is not stationary but rather jumbs back and forth

between two of the four oxygen atoms. It must be mentioned that silicon in the

quartz lattice is surrounded by four oxygens not quite tetrahedrally located,
0

ie., there are two equivalent pairs with SiO bonds of length 1.598 and 1.616A

respectively.4 3 Thus, there are two nearest oxygen neighbors to the aluminum.

Electron spin resonance confirms the fact that the hole hops back and forth

between the two nearest oxygen neighbors.
53

There is agreement in the literature that the formation of the

A13+_ hole compensated centers are a major cause of the if/f offset. However,

the exact reasons for this impact have not been completely formulated. A

generalization is often used to explain the negative frequency offset which

is based on the argument that ionization results in the removal of valence
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electrons in the crystal. This weakens either the basic tetrahedra' structure

or the lattice structure in the vicinity of defect centers which reduces .e

elastic modulus of the crystal. However, it has also been proosed that tre

Af/f is due to a change in the elastic modulus brought abct by de:ra:irg of

positively charged compensating ions at the substitutional A1+ 3 sites. This

is brought on by the formation of Al+ 3- hole compensated center,. :n any case,

the formation of Al+3- hole centers coupled with the raciati o-i :ed -cb ity

of interstitial ions are major factors in the radiation resCorse : c a-tz.

A technique has been devised for determining the complete-ess ol the

sweeping process for quartz which was grown using .aCH or NaCO3 as a 7-'ealizer

and, hence, the concentration of the A!+ 3- hole centers. Essentia'y it con-

sists of examining the Al+3- hole center electron spin resonance (ESR soectrrm

after each step of a sequence of three irradiations: an initial 770 K irradia-

tion, a room temperature irradiation, and a re-irradiation at 77
0 K. The reslts

42
of such measurements are shown in Figure 32 for an unsept Sawyer Pre.i74 ,m

quartz crystal used in a 5 MHz resonator. The intense set of closely-spaced

lines centered at gc = 2.0183 has been determined to be caused by the Al' -

hole center with the hole being trapoed in a non-bcnd
4 ng orbital of an >. ,c

(b))( ) I ,

3190 3240 3290 GAUSS 3190 3240 3290 GAuSS

Figure 32. Al+ 3- Hole Center ESR Figure 33. Al+ 3- Hole Center ESR
Spectra for Unswept Pre- Spectra for Swept Premium
mium Q Quartz After Irra- Q Quartz0After Irradiation
diation at a) 77 K, b) Room at a) 77 K, b) Rocm Tem-
remperature and Again at perature, and Again at

c) 770K c) 770 K
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which is adjacent to a substitional aluminum impurity. 54 ,55 By comparison,

Figure 33 shows the results of ESR measurements taken after the sare sequence

of radiation exposures for a swept Sawyer Premium-Q crystal. It should be

mentioned that the samples used for Figures 32 and 33 came from the same bar

of quartz which was cut in half; one half 4as swept and the other half was un-

swept. The mineralizer was Na2 CO3. Therefore, the differences in Figures 32

and 33 must be attributed to the sweeping process alone.

In unswept material the initial low temperature irradiation proauced

very few Al+ - hole centers (Figure 32a). In swept material the same irradia-

tion produced a significant number of such centers (Figure 33a). However, the

room temperature irradiation of the ursqept material createc a large number of

Al+ 3 _ hole centers (Figure 32b) while for the swept samples this irradiation

produced very few centers. The two samples exhibit essentially the same be-

havior for the second 77°K irradiation.

Additional samples were also subjected to this same three step irra-

diation process and the relative concentrations of Al+ 3- hole centers based on

the magnitude of their ESR spectrum are shown in Table 24.42 The SQ samples are

from Toyo while the PQ (Premium Quality) and EG (Electronic Grade) samples are

Table 24. Relative Concentration of Al+ 3 Hole Centers As
Determined by ZSR. One Unit is Approximately
8 x 1013 Unpaired Spins

PQ-E10 PQ-F12 SQ-Al SQ-A2 PQ-A20 PQ-D1 EG-C20 EG-F20
(Un- (Swept) (Un- (Swept) (Un- (Swept) (Un- (Swept)
Swept) -Swept) Swept) Swept)

Step 1
Initial
Irradiation
at 77K 2 142 6 344 0 166 32 224

Step 2
Irradiation
at Room
Temperature 166 14 250 42 4 12 56 54

Step 3
Re-I rra-
diati8 n
at 77 K 444 208 312 370 42 160 424 220
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from Sawyer. One unit in the table corresponds to 8 x 1013 unpaired spirs.

The same pattern of behavior as that shown in Figure 32 and 33 is duplicated

by all the samples. It is interesting to note that the number of Al+ 3- hole

centers generated by the second low temperature irradiation (step 3) indicates

that the Sawyer sample PQ-A20 has a significantly lower aluminum content. How-

ever, as indicated by step 3, the other Premium-Q and the Supreme-Q samples

contain approximately as many aluminum impurity ions as the Electronic-Grade

samples.

The initial 770K irradiation of unswept samples failed to produce many

Al - hole centers because of the presence of the interstitial alkali ion near

the aluminum. Essentially, the Ua+ ions are immobile at this temoerature. They

are frozen in place and no centers are formed. The onset of radiation-induced

mobility of interstitial Na+ ions occurs at 2000K.4 2 The second irradiation was

performed at room temperature which, of course, allowed the Na+ ions to become

mobile and move away from the aluminum ions. This allows the formation of

Al + 3- hole centers and gives rise to the set of lines in Figure 32b. It should

be mentioned that the ESR measurements were made at 77°K. The last irradiation of

77 K does not result in the liberation of any more Na + ions but there is an

increase in the intensity of the spectrum. This probably results from any un-

compensated Al+ 3 ions which remain after the room temperature irradiation that

trap the radiation-produced holes. However, it is not a temperature effect since

the ESR measurements in step 2 and 3 were all made at 77 0 K.

The sweeping process for the samples in Figure 33 and Table 24 was

done in a partial hydrogen atmosphere so that the interstitial ions were re-

placed from the aliminum sites by H
+ ions. ESR results on hydrogen atoms53

and IR results 5 7 on OH" molecules both demonstrate that hydrogen is mobile

in quartz under irradiation at temperatures below 77 K. Thus the initial 77°K

irradiation of the swept sample (Figure 33a) essentially liberated the hydro-

gen ion from the aluminum site and produced large numbers of Al+ 3 - hole centers,

No explanation of the spectrum for swept samples irradiated at room

temperature (Figure 33b) is given in the literature. Obviously, competing

mechanisms are involved and, by comparison with Figure 33a, more Al+ 3- hole

centers are annihilated than are formed. There are several candidates for these

competing mechanisms including the thermal release of trapped electrons which
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were generated during the initial 770K irradiation. The exact nature of the

competing mechanism is not really pertinent to our discussion other than to

note the temperature dependence of the mechanism indicated by Figures 33a.), b.),

and c.).

The other important fact that is illustrated in Figure 33 is that for

a completely swept sample the Al+ 3- hole center ESR spectrum will have the same

intensity after the first 77°K irradiation as after the second irradiation. For

a partially swept sample, the ratio of the intensity of the ESR spectrum of

the Al+ 3- hole centers after the initial 770K irradiation to that after the

second 770K irradiation is a sensitive indicator of what fraction of the inter-

stitial alkali ions have been replaced by hydrogen ions. For a completely

swept sample the ratio should be 1 as in Figure 33.

The basis for the technique, of course, resides with the fact that

the alkali and hydrogen interstital ions have subs-zntially different tempera-

tures for the onset of their radiation-induced r ility. This fact may, also,

serve as a basis for developing a radiation tolerant uartz crystal. If as indi-

cated in Figure 32a) at low temperatures essentially no Al+3- hole centers are

formed in unswept synthetic crystals then the radiation-induced frequency off-

set for these crystals should be minimal. Un!ortunately, as mentioned pre-

viously, the Q of unswept quartz crystals is probably too low to allow for

their application in precision oscillators. However, it snowld be noted tnat

operation at low temperatures would, by itself, increase the Q of the crystal.

Thus, it may be feasible to fabricate precision oscillators from partially

swept synthetic crystals grown using Na2CO3 as a mineralizer which are radiation

resistant provided they are operated below 200°K. Obviously the minimal amount

of sweeping would have to be determined along with the optimal operating tem-

perature. In addition, the effect of different mineralizers should also be in-

vestigated. A larger ion should require a higher temperature for the onset of

radiation-induced mobility. In any case, the use of partially swept crystals oper-

ated at less than 2000K is a possible solution to thp radiation-induced frequency

offset.

Although not as dramatic as the dose-induced transient response, fre-

quency offsets can also be induced by neutron exposure. As discussed in section

2.0, this results from the displacement of atoms from their regular lattice
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sites. There is not an abundance of data on this effect. Some of this data

is summarized in Figure 34.45 57,58 As indicated by this figure the slcpes of
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Figure 34. Frequency Shift as a Function of Neutron Fluence
(>l0 KeV Fission Spectrum)

the curves do vary considerably but the figure does indicate that the frequency

shift is a positive linear function of neutron fluence. Curve A was obtained

from data on optical-grade unswept material and has a slope of 0.5 ppm/l0 1 5n/cm,;2

(>10 KeV). Curve B was for data on natural and unswept synthetic quartz and has

a slope of 0.8 ppm/lO 5n/cm2 (>10 KeY). Curve C was for swept electronic-grade
58 15 2quartz has a slope of 3 ppm/l0 n/cm . Reference 58 also indicates that

swept Premium-Q and swept electronic-grade quartz have a slope of 6 ppm/l0isn/cm 2.

This is disturbing since it gives some indication that better swept, higner ou, 1tv

quartz has a greater sensitivity to neutron exposure. However, it must be noted

that the test fluences in Figure 34 are somewhat higher than the anticipated

threat.

As alluded to in the preceding paragraph the differences between the

curves in Figure 34 could have been caused by differences in the grade and type of
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material. However, all neutron sources have gamma irradiation accompanying the

neutron exposur3 and some method of accounting for the gamma-induced frequency

shifts is required if the effects of neutrons alone are to be assessed. The

difference between the curves may reside simply with the methods that were se.d

to account for the gamma effects. In reference 45, these effects were treated

by pre-exposing the crystals to 3 Mrad(Si) of radiation and relying *,n the

saturation effect mentioned in the discussion on the effects of low dose region

exposures. Reference 58 accounted for gamma effects by employing the ga.mma-

induced frequency shift from a different resonator but cut from the sane bar

to correct the total shift resulting from a mixed gamma-neutron exposure. The

results of this correction are depicted in Figure 35.58 The two crystals
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Figure 35. Frequency Offset Versus Neutron Fluence, Showing
the Effect of the Correction for Gamma Radiation

depicted in the figure have quite different responses to a mixed ga=ma-neutron1* 15exposure yet after each was corrected for their respective garnra responses they

15 2

are quite similar with a slope of roughly 7 'ppm/1O n/cm .In any case, given

the current scarcity of neutron effects data, it is recommended tnat the m~ore
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conservative data of curve C in Figure 34 be used as representative of the neutron

response of quartz crystal oscillators. It is, also, recommended that the effects

of neutrons and gammas be characterized separately and then be added.

This finishes the discussion of radiation effects on nonsemiconductor

devices. As mentioned in the material section (section 3.0) the discussion in

this section should be considered as guidelines and it is hoped that these guide-

lines will aid in the selection of resistors, capacitors, and quartz crystals

which can survive the threat.

1
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5.0 RADIO FREQUENCY SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Any radar system whether radio frequency (RF), microwave, or millimeter

wave will utilize RF devices in some form. They will appear in various applicat-

ions including- regulators and signal processors. In any case, any vulnerability

study on state-of-the-art radar systems must include this type of device. In

order to present the effort on these devices this section has been divided into

two natural parts: 1.) discrete RF devices, and 2.) RF integrated circuits.

5.1 Discrete RF Semiconductor Devices

This section of the report will be confined to discrete devices. It is

understood that these devices, although not state-of-the-art, will be incorporat-

ed in vital subsystems of every system (e.g., in voltage and current regulators

associated with power supplies). This is the reason that a discussion of the

vulnerability of radio frequercy discrete devices will appear in any overview

study of the vulnerability of an electronic system.

The two most popular technologies which are used to fabricate semicon-

ductor devices (either discrete or integrated circuits) are bipolar and metal-

oxide-semiconductor (MOS). Advanced radar systems will in all likelyhood not

incorporate to any great extent MOS devices hecause of its inherent speed and

frequency constraints. Therefore, the study focussed almost solely on bipolar

technology. The exception to this is gallium arsenide (GaAs). Gigahertz field

effect transistors (FETs) are made from this technology and these are included in

the section on microwave and millimeter wave devices (section 6.0).

5.1.1 Diodes

The interaction of radiation with material is important only if it

affects the performance of devices. In order to urderstand these effects it is

best to start with a discussion of the operation of the simplest of semiconductor

devices: namely, diodes. The next logical step is to indicate how radiation

influences diode operation. Having this for a base the effort will then oro-

ceed to more- complicated devices.

A diode, of course, is simply a p-n junction. In a crystal contain-

ing a p-n junction in thermal equilibrium the conduction electrons contributed
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by the donors will be chiefly found in the n-region while, similarly, the holes

contributed by the acceptor ions will be found chiefly in the p-region. It is

not possible for the electrons and holes to remain entirely separated unless an

electric field exists in the junction. Without an electric field the electrons

and holes would intermix by diffusion. If it is assumed that, initially, there

is no electric field across the junction, holes Yill diffuse out of the p-type

material into the n-type leaving behind in the o-material negatively chargec

acceptor ions. Electrons will diffuse in the opposite direction leaving behind

in the n-material positively charged donor ions. This initial diffusion will

establish a dipole layer at the junction with an associated electric field Vhich

opposes any further diffusion across the junction. The region is called tlhe

space-charge region because the diffusion of carriers leaves behind charged conor

and acceptor ions.

The holes which diffuse into the n-region recombine with free &ectrons

in the space near the junction. Similarly, electrons which diffuse into the a-

region recombine with holes near the junction. As a consequence of this action

there are very few carriers in a small region on each side of the junction. This

region which is the same as the space-charge region is called the carrier-depletic-

region or the transition region.

Figure 36a illustrates the electron potential energy in the neighborrcc,.

of a p-n junction.1  Ec is the energy level corresponding to the bottom of the

conduction band, Ev is the energy level corresponding to the top of the valence

band, and EF is the Fermi energy level. The current is carried by electrons in

the conduction band and by holes in the valence band. The flow of current is

controlled by the potential hill or barrier. The height of the hill is dee-r .iiec

by an equilibrium between two factors: (!) The generation of eiectron-ncle

pairs on both sides of the junction by thermal ionization, and (2) tne d4fusicn

of carriers across the junction against the barrier by virtue of their theraily-

generated kinetic energy.60 At thermal equilibrium tnere is no iet curreit :lw

and the two factors balance one another.

When the diode is reversed biased as in Figure 36b a negative potentia!

is applied to the p-region and the height of the Pctential hill is increased.
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For a reverse bias of a few ten:ns of vol: or more, the hill is so hion tha: a

negligible number of holes have stfecmen, :~eral enerv to climb - n. : e

hole current into the n-region essentially vanishes.61 The hole :e . . ,

the n-region (minority carriers) is practically tne same as it was in the .n-

biased case. This current depends on the :hermal generation of elec:ron-h-o'e

pairs in the n-region and is almost unaffected by the applied pc:en:i .. -^s-

this reason the reverse hole current saturates or reaches a limiting value as :, e

reverse voltge increases. Similar comments apily to the eliectrors. 7ha- 4s,

the potential hill which holds the hole. in the p-region also holts electrons

in the n-region.

When the diode is formard-biased the Po:ential hill is llcweec as i

Figure 36c. More holes have sufficient energy to climb the barrier into the n-

region and, similarly, more eec-:rons will have sufficient energv to -':w ,;r,

the n- to the p-region. The flow of minority carriers (holes.f-om :-e n-reein

and electrons from :he p-regicn) is zracticaily ina-ected by the a :ctn a t

cf :he formard bias.

Figure 37 is a typical v-r curve for a diode. VB in this figure is

t:.e oreakdown voltage. Thers are two :,/,es .F nys4z phenomea N4:r ie

rise t t.is bre-ak.own, -e ava'anche e--:fect anc the Zerer ,6  -

generated carriers fra :.ne z- and in-reion 447 -- e n th at 7e

cr-ys.al lat-ice while crossing :ne transiti;on region. hen t.ne -u*,nct4:n vo'- ae

is hign :oese sarrers may gain enougn energ./ :e.-een collisions t- (rocx an.

Figure 37. -he 'iolt-Atmere .naracta 4-s:4:
of P-N Oioce
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electron out of a covalent bond. This creates an electror-nole pair. The n.le

is swept into the p-region and the electron is swept into the n-reior. nese

new carriers can also have ionization collisions creating new electron-role

pairs which in turn can have further ionizing collisions; thus, the pr~cess : S

up in the manner of an avalanche. BreaKdown occurs when the :ias voltage is sui-

cient to maintain an ionization chain.

The breakdown octentiai is a function of tme diode :c:in: czoe-:ra_-n
in a highly doped diode, breakdown occurs at a rea-ively low bias vo7 -a qe

Zener breakdown. The Zener effect arises when the electric fielc in the tra.si-

:ion region becomes s.o intense that the electric -orces in this rec'cn are S -.-

cient to tear electrons out of tne covalent bonds, resl:ing i an eec: :n- c e
pair. The hole is swept by the field into the D-region and th ele.t-cr s s

into the n-region. -his movement of carriers, o-F course, corsti' uzes a

across the junction. When the electric field in the trarsi:ion region nas ze-

come strong enough to break one covalent bond it is strong encug t: b rek 7a'V.

Thus, once the Zener effect has set in, large increases in reverse currert

through the diode can be accomcished with neglicble increase in junctior v:'--

age, and, therefore, tne voltace across the diode is nearly constant in tne

breakdown regions. The Zener effect is the breakccwn mechanism, when tne -:ce

is heavily doped and when the breakdown occurs at low voltages. ne ec

occurs in heavily doped diodes with a reverse bias of I0V or iess.63

In order to uncerstand the effects of neutrons on dioces i 4s nlecess!-.a
to express the forward current of a :iode in the following form.2

If 0u [exp (q(Vak 'b)) _i]

where u = minority-carrier mobil iv

= minority-carrier lifetime
Va  acolied voltage

Vb = potential drop across built-in region

Neutron-inducet displacements actuaily oroduces thre ma.or e ects

in semi conducto.rs: (1) minoritv-carrier life.ime tegradati on, '2, majo,:v-

so



Carrier removal , and (3) maj ori ty-carrier mobili41ty decrease. 7-e alcve

eq~uati:on indicates that, in 3rder to maintain a constant current, thie appliec

07 tace -rust te*:rse :erae.T f~ :n:e :ecrease :ar-e

.,tne acpliec voltage Must. Increasa. major't:, :zr,-r smnca. :a,.ses a n crsasze
U-es 4S:VV':Y --n-l -- resu.. s 4-1 an -,'jcrease 4n 'I,., rr1o~ 7r :p-

a ccnstant Iftr'e a ~e ic'tace 7'ust :e cneasec. 7-e znarce :,.e t
:a-rr~er - te:-ctor acntat:rqar: :ourrsn': -tre acc.'eco'.tc
-us~s: '.e ecorease-' rn'aa at ,:w -'.erce 'evels. 7'-'- carces 7ccc- 'ty Z-n

s:v~y cma~sat ii. f>,.erca leve's. .hus, 'narty :.;oCes aarro .a

:ecr-ease -7 z~ "i: : O'to 3 A irer -'eces, /: - zrasestocc
4 intial va" -.e. 4~s -:eravo:r is .de ced 4-1 Figure 38. 34

3 ~~~N649 *--

2.5 -

25 -HF90 T1 5=1

2257

Neutron Cisuence(".2

Ei;,,re 38. rac 0 aea :tn
.eri.;s '4eu.:rcr

Table 25 lists typical radiat-on responses of diode. 'he :-atle reflects

.t a: t-:e 'eA-Azaecrr =2aS --C-1752 c ce:s'Lto-u' -

o~e:~n -~cn. s we unce- o:7-se :a-'-r *-cr~se, -- a ce: tr

-,cr~asa :r:rin"' a:,w :caae n ce:.r-" ..

as cever, as :y -e -- e:-e "ea.:age : r-n - :car- J t~~
san. at creases seve'l. ore.- - -----

63 ff~f
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The characteristics of reversed biased diodes are also impacted by neutron

irradiation. Figure 39 is typical of the impact of neutron fluence on tne V-I curve

for diodes.2 The magnitude of the breakdown voltage can show a small increase due to

the increase in resistivity. However, it can also show a decrease as indicated in tne

supplement to Table 2 64 For the diodes in both Figure 39 and the supplement to Table

25 avalanche is the breakdown mechanism. In general, the change in breakdown voltage

is not large and can usually be tolerated. Although it is not clearly evident from

Table 25 diodes which are used in rectifiers are expected to be less tolerant than

those which are used as fast switching diodes. There are, obviously, many diode

types on the market, and it is highly probably that diodes which have fast recovery

116 2times, low power, and small junction volume will survive 10ln/cm

II

Reverse  4O 1 g e l ' /CI .. '/

Ficure 39. -N''c. 4'e-r. :,ue c :n
i .i odes

•,I w.1 )

1--'s"S. :aener :cces, -cwever, --v exn- i" a :7ace_ -" ers.....-
-a.- - r.nz vC"tace, .-. T-e :r.se-:fz :.e :-ace cc:s .:A

nicm 2 as indicated in Figure 40.1 Vz, the breakdown voltage, usually decreases

3
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Figure 40. Chance tn 7ener V.1otace as a :',,cn
c' Neutrcn F"-2.ence

-L.: : ccas'-na"Y. can increase '~~neutron f'uen-a. 7- .. ener e"e:4 n

of eana-t:- anctunnelinc. Zxoosure t: neu~ont-- ton resL;:3 4

increased seccncary :_-nnejng due z: neu:--on-indicec ef-ec-. stac~as Wr :n :=Lse

: ecrease in tne :rea<.own voltae. Hcwever, as i;nv*,za;ted ;r :"cur? 43 this

-s -c-. ,wavs :.ne case and, in -act usua~v, as 4mc4:atac in ---c'e 26, the

:reaKz:own ;c',-aae does not: c- ance-.

Lwv:agCe, 7eav y ::e: 7ee "Icces are among tne mcst r3C';!:'; s

sem'corCu.,or :evz as. -cwever, when :nev !re jsec- as 'ct'e- : ~ns

snow ar jrusja: .v arze excurs~on ztue to taer:erat'urs e: s ard ~e~ ::Mte5

tion mus"tbe eniooyed. It must be mentioned that it hias b'een repcrtec znat

hardened tyoes of temnperature-compensated re-,erence diodes exis. wni h are -

af-ected by neutron fluencesof1 n/mo rae.weri 'ste -

."Orted that commercial devices of this type could be relatively soft !no exhibit

signi4ficant changes at fluences as low as 5x-1 : n1  2 at 25 0.6 -ar a- t.a se a
-ef erence diodes can be hardened by decreasing the "1;'eIme by golC :Op-ng. F gujre

412 indicates the effect of such a technique on the forward voltage. The reverse

diodes may be 'nardened by increaslng the initial dopant concentration.

<L~e

Figure 41. %Ch^arce 8 :f~ oaE a cz: c
4eutron - u.ence -:r -zrzercz :_-'ces

842



Table 26. Response of Reference Diodes to Neutron irradiation

S1 Test Conditions R_____ _____ eference YO1taq
ype Size l(M4) Pre-Test BY at qvy.8 4ax r iV at 8Vj.mx

BV(v) l'n/cm 8 10 1n j Vax o

IN758 8 3.0 9.96 9.96 1.00 4.6 9.96 1.00

1149378 10 0.1 8.51 8.44 .992 5.5 8.38 .985

10.0 9.10 9.27 1.02 S.S 9.94 1.09

:N963 8 10.0 11.5 11.5 . 4.1 11.5 1.00

, N2976 8 3.0 11.1 11.1 1.00 4.6 11.1 1.00

144461 20 100.0 7.07 7.07 1.00 6.6 7.08 1.00

1N4464 5 S.0 8.86 15.0 8.86 1.00

:N4467- 20 1.0 11.7 11.7 I.00 8.7 11.7 1.00

IN4469 5 5.0 15.3 - 1S.0 15.3 1.00

:44470 5 S.00 15.9 15.0 1s.9 1.00

,.44471 5 5.00 17.3 1S.0 17.4 1.01

IN4474 S 5.30 23.2 15.0 23.2 1.00

!N4734 10 100.0 5.91 12.0 5.92 i.00

IN4748 10 10.0 22.6 12.0 22.7 1.00

!.447SZ 10 10.0 32.3 12.0 32.3 1.00

DZ237,2 20 l0.0 22.3 19.0 22.4 1.00

DZ349S >20 4.5 22.2 122.3 2.1 .996

OZ3554* 1 12 0.1 6.787 13.0 5.78 1.00

DZ4230 >20 29 41.3 I 9.0 41.5 1.01

OZ4775 >20 1.5 6.34 - 9.0 6.26 .987

3Z5409" >20 650 8.73 - 20.0 8.75 1.00

3Z5690* >20 20 3.33 19.0 3.32 .997

Z5983" >20 10 9.95 18.0 9.86 .991

DZ"425* >20 10 4.70 21.0 4.68 .906

DZ?98S* 20 4.5 52.7 9-.3 54.0 1.02

N2919 17" > 2 0.01 10.0 -9.0 9.98 .

These devices have 5een manu'actured fcr particular de'ense systes and the lde.t¢fcatlon of the nuclear

'ul e ab11ity 1ata tith _" syste" ma y be classi(ed inf:'ation. or t-p'p je'ices. the !yoe n of a
similar :oar¢ l nevice s iyen e ,e' cosible. 't nust te P ee that oef'-se vstem Darts are

sarufactrled inder ltringent juality 3) ,rinc! and :ontrl :3idrOnS, ar i l ,e'ces listed as

eouivalert types may 'ot De for as te Tata i,.1icates.

8V • Breakdown ioltage

BV$ * 8rarkdown Voltage after t,Dosure to 101 i/i'

4
ax - ax,-fls Fluence level ised Jurnm 

9
'e test

9v¥I • 3reakdown Voltage after an e7posur. to i wo

35
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-he ievels cf ratiat;,r tze-arce exr t,-tec- ty :_ .re" _-::s ze~er!-./

exceec thocse --.r cther ser7 czncuctor :lev'zes. 7-e Preccr~rart eec; fne:~

:am 'io c0 i.n co aes i s :ie gr a da to r e~ :ne ge a t e -e s 4sta ' ec e :*

9 cLr-er-:-vc'jace characteristics and the tncrease in tne excess cL~rreni: cve- a arc
2~ ~wa'~-~iasvalues. Both, of these elfeC:s trans~ate irt: a oec-_ase in the a:

0': :me ;eak c ;r'ent tO the valley cur-ent. Figure 42 illustrates the typical response
sf iion tunne' cJodes :.- neu-.ro,- 4irraia:io. 68 ZS by~ :'"s fgure

Deak ou~r-ent 4s re.atively insensiti.-ve to neutron Irradiat-Ion but the va. ,ev .rrf

sta~~ increases with fI'ence. Thjnnel diodes which have higher Peak-cirrart vzan-es

are mcre -es's:3n: ton~~: rai:c.~ As ievoces are )arce- t!-ar E~:evz7es.

SaAs t4:ces ofr arc EmA *Ic not tegrace fcr exc-osures :f ' .:Ex'O- C
son-, :me a: A V for 4 ,. :n ne I cicdes inocreasec. 751 at :nis ' ",erce ',evze>

d: 9XI/

/ /

Figure 42. Nfe~ f'eu.ron --. nce on

in adcc;!ion, aAS :"=es have :ar- aai !avantaces ,t a eev :-:nrer

ove'- -- r Ge :iloces fo;r sw:v;:i-i es4 on. -.e oea~:-' Kv'a

yen :)eik c-.r-ents arc t~ei r sw t:M ng vo taces are ~ ner t:nan :r ~ r 'Se
~r~c:, are zenerall. ces*,*ite -Cr -Ign-s.-eec cw-oc.we' 'ogc !ray,,s. 4., '~'-I ecc-irercea :-a:- SaAs : ;rnel -14,ces be ised., --,stead cf Ei or Se :-.-oes anc :_oce -:,x':es

tezcsen wri,_n save the -:nest :osse ;EaK-Cur-Vn: va" des. :ai~io ata o-r
Sa- tunne _"ces :zno u~~n ee-os6 71
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This essentially ends the discussion of the effects of neutron irra-

diation on diodes. it is recommended that diodes be used which have fast

recovery times, low power, and small junction volumes. Hardened versions of

temperature-comoensated reference dioes should be used. These will be gold-

doped or use heavy doping. As indicated in the previous paragraphs, tunnel

diodes usually present little problem with respect to neutron irradiation.

However, it is recommended that GaAs tunnel diodes be used whenever possible

and those types be chosen which have the highest possible peak-current values.

Ionization can also impact the performance of diodes. Radiation-

induced ionization effects in semiconductor devices are produced by the genera-

tion of electron-hole pairs. In a silicon crystal the four valence electrons are

shared in covalent bonds with four other silicon atoms. in a perfect crystal

an electron cannot have an energy in the forbidden gap between the valence and

conduction band. The magnitude of this gap in silicon is 1.11 eV. The majority

of electrons forming the covalent bonds have energies in the valence band. How-

ever, it is possible for an electron to receive enough energy from thermal

agitation or radiation to break the bond and become a free electron in the

conduction band. This ejection of tne electron creates a positive charge at

tne bond called a hole. The original ejection of an electron created two charge

carriers: a hole and an electron. The process is called hole-electron Dair

generation. The opposite process consists of an electron returning from the

conduction band to a covalent bond from which an electron is missing and is called

recombination.

Typical crystals have imverFecticns which create energy states within

the energy gap. These inmperFecztons called defects can be crystal dislocations,

vacancies 'emoty lattice sites), rnpurity atoms with available energy states in

the energy gar, and displacement damage due to radiation. Figure 43 incicates

the situation in qnich all the defects have an energy state, E., in the

fortiaden lac. An elect-on can make the transition ;-om tne conduct:io band

87'



%corduction

Banc

Figure 43. Ca r -1-r e ne ra t on th ro ugn a
:efect

::.hte valence band ii ,Y~o steps. Thie e'ectrcn f4-s: rece'ves energy, .,

carry it to the ererg:y state, E-, and later a secznd 4ncreniMent of ene-y, -- 2 ,
aises 't to the valence oand. The probability of tne two step :rans,.t",r. is

,iuc~tn4;iger wan for a one-step process. 7n sFacz, the rate of ;eer ^~n of

eectron-hcld ;ars is :rooo--ional to the iumer of ce-ec:s -in :-,e crystali

S-milar to e'ec:t-:n-ioe :ai r leneratiomn tne ra:a of rc~~to
4s dere--ninea by twe numter of defec:s t ,a: are a'ia ye Ior we c step
:ins :-;:n s-m 7we ::rduc-:,:on ;.-and to wne vaenrce tand. ~e sita t n i1s we
same as that pictured in Figure 43 but w-Itn the arrowheads reversed cn trne

:ra-ns4:-cn :4rances si4rcae coor1at :n *'nvo~ves an elecwzcn :c~nc -:rn wte

*:znduc:,4n tanc tack :o w :e /a'ence tand. S4,nce crista' oeec -e:ar74-e :ne

-ecm,noa :-;: onarac:er~st4cs of wne crystal , :we" are :a*,'d o at n

* :',--. e -ieaen t~me an e eci---n scends 4n we :ndxc:n or and :r a 1cla
scends in -w:e ja,erca :anc 1:e :rs 4eon~o s o2 e, we ,I 7cr:y :are'r.

7he generation rate of electrcn-nole Pairs can be deter-nined -iz^m:

Y (100 ers~rad)
(1.6 x 10' ergs/eV)

where the absorbea Close rate in ras 'Tiateria!'/sec

L the mass density ,n gm,'c. 3 of the Tiaterial
E = the average amount of energy required to for an e~ectorn-ho~z pai;r

0 ,6



For silicon with a bandgap of 1.1 eV, E must be approximately 3.6 eV. Using 2.33

gm/cm 3 for the density of silicon the above equation indicates that i rad/sec genera:es

4 x 1013 carriers/cm3-sec in Si.

The behavior of a semiconductor device, when exposed to ionizing radiation, 4
depends on the number and rate of electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor ard not on

the type of radiation. When a p-n junction is expcsed to a cul'se of icrnzing readiation

a photocurrent will be produced due to the interaction between the Jrnction anc

the electron-hole pairs produced by the radiation. This current is called :ne

primary photocurrent. It is made up of a drift and a diffusion component.

The drift component results from carriers generated in the oepletion

volume or space-charge regioh of the junction. Carriers produced in this region are

swept out by the field and cause a current in the external circuit. The dilfusion

component consists of minority carriers generated in the quasineutral region near the

junction that can reach the depletion region before recombining. The average distance

minority carriers travel before recombining is called the diffusion length. The

diffusion component of the photocurrent consists of minority carriers oroduced within

one diffusion leng:h of the edge of the depletion region.72 This comocrent Nill be

delayed when compared to the drift comonent ue to tjhe finite time required f-r the

minority carriers to reach the depletion region.

The photocurrent is a function of the diode gecmetry and, in particular, tne

effective volurme from which excess carriers can diffuse to the junction before recc-bi.o4, 1:

There are several eauations which attempt to describe the generation of Onctocurrents.

For a rectangular radiation pulse the photocurrent can be expressed by:

wrere

lo= the diode photocurrent

W = effective width of the depletion region

L = diffusion length

A = junction area

q : charge of an electron

g = the generation rate of electron-hole pairs/cm3!sec in silicon

= minority carrier lifetime

89
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tp = radiation pu'se width

y = dces rate in rads "Si)/sec

t = time after the initiation of pulse

u(t) = unit step f'unction at t=o

u(t-t o ) = unit ste: function at . tp
erf = error functicn
he first grouo of :erms in this equat~cn expresses the :ui.duo o 4-0 Ne-

tre )ulse is acclied ard te second grcuo tescritec what occjrs after :ne nu'se eros.

7-e typical waveform for io, resu; ing from sjch a scua-e ionizaticn pulse is srcvY in

Figure 44. This figure indicated an expcnential buildup in te current W.2Ofleaks at•~~?7- _. e ........ en us in e c urrent :ec3 e ks a

:.e end of :he pulse a- tir.e +P. e ss e.r:oe e n t

Tim

Figure 44. Typical Shape of Primary Photocurren:
Induced by a Square Icnization Pulse of
Width cf t P-t

For nonrectangular radiation pulses, the photocurrent can be predicted more

accurately if a convolution integral is used to relate the time dependent rate of

radiation exposure to the photocurrent production as in the following:

I _ P exp (t-k)dA

where C = an empirically detemined scaling factor reflecting

material and geometric constants

p - peak value of the radiation pulse

k = dummy variable for integration

and all other variables have the same meaning as in equation 1.

90
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A ncte of cauvion -%st be raise cocernn -ne ase Of :nese ec,.a:cns.

For dose r-ates ;reater -.4an 1x ad,,' Si '/sec , :ie am :.,,des c4 :ne ornc::z_.;r-e~-:s
d0 not necassar-4'j scale lin~early wi;., Increasic cicse -!--es. 71er-e:re, exe4er-.r'
cata are usua'ly necessary to accurately mode! :hc.:ores-.cnse in t. s Ccse e-!,:a--

Also, tne dif'usion czor~oent of photzc.rren:* . is ,-.cnly zeoendert or 7-4cr4:y :ar---r
lv~me. * n adticn, ne;:.er of :he ecuz:4.ons aoncly to a -4:ce ooveraig -n !va a

choe oreak(0CWr s~ice 4n tis moce t;-e tiode 6,as :r:oe'-:ies si :o a c:esc-
r-:,er than a current scurce. 74

3ozn o" :.ese e.cuat:.rs incica:a :.-at :-e zcre:oa e 'oze

dioce is less :nan :. at c' a lgn:l'i dope.: t-;.ce since :ne ze n e c::-

aecreases o~t:n an "ncrease ir~ 41 4ers :Y. 1' cc, :r.;e 'or fo!-,va'- :-;ases a!7-
..r reverse --ases 'ess than. accr-.x ,ama',/:one na 07:-e -:rea.<:owr'. vC -_

6:"as cond-4:4ons near but e':w break:=wr, :',e :rars,;el-: reszose of:'e _-:cc .cr-Szes

A(I': bi.as vcl:age :ue :o -:he aValanCne ~~lc:o.9:he cz~re:M:-

been crea':ed' by ion'i-., rac-iati on. rI;u-e 45 shows t e maxmum :rasv: oo
curr ent of a s~llc.n d4cce wIth a 25 V braktowr c:eas n:o:- 'e s
t:kas for var4 ous -cse rzs7

40 ~Doe. tat. &asSi ' 10

I! .71
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The 41-nort.ant -ea:-urj of:u-e 45 4's :.he i ncrease 4, p-c:oc..r'er.: w'lr

tias vc!:3ce af":ar :..e reerse zi as has exCz-ecec 12V Wn4--!s one Ia7' :ed arV7 e

break:own vcltage zor this di.ode. Thne 4-za:: 'of this e~fec: 4s, :ernaos, e:-

:?-a:ed in Fi;u-e 46. This is a :),c: :f :Ve tras~ent :h~cr~:as a~~

10D1

-SC-

9
/ D~~:ose rate 7 .1z'O ~~~'e

-~ - - vs. Z5V

Z: 3C

Figure 46 ,iode -Pctocjr-ert vers.:s Peve-se 334as
for r E ' Vu es Of 3 KCa 0W- Vota Oe

voltage for diodes with different breakdlown vc'tages after oeirc ex:;csec toa
cose rate of 1.1 x 10O9 rads(S-I)/sec. Thecreti:a"Iy, diodes w-;:. lower 610r e k.--o n
kcorresponding to heavier doping) should exhibit smaller onctocu rrerts ue to-

toth the smaller depletion width (W) at any ;Iver voltage anc the rec .ced--
minoni:yl. zarrier lifetime both of #ic result from the eavv -:cc~nc. FtCL- 46

indicates that th1*S , in fact, is true only for low bias vc'taces. However, it

is not truje for voltages near but still below breakd,.owr. 1: a -everse : 4a s
20 V, the 26 V diode has a much larger ootocur-ent thar : C V :io.'ce and I, /et,
for a reverse bias ^Of 5 V just :ne !:cpcsite is truje. For nar:enimc :u-:cses,

this indicates that neavy dopng, which is uised for a-ern 3aarst neu;:ron-

induced de~radat:lcn, -nay not be acvantageous for reduc~nc htcurrs
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TabI e 27 i s typ ical o f the trars ent respcrse of sD,2k, cc-r~Cf n~Zs

:n this table ?W is :.he abbreviat-or -:0 Du~se 7. he numzr~e f:~s

:ne num~ber- a. measuremnt ".cin-:s :ria: wer-e :aken -n -:ne ,ave::, -:ne ~:

~u'e. R s, o course, :.ne reverse :*,as. :.e raa~ !7 s:ez~-I

time oz :ne Pctocur'en-t.

;he mu:iple en~res or tne ,ec:-Iers and -:ne gener zs

:or-ts:orc :z :4 -. es foan' r-znr d"ffersn': cus. .Ie :ur:csE

4nc'ucinc --ese ein:r4e 4s :3 4-dca:e :ne i~a:s~~s~

:ne :rans en: res:crse : .a: :an exs: -:or -. ,.ces o-7 =e sare :y~e q r z

frcm ci-eren: --au- ac;es.
As Table Z7 indicates, the c,.rrent can be ~)elarge .;,--

-:ne 1~ .ar ce-~ fa::~ev184 x -1c -ase: a c

:an cause iavcc :z an~y systenr. .n *zr-er :7, -:-e w c ~ -

rn mende-1 :.na: a "ow vol-.age :neavy- co~oec. :' oce E usac arc be :-asac

beiaw o.ne-a;4 we nre-akccw vo*:age. ---;s is :-.:::en e c~.~

tions -cr neutron har- en-ng.

7*re !bcve remar-ks a::li v:r a tdcce ":ze:rs :e :w -
:Ie vo. :ae -s .a

.e., a~e zz4wdeas v.ae: S~~reeK'ri.:c

There -.s sanere~or":c ev-4 ence tna: :we san-e -ecr~e-a~n~ a 7: --c.:a:e

A~ode ooulc a:oiv wne', we diode is recu'e-,c :o ne :4ase, i7:: trZ::z"7

iure 47 i72,ustrates :Vh-s. 74  This fiueTcz : -A : -: e

any tias cur-ent is larcer for icher ic'tae '.ioes. 'n acc:-, e

macnlzuee of :.le trarsien:. response -Jecreases as :Ie bias cur-ent is 4nc-easac.

However, Zwe ex-.7aratic.n given in -9--ererce 74 'or : 4s :ure -,ace :ne aszs :-

tion that wne 4unc-t4Cn resis-ance " s an ncreaszn~g funjc-.:n :re~~r c:

age.

AI eff'
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Table 27. nose Rate Response of Typical D'odes

eass: enet a eixes
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:',TEA 413.0 .30 3.75E1 .5 1 0 E

'C 2. 2 36..

:37E3A 5.:0 .2 7n .30
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Taole 27. Oose Rate Response of 7ypical Oiodes

'ass: Sene-l 0~ices

i Ii I _o e P t a ci Test Pulse nate'ar
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in apolications such as a Zener re-erence element which is biased in: treak-

down, diodes wi.h a-breakdown voltage as near to 7 V as possible sncula be

chosen and they shoulc be ooerated a: the nighest Dractical bias current, i t

should also be noted that if temperature comoersated units cnsist of more than

one junction, a certain decree oF :hctocur-n: comoensa:ir, is octainec by :wc

ocposing junctions in series.

Total dose effects on diodes result in changes in t.he leakage current,

breakdown voltage, and forward voltage. Tables 2864 and 2964 li-st the response of

some selected dioces to total dose. Figure 491 indicates the percentage change

in diode :haracteris:ics as a function of total dose. in general, tne leakage

cur-ent increases and te fo-Mard voltage drops in all diodes wit,, increasing

Acse. The breakdown voltage of switching and rect.ifying diodes usually decreases

and :nat of reference diodes usually increases. The -hresnold 4or :he onset of
total; se ef-ects aooears a:orcximatelv 10 "Ad Si) but tne ef,=ects are

usuaIv tolerable (15 percent change or less) uo to at least 106 rad (Si).

_____-___o___________" -ao za

.)0z -oL -ao100 "
.~r- r 3 . = wn

a e --4, C
CV C taqe

6 16 C

"o ]3os "I($t) Ttil QSQ IPS(S i)

Figure 49. 'f,,osit.e C~ange in .'::de :haracter-zsics vs To:al c:se
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5.1.2 Silicon Controlled Rectifiers

The discussion on discrete semiconductor devices up to this point has

focussed on the vulnerability of diodes. The discussion would be incomplete

if it did not incljde silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs). The device tyoe

finds wide application in voltage and current regulators where it often acts

as a solid-state breaker switch. However, as 4ill be seen, SCRs are among

the most vulnerable semiconductor devices to radiation. In addition, SCR-

like structures in integrated circuits (ICs) constitute one of the major prob-

lems for the survivability of 10s. For these reasons, it was decidea to in-

clude a brief, separate section on SCRs.

A silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) is a semiconductor device which

can be triggered to operate in one of two states, a high-resistance OFF state

or a low-resistance ON state. The physical structure of a typical SCR is showr

in Figure 50.

Vioi I fI!'IiJ

Figure 50. Physical Structure of a Silicon Controlled Rectifier

The SCR is fabricated by diffusing a p-layer into both sides of a

lightly doped n-type silicon wafer and then diffusing an n -type region (cathode'

into one of the p-layers. This p-layer is termed the gate and the other p-layer

is the anode. The three upper layers form an n-p-n transistor structure where

the cathode is the emitter, the gate is the base, and the middle n-region is

the collector. The lower three layers fc-m a p-n-p transistor structure where
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the anode is the emitter, the n-region is the base, and the gate is the collec-

tor.

This equivalence leads to the two transistor model commonly used

to model the SCR, shown in Figure 51.81 In normal operation the anode is posi-

tive and the cathode negative, so that both TI and T2 have the emitter-base

junction forward-biased and the collector-base junction reverse-biased.

T1

t

T2

K

Figure 31. Schematic of the Two Transistor SCR Model

Note that IC1 is the pnp collector current crossing the high resistivity n-

region. IC2 is the npn collector current crossing the base p-region. If 8I

and 32 are used for the common emitter gains of T! and T2 respectively, the

current relations can be written as:

1 (1 + a1)IcB0 + S1(IC21 (2)

IC2 = (1 * 52)ICBO + B2(!CI + 'G )  (3)

Where ICBO is the leakage current, which is the same for both transistors since

both have the same collector-base junction J2 ; and IG is the gate current which

is used to trigger the change in states. By noting that IA = I + IC2 and

combining equation (2) and equation (3) the individual collector currents may
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be eliminated, resulting in

2 1CBO(1 ( + 1)(1 + 2) + 62IG
A 1 1 15 2

At low currents the product of the gains is less than one and the anode current,

IA' is small. If the gains are increased by increasing the current level or by

raising the voltage to increase the junction multiplication, the procuct of tne

gains will reach a value of 3,32 = i, making IA indeterminate. When 51:2 = I

the SCR will switch to the low resistance ON state. In an SCR this switching

is accomplished by injecting a gate current, IG' large enough to force 312>1.

Once the SCR has been switched to this ON state it cannot be switched OFF by

reducing IG. To switch to the OFF state TA must be reduced to a pcint where

a32<1. This is usually done by reversing the anode voltage.

During turn-on, with a large voltage across the rectifier, burnout

becomes a problem. The base current causes emitter crowding, which forces

the initial current flow to the side of the anode nearest the gate contact.

The buildup of current in this area can cause local thermal heating and burn-

out of the SCR at the edge of the anode. If the local heating is not excessive

the region of high currents will propagate laterally until the entire anode
31

area is turned on.

The typical SCR is very sensitive to neutron irradiation because the

gain and saturation voltage requirements demand a long minority carrier life-

time, and minority carrier lifetime degradation is a principal effect of neutron

irradiation. This affects the SCR by taking it out of the ON state when the

B degradation is sufficient to force 3132<1. Provided the SCR is not severely

damaged it can be turned ON again by additional gate drive. Figure 521 shows

the probability of this type of neutron-induced failure as a function of

neutron fluence. No failures were observed at 1012 n/cm 2 for the 55 SCR's

tested; however, failures have been reported for fluences as low as 5 x 1011

n/cm2.

Total dose affects the SCR by increasing leakage currents. If this

increase is sufficient the switching current gain will be boosted to a point

where B B2>1, causing the SCR to switch from the OFF state to the ON state.
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Total dose data on the 2N2323 SCR are presented in Table 30.' IRO, IFO, and

IRGO are leakage currents.

-YPE SCR SAPLE

2N3562 5

r 2N4173 5
S0.6 - --- i2N3528 5

1."I2N3652 5

0.4 - ~ I2N4442 52N2579 5
0.4 , C40A 5

SC450 5

-SC40B 5
0.2 55

0 average test data

0 > H

1012 n/cm2 1013 1014

Figure 52. SCR Switching ailure Probability as a

Function of Neutron Fluence

A 'e ,¢ Fo -w a r d
Un5.: So. Cv) 11o. Biocklog I.:L~~~~n'-:~~~~~~ . .G (v R -, t ) RGO

0.5 2.2 10
-  

5.6 : --9

,8.2 0 0 
-  

r Z.3 10-6 6.6 " 0"

3 0.5.5 I _4 . 10-5 S.0 1.-3 1.5 - -

0.55 1.6 - 10-
9  7.0 10-9  3.2 -

"  
-

5 0.6 2.0 - 10- ,0 .2C'.

After Z3rpos~re -a 10' rad

0.5 2.5 10- .- ~ 5. Yes
0.} 1.1 1.0 • 1.1 •o

3 0.55 5.9 • C 9 -es

4 0.55 2.1 a 10
" 
1 1.1 * 10' 1.3 10 Yes

5 3.56 :.5=cv 2'~

0.5.I0.5 3.- aI• i32 . a• Z i*" . • N.' c

2 0.56 7.1 :0- 1  1.5 I " -. 0 10
"
1 No

0 .55 7.5 - 10-9 .. - 10- :.a 3 ~ Yes

0.58 2.5. ;3
"  

3.0 - ic* , 1.3 ; 'es

5 0.56 3.8 • :0
-  1.3 a:. 1-: Yes

Table 30. Total Dose Data for the 2N2323 SCR
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Experimental studies have shown that SCR's can be triggered from the

OFF state to the ON state by doses as small as 10 rads(Si). l The exact effect

is dependent on the duration and shape of the ionizing pulse. A 1.5 ns pulse

with peak dose rate of 2.3 x 1010 rad(Si)/sec can cause triggering in 15 ns.
This extreme sensitivity to both total dose and dose rate leads to our recom-
mendation of avoiding SCRs completely. In cases where the use of SCRs cannot
be avoided, current limiting on the power supply buses can reduce tne likeli- 4

hood of latchup and device burnout.

It should be noted that p-n-p-n SCR structures occur frequently in

integrated circuits. Dose rate induced photocurrents may be sufficient to

cause these parasitic SCR paths to fire, leading to latch-up and burnout.
This problem will be discussed in greater detail in the section on integrated

circuits (5.2).
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5.1 .3 Transistors

A bipolar transistor in its simplest form is a three region device.

This is illustrated in Figure 53. The tiree regions for the n-p-n transistor

9£

O-~O.

-#'a Uase

SH

Figure 53. S r.iiie Pi c:re 7rars is::r Zoera:4on.

Fo ,n ex.ra c r-w r n

d i rect Ion of :e ow of .os :ive ar-e

are, of course, an n-type emitter, a P-type base, and an n-type collector. The

n-type emitter and the p-type base form a diode while the p-type base and the

n-type collector form another diode. In simple terms, the operation of a tran-

sistor requires the electrons to migrate from the emitter to the colector with-

out being captured or recombining in the base. The average time required for

an electron to transverse the base region is known as the base transit time,

tb* For a uniform base transistor tb is given by81

tb = b (5)

where Wb is the base width and D is the diffision constant.
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For a graded base transistor, this equation is mocilied "ut the 2 dependence

remains. 4
Letting Rn be the recombination rate per electron then the probabi-lity that an electron will recombine in the base region is approximately tbRn.

According to the simplified picture in Figure 53 IE is essentially the number of

electrons that leave the emitter and enter the base. The common emitter dc gain

e is given by

IC I (I- tbRn) 1 (6
B 'E (tbRn) tb7n

As mentioned previously, neutron-induced displacements actually

produces three major effects in semiconductors: (1) minority-carrier lifetime

degradation, (2) majority-carrier removal, and (3) majority-carrier mobility

decrease. The dominant mechanism is minority-carrier lifetime degradation in

the base region and this degradation is principally determined by cluster defects

in the base region. MOS devices are insensitive to variations in the minority

carrier lifetimes and, for this reason, are reasonably invulnerable to neutron

displacement effects. However, bipolar devices can be quite sensitive to de-

gradation of the minority carrier lifetimes.

Carrier lifetime, r, is the most important semiconductor parameter

to be affected by lattice defects. The reciprocal of the lifetime sometimes

called the recombination rate per carrier is often used in analysis and pre-

diction of displacement radiation damage effects. This is a very useful con-

cept since all ters contributing to the recombination rate can be simnly

added together and because 1/ is proportional to the number of defects and

thus to the radiation exposure. This leads to the relationship between the

neutron fluence and carrier lifetime given by
77

1 L."- L" ()

'= '
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wnere 7. is -he pre-i-radiation iifeime

:. is the oost-irradiation lifetime

, is :he lifetime -amage :ons:ant in =c/'n-sec

b is :ne i Mev ecuivalent neutron fuj.ence ,1

Messenger and Spratt 78 used the'lifetime degradation ecuaticn 'ecuat-

ion(7')as the flience-dependent volume recombination ter t.eter w ih an

expression for a graded-base transistor "s'iilar to equation I7) by Wilson to

deriwe an equation relating the transistor current gain dera,atior -iin neutrcn

fluence. in doing this trey utilized Shockley-Read sta' sti:s 59e6' , es,:rte

the iariaticn of lifetime with injection level and combned :he e~fects of injec-

tion erficiercy and surface recombinaticn into a single, fluence-insensit.ve

termn. A detailed deriva:ion of this equation is quite involied and somewrat

outside the scoce of this study. For the Purposes of this study the Jsua f;crn

of this scnewha: famcus eQuat'cn will be used. This version is given by:

where

3 2 post-irradiation common emitter dc forward current gain

30 2 pre-irradiation common emitter dc forward current cain

= the neutron fluence

K = lifetime damage constant

f a= alpha-cutoff frequency or common-base cutoff f-equency.

This expression is expressed in terms of f where a is the common-base dc forward

current gain. f is, of course, defined as the frequency at which the value of

alpha drops to .707 times its I kHz value. Larin 81 expresses equation (7) in

terms of the base transit time as

. tb Kt
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inis or-n is Per --a~s less usefujl since values b ar t no sua"v a-va'"acl.

ioweyer, it coes indicate the deperdence of '-me gain degraca:4cs on :he tase

transit -.1me and, nence, onl the Dase wt:h of :,,e :rins'stcr. Qu4:e oft-er f,

is not available and in those cases the gain bancw~cth prcduc:, , is .:sed
W4:#*z:.n~e inr-rocuc-:-Ion cfver- snae-o. Te :ain ancw"-ch ;rcdu-: 4s, of

co-urse, tne 2r~r-uency at wich tne crcr em~tter dc. frmar-- cursri: ;aii isj

un :y . -he -slaticns 43 te--een and t, is, to the ; : p:x~rna:i, -'ier

Anct.ier mod,;ficat 4cr (8e:~n~) tv1dt is quite :)c~u'ar is -,'e

or-ni

wnere Z'is the neutrcn darmage factor and, of course, is relatae- to K -V

K

The ease of thi s -iorr i s obviious s -;nce C i s Just tne slo :pe of the It4 e wr c

results frcm plotting (/3versus the neutron Fluence-

The damage constant, K, takes into account the rec:,rnbind:.ion 41

:he emitzer-base junction and tne base recion. ,t w11I alsa vary -A"ith tne

collector current, IV, resulting in a variation in the neutron resose of a

transistor With T.. Figure 54 indicates the elFfect of :c on the neutron vulner-

ability of a 2.12708 transistor.1 For a :Iuence o1.A x 10- n/=!n tne rati.-

of /3 is 0.22 for a collector of current of 0.01 ;nA. For an 7: 0f C

which carreszonas to the max4-mum pre,-irradiated current ga4,n, has a value

of A1. This illustrates, a generil rulj~e for Zdesigning survi.vable i:t.

,,e :iasnig snould te such :.ha: :ransistors are cperata'2-a::r near Vie 0eak

current :an.
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A vast amount of data has ze-en taken on the neu:ron r'escnse of

v!screte b4polar transistors. The :omvonen: Response :nfor, ,rattin Zente- (C.)

mzntanec by ar-y Oiamonc LaDcratories has zata on .ver 4_;C transistor -y7es.64

This is on'y one of several data sources. :t ce-.ainly is nct pCssible or necess-

t ary For the pur;cses c' this study-tc assermole all of -this dzata. Table 31 is

reresentatlve of the data. 64 The data has been separated by frequency into

rouonly three grcucs corresponding to fT less :an or ecual tz 50 MHz, f, less

-nar. or ecuai t- 150 MMz but greater tan 5C MHz, and f- 2reazer than 150 MHZ.

This, of course, assumes that f, has been rnlace-al by f- in equation 8 wnicn

is the usual form of the equation. Obviously, high fT values indicate less

chance in , and, tnereore, more rad,;atiOn resistar: devices. This consti-

:u:as tne second aes!cn ;ulde ne. The devices with the hignest possIle f -

ShCuLIC be isee- t: ensure a surv~vable desian.

The dependence of vulnerability on fT is borne out in Table 31. This is

indicated by the S./5 column for a fluence of 1013 n/'cm2. The ratio of /
varies f om .06 for a 600 kHz device (the 2N'85 to over .9 for a ZOC Mhz

cevice (tne 2N2857). The increase in hardness exnibited in the table is not

a smootn monctonically increasing function of -. This is cue t: the fact that

the ratio_5,/a also depends or 2W This dependence of S!/o can be illustra:ec

by solving equation (S) for S/5 ' This yields

-0 0 K,-

This ecuation shows viat :.-e r!:',o, ...... has a _eoenderce or

so :na: the ini:ial value of tne gain shoulc Ict be icnored. Tn t-e :as_.

alone, the 50 Mz 2N3806 snould be more rad-ation reszs:an: :nan the EC YHz

2N720A. However, radiation datza indicates that the 2N3806 is more suscemible

than :ne 2N72rA since a: 0 n,=-'t e 2N720A has a £ /5 value of AT e

tie value of nis '-atio for the 2N3706 is .56. This anomaiy occur-ed because
te :ontribution of -was inored. The parameter to mnimlZe 4s rea'.v ;Z"f-

The value of S /f- for the ZN720A is 1.42 and for the 2N3806 tne ratio nas0o ; rmin

a value of I.57. On this basis the lower frequency 2N',,^' is exoecte. t: be

,ess vulnera ie thar zhe 2N3806.
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This is not to say that one should use the transistor type with the

lowest E value to minimize o./fT. Instead this ratio should be minimized by

using the highest fT possible. There is some correlation between fT and E and

in general, an increase in fT means an increase in Bo ' In addition, a higher

value of a- means a greater design margin and therefore the circuit can with-

stand more gain degradation. For a constant Bo/fT ratio the combination with

the highest value of fT should be chosen since that choice will not only suffer

less gain degradation but also has a greater design margin due to its higher

gain. Thus, the third design guideline is to chose the device type with the

highest 6o since this will increase the design margin.

Equation (10) has been used to generate two nomographs that can be

sec to. estimate the value of / -These were first developed by ". R. BiinsKik 2

but since have aopeared in numerous places.83,84 The nomographs are actually basec

on

: i :
"0

-7 2,
*4]tn K 9-5 x 10 ci/n-sec f-r PNP silicon devices

and K = 8.5 x 10-7 =, 2 /n-sec for NON si2icon tevices

The two ncmographs have been con:ined into one in Figure 55. The Prcedure in

using tne nomograch is fairly obvious. The first stec consists of connect'nc

the value of f with the int:ial or unir-adiate: value of the currert gain.

7he intersection of this line with :he Oivct line is then connectet wth the

threat -"ence. Tne value of 5 '5 is tnen read off :ne . lne. 2S a a
0

_ is used instead of f with the introcuc:on o: very li::Ie error

Generally a designer will not know a priori the exac: values cf

and #. or fT 'or the devices in his circuit. Tc overome this manufac:ur'er's

minimum specified values of a- anc f, are -- euently iset. This, cI Course.

yielics a safe-sioed estimate of 0 / Howeve,. :ni s is ba'ancec screwna: ty

the values of K which were used to create :e ncmocrachs. Tese are nom na.

or typical values. Within a generic type, K is essentia'ly cons:3rt tut:

vary ny a 'actor of a~prximatey 6 over all generic types.

X ii,
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659

Durgin, Alexander, and Randall6resolved this problem by realizing

that the use of manufacturer's minimum specified values of o and fT trans-

formed equation (20) from a device equation to a generic type equation. For a

particular device type, ao min and fT min are known. The only uncertainty arises

from K. They then treated K as a lognormally distributed random variable over

all device types. This transforms equation (10) from an equation in four
variables (E E 6, K, and f,) to an equation in two random variables (E4)min and

K). Basically, this changes equation (8) from an individual device equation to

a device type equation since o min and fT min are characteristic of a generic

-evize type (some particular 2NXXXX) rather than an individual device within

a generic type. The resulting form of the equation is

I I Z K ¢ t( 1f (11)
t win o min T min

Since K is now treatec as a -andom va-iable, it is possible to derive an expres-

sior for ,ie probability that E0 min will decrade below some value a after being

exposed to a neut-on "'uence cf z. Ths expression is given by:

o rin , T rrin/o minP( :< ) :F - nI -In( + m
ri ) r F ) m(12)

where c mi r manufacturer's mirnm.r. sPeci ied value of F

T min manufacturer's m irimu' soeciied value of f,

= neutron flience

m = mean value of In K ana has a value of 16.38 at the

lower 90% confidence bound for Si

K = neutron damage constant

C2 = the variance of the variable In K and has a value

of 0.444 at the lower 9COIC corffdence bounc for Si

F = the cumulative normal distribution function
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A detailed derivation of this equation would be out of place. How-

ever, it can be furnished if required. It can alsc be found in reference 65

and summarized in reference 85. In any case the use of this equation yields a

probabilistic answer and takes into account tne variation or uncertainity in K.

The equation is still safe-sided since it uses manufacturer's minimum specifica-

tion values of 6 and f These, of course, do not correspond to an actual

device but are derated from the lowest value of 6 and fT which have been measured

by the manufacturer (typical derating factors are 10 to 20%).86

A useful concept for designers is the circuit tolerance factor (C.T.F.).

This quantity is defined as

C.T.F. = o mi

where ST is the threshold or minimum value of gain that the circuit requires for

proper operation. In other words, 5T defines circuit failure and the C.T.F. is

a measure of the design margin or the allowable degradation of the gain. Using

this concept equation (12) becomes

ln((C.T.F)-l.)-ln f min/Eo ma in(( a(13 )
PF( o min T min0

)
M

where, of course, PF is the probability of failure. A nomograph was created

and is shown in Figure 56.65 it should be noted that no distinction is made

between p-n-p and n-p-n devices since both the nomograph and its generating

equation (ecuationl2) were based on the distribution of K over all devices types.

The nomograph uses the probability of survival, Ps' wnich, of course, is sirioly
I-PF

There are many ways this nomograph can be used. Essentially, two of
the three auantities; C.T.F., (fT iE!!o rin''' and Pr(¢); are either known

or assumed, are connected by a straight line, and the third is then deterined

by the intersection of the line with the remaining axis. Figure 56 is an example

of its use. For this case a C.T.F. of 2 and a P. of .99 was assumed. If the
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circuit requIred a gain of 20 then, to achieve a C.T.F. of 2, A would be
-ecuired to be 4.0 According to the nomograph (min)/ would be reaurec

to6 have a value of apprcximately 2.2 X 10-  or f7 min/ must have a value of

8.3 X 10-6. At 1014nicm 2  m must then be 80 MHz wnich is not an ordinary• T7 min

device. Of course it must be remembered that the use of manufacturer's minimum

values yield a very conservative estimate of the maximum fluence that will still

allow a given PS. This fluence may be underestimated by a factor as great as 10

althougn factors of two to three are more common. 8 6

It is very difficult to translate this unoerestimate into an impact

on device parameter requirements used in the nomograph since this involves

fT min'o min" However, the assumotion that the failure fluence has Been urder-

estimated by a factor of 10 implies that the required value of f, wouic be lower.

This stems from the Fact that T is prcoortional to the base width and the suscet4-
bility of the device to neutron-induced degradation is dependent on the base

width.

If the circuit is designed to be very tolerant of neutron-induced degrada-

:ion then it obviously will have a much larger C.T.F.. For the same value of

-ain this translates into a lower required value of f- min" The situation is
illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 56. For this case, with the same

o -9 40 and a C.T.F. of 20 for an exposure to0 i" n/m the device wouic

oe required to have an fT of 88 MHz in oroer to nave a 99 percent robaoility of

survi val.

Of course this only applies to circuits containing one vu'rerate transistor.

:n tactical scenarios where the threat levels are much lower :ris does nct r-eresent

a serious constraint since many -eneric types can :e ccnsizerec 4nvulnerace to

..ese F.,lence levels. owever, for stra'ecic scenarios, tnis cons:ra~n: assumes 4n-

creasing importance. The solution to this problem rests pon the realization that

.,he gains of any two transistors can be exnressec in terms of the same arlcm varn-

able, K. For a circuit which contains two vulnerable transistors whose m nn ,rum out-

:ut (M) can be expressed as the product of the ga'ns of :ve :evices N1:r!n : tnis

'ea results in f f

M a 2 g(K) = K 2 f 2 (14)
0 1 T'1 0 2 T2

rere 3l is the gain of zevice 1 and E. is the gain of device 2. This eads to an

l .. •n



expression for the probability that the circuit -wil survive a fluence P given by

P(3 2> M) = F (-Inu(M)m)
1 2

where 30i = manufacturer's mtn 'mum specified gain for the fth generic ev" :e

type

3Di = gain of the ith device whose initial gain was 3., after an ex:.os-

ure to a fluence p

' = \ f, + 4T, ! "

U(M) + 1(2 +

o20 0

ri and : are defined in equation Ci2-

F = cumulative normal probability distribution.

The complete derivation of this equation is beyond the scope of tns study. Hcwever,

it can be found in reference 37. In addition, this reference also contains a more

general form of this equation which itilizes a circuit outzut of tre for-n

Z = AS139 + B

where A and B are arbitarj constants. 3oth these forms are currently .eing used to

assess the probability of survival of tactical systems.

Of course, since these equations are based on marufacturer's ninimum speci-

fications, they yield very conservative estimates of survival and, oernaps, are too

conservative for 3MDATC radar purposes. An expression --hat may oe 'ore suit3b'e is

based on radiation data. The form of the :Aessenger Spratt eqAation qhich is most

suitable is given by eCquation 9 or

C- (g"
0 5o

USe of this .e uateon leads to an expressicn for the oprbabilty of fai ure :ven

by

~~ in + in(A

0
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where

T = minimum current gain which is required for proper circuit

operation

3 = current gain after an exposure to a fluence of

= neutron fluence in 1 ,eV equivalence

and : 0 and A are constants obtained from neutron effects data as shcwn

below

2 =

0 a
Jom = lnIc "210

C;o n o
A 2

where

= estimated mean value of the current gain based on data
30

I c = estimated mean value of the neutron damage factor based on

radiation data

aoZ = estimated variance of the current gain based on data

Equation 16 can be readily modified to assess the survivability of a

circuit containing two or more vulnerable transistors similar to the manner in

which equation 13 was modified. This modification utilizes the fact that noral

densities are closed under addition with the mean of the resulting density being

the sum of the means of the individual densities and the variance being the sum

of the variances. 88  Utilizing this idea, the probability of failure for a circuit

) whose output, y, can be expressed as the product of the gains of t.he devices with-

in it is given by
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-ln4 + mo
PF(y <M) :F( )7;

0

where n
i

= z the gain of the i th 'device in the circuit after an ex:cs re

to a fluence

i|

n
17 Z 0 7 z

o ~i %

and.o., Ai ' and 1 oi z are the parameters e-fined in equation 16 for ttie i th

device.

This method, of course, is based on radiation test data and would tend

to be less conservative than that based on manufacturer's minimum specifications.

The predictions resulting from the two methods can vary widely. For the 2,2S57 and

a threshold gain of omin/ 2 the ratio of the fluence associated with a probability

of failure of 50 percent is 1.98 while for the 2N336 it 
is 32.1. 9

It is difficult to say which model predicts failure more realistically.

The model based on manufacturer's minimum specifications will, by definition, over-

estimate failure. However, the model based on radiation data has its faults also.

The model predicts failure probabilities for a generic transistor type based on

data which is usually taken on a small number of devices from that generic popu-

lation. Unfortunately these devices usually come from the same manufacturer and tne

same diffusion iot. Consequently the data is not necessarily characteristic of

either the total generic population or that portion of the population which would

be used to build the system.

The problems arise from the attempt to apply subpopulation results to tne

total population. It is a consequence, primarily, of the nonrandom selection of tne

samples. Random selection means that all members of a population have an equal

chance of selection. Since the selection is usually confined to one manufac-

turer and one diffusion lot, any prediction based on this data must be taken

as being valid only for that particular subpopulation. Viewed in this light
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the implication is that the prediction and confidence Iiun,its associated witn

the prediction have no absolute meaning when applied to the total population.

Instead they must be used as indicators of possible problem areas.

t Attempting to use data on one subpcpulation to predict the response

of the rest of the population can lead to over- or under-estimates of surviVa-

The most serious of these is, of course, the overestimations. It nas :eer f _nd

that survival can be overestimated by a factor as great as 17.4. 9

The problem is further complicated by the fact that it is o,btfl

that the total population can ever be randomly sampled since this NcM'O eail

sampling not only the present but also the past and futjre popiat'on.

Messenger 91 has found that the ne.,cron damage faccors can vary by a facto- 3-

8.1 for a captive line over a period of three years. Obviously it is rot eas

ible to wait three years before being able to make a prediction of tne raC1a-.-

ion response of a generic type

The question of the appropriate use of radiation data in generating

a safe-sided estimate of the radi.tion response of the total pcpulation is

still an active area for research. Various schemes have been przoosed. ,re

approach is to analyze the survivability of the circuit at 'k times the threat

fluence.9 2 Acceptance decisions lwould then be based on the :robability of

survival at this higher fluence level. However, depending on the choice of

X this could lead to an overly safesided sur-ival prediction at the actual

threat level. Reference 90 indicated tnat the proper choice of will depend

on the required survival probability and the threshold gain, ;T' of the cir-

cuit. The value of X must be incredsed as -T increases. However, a sensi-

tivity analysis of the proper choice of A, versus 3-T has not been oer-ormed so

a general relationship between ;% and 3T has not been established at this time.

Another approach to the problem of characterizing the total pcpulation's

radiation response is to estimate 3nd use parameters which pertain to the total

population rather than the subpopulation. One approach of this nature oeve'o-ped

in reference 89 consists of estimating the mean and variance of the gain and tne

damage factor based on manufacturer's specified maximum and minimum val,es of

the device's parameters. In general, this method shows great promise but more

studies must be performed before it can be safely applied.
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The probability densities of the gain and the Jar - e fact, r ave e-r

modi fied 90'93 in order to !rake these functions more realtic. Ever- , tn a cf

these modifications and approaches the problem of estir'atir, tr.e respo-se f tre

total population to rneutron irradiation is still unresolved. Per-naps tr, is L-__es nst

constitute a problem for SMDATC-radar. The number of syste;:;s that w 1 il -e ro-

duced is very limited and they will be built from a very small portion of a ce-
vice's total population. In addition it is true that th~e : 'etr. ds Da ,l or r _

iation data seem adequate in precicting the ,e.]tcn res?:r-e u -e Of. -

from which the sanples were drawn. In addition, the method Dased or n act.,s,-E"s
minimum specifications is always safe-sided. Tnus, an approach based o, a cc-z

ation of the two methods can be de',eloped to choose bipolar devices .,'ccn t-_e re-

quired probability of survival. The first tep in sucn an Dae . .i ce

to estimate the probability of surival based on manufact.,rer's miniLm speci

fications If this estimate is acceptable ',e.g. P of .999 or greater) tr, t erE

is no need to go further. If it is not acceptable then an attem pt should c :ace

to find a generic type which is. If this can not be done tnen several optiors are

available One consists of using manufacturer's minimum and maximum" specificat-

ions to estimate the response of the total population. The oter option is to rad-

iate each diffusion lot in order to characterize rot the total population but only

that portion of the population from which systems will be built. If these less

conservative estimates are still not acceptable then tre circuit must be redesigrec

to incorporate a larger circuit tolerance factor. If this can not be done tnen

shielding must be used to reduce the environm:ent that the device will experience.

It must be mentioned that because of the weight, volume, and cost penalities snield-

ing against TRE and electromagnetic pulse (EMP) should be avoided whenever possitle

and can be justified only after all other approaches have been found to be unaccept-

able.

So much time and discussion has been devoted to neutron-induced gain

degradation of bipolar transistors since this is the most mature assessment

methodology. Basically the same approach has been used on other classes of

devices and threat constituents. This consists of assuming a distribution

for an operational parameter over the device's population. Experimental data

is then used to establish a functional relationship between the radiation-in-
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duced parameter degradation and the radiation level. The fai'ure thresrnold

value for the parameter is determined through detailed circuit analysis.

These are combined in a probability equation that will allow the estim:ate of

circuit failure as a function of threat level.

In addition the above discussion serves to illustrate some of : e

pitfalls associated with experimental data and testing. The variation "n tre

radiation response within a piecepart population 4s amplified on the sys'.e

and subsystem level. The more samples that are tested tne tetter tre eso'-a-e

of the radiation response of the suopopulation from which they were orawn. cw-

ever, the law of diminishing returns does apply here. Since the for- :F ne

distribution is known a sample size much greater than '0 Mill not pr1vi0 1*
much more additional infor-lation provided the samples 4ere rancomly dra 'r fro

the population that is being characterized. As with any statistical problem

a great deal of care and caution must be cevoted initially to defining the

assumptions and definitions or the results may easily be misleading and mis-

interpreted. Random sampling is an absolute necessity. The degree of ran-

domness must be maximized in order to insure the validity of the test results.

Without random sampling it is better to have no data at all. Finally the aboe

examples serve to illustrate the folly and danger in atter* tirg to extend

subpopulation test results to the whole population. References 90 and j2

demonstrated quite clearly that such attempts could lead a dangerous over-

estimate of survival. The total population from which a system is to be built

must be randomly sampled in order for test results to have any applicability

in a survivability assessment.

The above discussion focused on the gain degradation induced by ex-

posure to neutrons. This should not be taken to mean that the gain is the only

operational parameter which is affected. In fact, just the opposite is true.

Many other transistor parameters which are of interest to a designer are also

affected. However, these effects, in general, do not significantly cnange the

operation of the device and are of secondary importance when compared to gain

degradation. The exceptions to this statement include the collector resistance,

rsc; the saturation voltage, VCEsat; the leakage currents, IEBO and ICBO; and

the collector emitter sustaining voltage, BVcEQ -

12
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Saturition voltage changes resulting from neutron irradiation m.ay te

as important as gain changes especially in those appiicaticns requiring power

trans sors . A trans4 stor is in s a trat",on nnen to t. i-s em'I te~r -tase a nc
iolector-tase junctins are fortar--iased. 7r -reas r=-er: ,z- e st!:

" Olt.3ge, :n~e Collector :ur-ent is s:ns:ant and :e3a2.ra--:r /o.:age -5

..easLred as i fun jc-.-cn of* -e .-ase :jr-ent zr :',e -ra. e:,-z,

"oltage 41i~erer'ca I-: een vie emJtar ano -ne a,:r :: act '

.$,:n ac:g es;a s -hsa us .o,-ce ias -,c ::~rr~ e
.:.;r.t-----

:~ p~~ ~.a~ io*,-aqe !t:,i Iny ;Cjnc:';Crs :r

.-e second :cmccnent zf :uve sa--ura-i4n icln.;e is -:.e ~~r ssac

ccrcroent, IR -Le to -:,,e :07',ctzr satuira:zn urrn z -g:ru :7e
collector oulk resistanca, rsc 7he total satur~t~cn 4ca~ s t6'erez:'e

111. =~ *11 '

7he isuai -2x.ress4or? :or th e j'~n c tn sat: ra: n, ,er4 /ec 4nEes c

tarrsoo i e Zase and collectocr -ur'-ent5 4s gzi en :y:

I -+
V ~- n r s

where: a, = inverse comumon collector gain

= common emitter Wan

3 forced gain

= terminal collector current

is z terminal base current

I E terminal emitter current

k - Bol~zzman's constant in W

T =temperature in K
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The - sign is ursed for n-p-n transistors and the - sion for a p-n-p transistor.

A ciferent version of this equation is derived in reference 81 unoer sligtly

cifferent assumotions but the two versions are in quantitative agreement. :t

shoulc De noted that :here is an error in the version of this equation in

reference 85 in tnat the term((l + F(l DI)) ) is replaced by

+ + 2' )

The first teri in '-he above equation is t.e junction sa:tra:-in

voltace and t,e second is, of course, the collector resistance comonent. As

stated in the diode section, neutron damage causes a reduction 'M minority

:arrier lifeties and carrier removal due to an increase in the density of

recombination centers. This will occur in both the base anc collector rec.ons.

:n the base region the effect of d'isplacement damace resultng r: neutron

irradiation is an increase in the 5ase current required to trve the transistor

into saturation. This is illustrated in Ficure 57 for a 2; 16'3 transistor

:peratin9 wit an I of i00 mA after exposure.81 After irradati-n, atout !--

of base current is requirea to drive tne Aevice into sa':uration.

2.4

2.2

0Pre-i rraaiat, on

216 3

0 L-O QO0

Base current ',.TA)

Figure 57. Change in Saturation Voltage with Neutron
Irradiation
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The most significant change in VCsat caused by neutron irradiatin

is that due to changes in the voltage drop across the coector :u'k resstace,

rSC' The carrier removal effect results in effectively cour:erdco4ng a!"

regions of the semiconductor. 72 One effect of this counterdcping is to increase

the resistivity of the semiconductor. The increase in resistivity is especially

pronounced in lightly doped regions simply because the carriers removed :v

neutron exosure is a greater percentage of the carrier corcentrations in orese

regions than that which occurs in the more heavily doped regions. This is a

serious problem for power transistors because the collec:or is lighty dcced

to obtain high breakdown voltage characteristics and the chance in satura icn
81

voltage will be dominated by increases in tne collector bu7k resistance, rSC8

The resulting increase in VCEsat will require an increase in the pcwer that

needs to be dissipated or the transistor will suffer juncticn burnout.

Figure 58 is typical of the changes in V as a function of neutronC~sat"

7.0

6.0.

5.0

0 4*.

2.0.

1.0

0
10 1 10 1 10 

I  10 1

Neutrons (n/cm )

Figure 58. Saturation Voltage Versus Neutron
Fluence for a 2N2907A Transistor

and a Forced 5 of 10 with a Ic of

500 mA

fluence. As is evident from this figure, the change is not linear with

fl'uence. Table 32 lists the change in the saturation voltaye due to exposure
64

to neutron fluence for several common transistor types. The large increase

in the saturation voltage exhibited in Figures 57 and 58 and in the table is

typical of nonepitaxial transistors with relatively low doping in the base rejin.
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he discussion serves as a basis for the fr-a-in of se-!7 :es cn

guidelines. For saturated opera:ion, only esiaxial transis-:rs sn.cZ." )e _sec.

Circuits should be designed to tolerate low breakdown vo:-:a e r:ransis:-rs tn,

of course, means using transistors with heavier dooed collector regons. 95,96,97

This, nowever, cannot be done lnceendent of all ati i'y 7sn ea:-" e

maximum Practizal base cur-ent should be used for tr.ns~stcrs r rec I-C =ee_:4a

in sa=uration. This will allow f"r .he neu:rn-injze¢ inorea-e 'n tre base

curren: re-'red :o Jrive 'he transistor into saturAt:cn. 5 7>ary, :---s -rs

with low V C_-. and Y, 3 should be cnoser to allow for neujr:n-incuce-. 4ncrea-:sa: 3Esat

ses. In acditin, since V increases as 1. increases, -r .- ar g :e,&r: -
CEsat

que is to minimize I C ,

However, this is counte, to the earlier recocmi'eration of bia in, the

device so that it operates at or slightly telov: its maxim;: gain. Min 'izin I C

will maximize the device's gain degradation. The recomrended proceduce will de-

pend on the aplication and whether VCEsat or the gain is more i!:.o-rtant for that

application. In addition, power transistors are quite often used as series rejulat-

ors of power spplies and. since power supplies have given current require-erts.

it may not be possible to lower IC , In these cases it may be necessary to parabIel

two or more series regulator transistors.98 Finally, it is important to ,;ini:ize
83

the requirements for ultrastable voltages, currents, and frequencies. Since

neutron degradation of device characteristics is primarily a gradual change, the

larger the tolerance in parameters such as current, voltage, and frequency, the

greater will be the neutron fluence required to cause circuit failure.

Table 32 also contains data on the efcec:s of neutrcn irr::4 iatn :n

leakage current. Junction leakage is assumed to res,lt from carrier ;enerat:n-

recombination centers in the depletion layer. As Vie unuter :f :-ese cenr:e-s

increases due to neutron displacement the leakage cur-ent .i417 increase -:ccr-

tionately. Figure 59 depicts the variation of C30 as a functi3n of neut.ron

fluence. 8 1 li's indicates that IC30 varies linearly mit fluence an-

ient is t he dcminant damage mechanism.8 1 Hcwever, as evident in -nis figure

and in Tao'e 32, the leakage curryent is :ypical'y in the micramo r-are ind

currents of :his ,iagnit*ude, even after neutron irradati.cn, ;eneraliy i' no:

pose a design roile.m. 2
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Figure 59. Leakage Current as a Function
of Neutron Fluence for a 2N1613
Transistor

Changes in breakdcwn voltages are important desicn parameters for

power transistors. The maxi-mum reverse-biasing voltage Ahicn may be aoplied

tefore breakdown beteen the collector and base tEa,,iials of the transistor,

under the c:ndition that the emitter tead be :pen-circuietd, is r? resentec

by the symbol 3Vr-0 . Breakdcwn occurs tecause :f avaanche -.ut i 4:cation o-

the current 1,0 that crosses the col"ectcr junc:ion. At 'i;n enough oltages,

namely 8Vc 0 , the multiplication factor becomes ncmi,,ally in-inite and the

region of breakdcwn is then a:tainea. The current rises 3Cr:tV arC leare

changes in current accompany small changes in acplied voltage.

8Vc3O is deterrined in part by tme coing or impurity concentraOtion

on the more lightly doped side of the junction. The .Ieencence of t e 5reak-cwn

voltage on the dcping levels for both a step and a graded Jurcticn is shown in

F~gure 60,81 The linear grade constant, a, mnich appears in this filure is t, e

proportionality constant in the approximation of the impurity concentration

in a graded junction of the form

( a x
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Linear grade constant a(atoms/,cm.

0 1*1

Cu

Figre60.AvlacheBrakcwnfo p Siicnunction

where N is the imurity concentration at a -articular distance, x, Frzrm tne

edge of the junct4on. As indIcated in th is figure the breakdcvor voltage

increases with decreasing i7mpurity concentraton. Since one of the effects of

neutron irradiation is carrier removal which lcwqers the effective dcping level,7

the breakdown voltage increases with neutron fluence.

Usually, a more important breakdown voltaoe for transistors is the

collector-emitter breakdown or sustaining voltage wi*th the base open, BVc.

This voltage is related to the collector-base breakdown~ voltage by 62

BVBV CBO
BCEO 1/)In

where 5 is the corrrnon base gain and n is an empirical fitting constant varying

from 2 to 6.1As indicated by this equation, the increase in BVCECO resulting

from displacement damaoe is larger than that in BVc~ due to the neutron-induced

gain degradation. In any case, neutron irradiation causes all of the I.reakzown

voltages to increase which is beneficial and will not result in devi:e failure.
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Volume I covering the threat levels indicates tnat the nuclear envircn-

ment that the radar will experience will be very stressing. These high radiation

levels will impose a higher cost of radiation hardening if for no other reason

than the effects of some of the threat constituents can no longer be ignored.

The effects of total dose on bipolar transistors is a good example of tnis. In

tactical scenarios bipolar devices are considered invulnerable to total dose ex-

posure. However, this is not true for strategic scenarios. The damage tnreshold

for bipolar devices is somewhere between l0 and 10 rad (Si).I181,84,99,100 Ln

fact this range of thresholds is so well documented that the five cited references

must be taken as a representative list rather than one that even approximates an

exhaustive one.

For bipolar transistors total dose primarily causes an increase in the

leakage currents and a degradation in the gain with the gain degradation being

the most important. Several mechanisms are responsible for this degradation.

One of these is the ionization of the gas in the transistor can. This results

in the deposition of positive charge on the silicon dioxide when an electric

81field is applied between the transistor and the can. Figure 61 illustrates

this situation for an npn transistor.81 In additon, the total dose irradiation

produces ionization within the SiO 2 layer itself. The electrons released during

this ionization are more mobile than the ions or holes and some of them are swept

out leaving behind the positive charged holes. All of these positive charges

(those deposited on the surface of the SiO 2 and those created by the ionization of

the SiO 2 itself) tend to migrate to the silicon-silicon dioxide interface and can

significantly alter the potential at this interface.101, 10 2 Essentially a channel

Qr an inversion layer is formed in the silicon as depicted in Figure 62.81

+ * . * . .4 .4 + 4 4

CEmitter regionChannel

Emtter- ase inCitOn soace-cniarge egion

Base region

Scace-crarge eg on

Coilector region

Figure 62. The Creation of a Channel in the Base Region
Due to the Migration of Positive Charge to the

Silicon-Silicon Dioxide Interface
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As the ionization continues, electrons generateJ in tre silicon by tr:

radiation have enough energy to cross the interface and neutralize soce of tre

positive charge that has migrated to the interface. This neutra7ization of tne
97

positive charge causes the channel to recede as shown in Figre 63.1

II
- " - - -- - - - - " 

. 
-. n :GBase etion i,:e

Figure 63. The mitter-Base Jurction After the :hannel
has Receded

Table 33 lists the total dose response of a nuriter of transistor types.

This data should be used only as an indicator of the susceptibility of tne devices.

The dose response of a device is very sensitive to the oxide growth corditions

and can vary widely even for devices produced by the same manufacturer. Table 33

also indicates the dependence of the gain degradation on collector current (IC).

The degradation is greatest for transistors which are operated at low collector

currents. At these low values of IC, the gain is primarily due to surface cur-

rents which are sensitive to surface contaminants such as traps. Thus, low cur-

rent, high gain transistors are particularly vulnerable to total dose effects.

The implication of the data in Table 33 is that bipolar devices cannot

be considered invulnerable to total dose effects of l05 rad(Si) or greater. De-

gradation of 20% is not that uncommon even for normal I values. It must be also be
C

remembered that the gain will also be degraded by neutrons. The total dose-induced

degradation is due to surface damage and the neutron-induced degradation is due to

bulk damage. The gain degradation due to total dose exposure can be considered

independent of that due to neutron-induced damage. 10 3 The total damage is the sum

of that caused by neurons plus that caused by total dose with no synergistic effect.

The neutron-induced degradation will, in most cases, be the greater component but

the dose-induced degradation cannot be ignored.
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Table 33. Total Cose Induced Gain Ce'r=.a.icn 'Aie-e.
in irradia:ec Active Transis:ors i:_
VCE : 2 v.; Sample Size = .0

1Averagce 3
Measujrsment5

Type r (MA) 0 rads(Si) 103 ra5s(Si) -: 2 s i

2N222?_A 5 103 .2.3 26.;

50 109 36.5 56.1

2N2a4 0.02 175 .1 36.."

S3483 22. 148

2N25.58 6./ 60 29

500 225 181 138

2N2946A 1 138 i 145 42.

i0 146 124 56.3

ZN3019 10 115 39.9 59.9

50 135 123 92.9

2N3553 10 20.2 15.3 9.22

100 35 29.9 20.7

2"13752 100 117 87.4 78.5

1000 97.4 39.5 75.9

2N5090 2 51.5 43.5 25.7

i0 62.5 54.3 36.5

2N5470 5 57.1 41 28.5

50 53.1 45.5 35.9

2,N16257 10 49.7 35.3 13.7

100 53.3 Ii.5 20.9
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Like the gain, total dose also impacts VCEsat ard the leakage current.

The sarie mechanisms which cause the gain degration also cause the impact on VCEst

and the leakage current, i.e., fornation of an inversion layer. Typical variations

in VCEsat due to total dose exposure are shown in Figure 64IC'4 and Table 3".64 As

160-

- 102 lc 04 1 6 :O I - 104

Xcs& (ra(S i) L.

Ffgure 64. 7CEsat versus Dose for the 2,'13752

indicated in this figure, the dose-induced change in V is a function of I
CEsat iC,

However, as also indicated in the figure and in the table, these changes are

usually minor compared to degradation in . 1

The leakage current, ICBO , is also affected by exmosure to total

dose. The general tendency is for ICB0 to increase initially for low values

of total dose and then decrease for higher values of the dose. This can pro-

bably be attributed to the formation of the channel or inversion layer depicted

in Figure 62 and then, with increasing dose, the recession of the layer illus-

trated in Figure 63. However, there is considerable variation in tne total dose

response of transistors. This applies even to devices of the same type as

shown in Figure 65.81 The response of device 2 is more typical of most transis-

tors of this type while device I has leakage of about two orders of magnitude

greater at low exposures where channeling is a more significant Oamage mechan-

ism. The very large difference in behavior is attributed to local defect sites

contacted by the channel.
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As evident from the figure and Table 34, the effects of total dose or

the junction leakage of planar transistors is generaly very large on a oe-:en:-

age basis. However, on an absolute current basis, the leakace current is sti772

fairly small. As indicated by the table, rCSO seldom exceeded a mIl,4a=c an:

this occurred only after an exoosure to the very high level of 1.5 x 1Cradi.

Generally, the increase in leakage current is not significant in most circuit

applications.

Up to this point, the impact of dose rate on the operations of a

transistor has not been addressed. This is not to say that this threat constit-

uent is not important. Quite the contrary is true for this constituent is one

of the major sources of catastrophic failure. The problems arise from the

dose rate induced photocurrents. As mentioned in the section on diodes, a dose

rate of I rad(Si)/sec generates 4,lO 13 carriers/cm3 -sec. In transistors these

carriers are swept across the p-n junction in the same manner as within a diooe.

However, with transistors, the geometry and the interactions between the diff-

erent regions (collector, emitter, and base) make the situation more complex.

Consider the schematic transistor depicted in Figure 66. Holes and

electrons are produced uniformly throughout the silicon. Since the electric
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Figure 66. TMe Flow of Minori ty Carrtiers Prc§ '.:irg Pri:,a,-,
Photocurrents in an npn Transistor

fields at the junctions are in a direction to keep the majority carriers from

flowing across the junction, these carriers remain in the region in which they

were generated. However, the minority carriers in the vincity of a junction

will be swept across the junction which results in a current in the emitter-

base or collector-base circuits. The term primary photocurrent (I pp) applies

to the current flow across the junctions which is the result of actual carriers

generated by the radiation. I pp, of course, will be amplified by the inherent

gain of the device. The term secondary photocurrent (I sp) applies to the current

which flows out of a transistor as a result of dose rate exposure. There is

some disagreement in the literature over the exact definition of isp. References

2 and 81 define rsp as the primary photocurrent plus any additional current

that flows due to carrier multiplication by transistor action. References 1

and 105 define Isp simply as Ipp times the gain of the transistor. However,

the two are essentially in agreement with one another since the approximation

Isp 0 )Ipp :s61pp

is valid for any realistic value of 3.

The effective volume for the collection of generated carriers is shown
72

between the dashed lines in Figure 66. Carriers generated above the upper

line will diffuse to the surface where they will recombine and therefore will
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not contribute to the photocurrent. Carriers generated below the lower dashed

line are too far from the collector-base junction to diffuse to the junction

before recombining since the mean distance for minority carrier diffusion is a

diffusion length, L. When exposed to ionizing radiation, photocurrents are

produced at both the base-collector junction and the base-emitter junction.

The magnitude of each photocurrent component is directly proportional to the

volume of the region contributing to the photocurrent. Since the base-emitter

junction is geometrically smaller, the base-emitter photocurrent is usually

much smaller than the base-collector photocurrent and is often ignored.85,10
6

The photocurrent at the base-collector junction will consist of a prompt

component that is made up of pairs generated within the depletion layer and a

delayed component of minority electrons and holes generated one diffusion length

away from the edge of the depletion region.

Table 3564 lists the primary photocurrents induced in typical transistors as

a result of various levels of dose rate. As indicated in this table Ipp can

vary from iniilliamps to tens of amps. Currents of this magnitude are of obvious

concern and provide the incentive to examine their generation in more detail as

well as methods for estimating their values. Utilizing the ideas of the

previous paragraph leads to an expression for the steady-state primary photocurrent

that flows across any p-n junction which is given by

pp o goeff#y

where q = the electronic charge

go = the carrier generation rate conversion factor

= 4xlO 13 carriers-sec/cm 2_rad (Si)

Veff = effective volume from which all the generated carriers

can drift or diffuse to the junction before recombining

= dose rate in rad (Si)

The determination of Veff is difficult and limits the usefulness of this

equation. There are several methods which have been developed to predict Veff

by measuring certain electrical transistor parameters and relating them to

physical and geometrical parameters. Generally this will allow the prediction

of Ipp to within a factor of 2. These methods may include the determination

of the collector-base junction area, the depletion layer width, diffusion length,
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and minority carrier lifetimes in the collector.8 3'1 0 7'1 0 8'1 09 These are very

costly and time consuming experiments and calculations. In addition, these methods

require a number of sample devices which, for BMDATC radar systems, may not be

available. However, a set of equations based on manufacturers' data sheets has been
110

developed. The equations differ slightly for switching and amplifier transistors,

for npn and pnp transistors, and for different power ratings. The full set of

these equations is listed in Table 36. In this table C-1 is the base-collector

capacitance, V C 1 is the reverse bias voltage at which C_5 in the data sheet has

been measured, CCB, is the measured capacitance, V C 2 is the reverse bias voltage

during the irradiation, and V CB is the maximum allowable collector-base voltage

(i.e. the collector-base breakdown voltage).

A comparison between the results of these equations and empirical data is

shown in Figure 67. 1 10 These equations appear to give reasonable agreemert with

experimental results. However, the data in Figure 67 may be misleading. Some of
the I data was taken at lower dose rates and simply extrapolated to 101 0 rad

Pp 110, 
e bv(Si)/sec 0 , under the assumption that I varies linearly with dose rates above

108 or 109 rad (Si)/sec. In fact, the primary photocurrent exhibits four basic

regions with respect to dose rate: 1) linear with dose rate, 2) transition region

between 108 and 109 rad (Si)/sec, 3) sublinear with dose rate, and 4) saturation.

In some transistors the transition region is superlinear while in others it is
sublinear.1,110 Both types of reactions are shown in Figure 68.1

---- Saturation

/ppc  ppc
ppc ppc

Superlinear Transition Sublinear Transitior

Figure 68. Characteristics of Primary Photocurrent Versus "'

This behavior may be due in part to changes in the effective volume. For a

transistor operating in the active region the effective volume Veff for the

collection of minority carriers is a function of the collector current since
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the collector current creates an electric field in the collector by flowing
73

through the collector body resistance, rsc. However, the increase in the

effective volume by the electric field in the collector is relatively unimportant

for thin epitaxial transistors. This results from the fact that it is difficult

for the added volume to penetrate the substrate because for epitaxial devices,

the substrate has a short lifetime and diffusion lifetime. However, the effect

should be taken into account for thick nonepitaxial collectors.81

The effective volume will also be influenced by the injection level. The

injection level simply is the ratio of the minority carrier concentration to the

impurity concentration. Low injection means the minority carrier concentration

approaches that of the impurities. High injection will cause an electric field

in the collector region that is in the direction to increase the effective area.

The reasons for this are beyond the scope of and, perhaps, not pertinent to this

study. It is sufficient to be aware that a transition from low injection to a

high injection level will result in an increase in the effective volume and an

increase in the photocurrent. Low levels of dose rate will cause a transition

from a low injection to high injection level for devices that have low-doped
81

collections. Consequently devices with such collectors are more sensitive to

dose rate.

It has been reported in reference 107 that the primary photocurrent variation

as a function of junction voltage is in excess of that caused by variations in the

effective volume, This voltage effect is not linear with radiation rates between
IxlO 9 rad (Si)/sec and 5xlO 9 rad (Si)/sec,8 1 '111 - essentially the transition

region. No explaination for this nonlinear behavior has been formulated.

The primary photocurrent can, also, undergo a step increase as a function

of dose rate. This is illustrated for a 2N915 transistor in Figure 69.81 Similar

behavior has been reported in reference 2, 113, and 114. In order to onderstand

this behavior it must be kept in mind that what is of concern here is the primary

not the secondary photocurrent. This simply means that the transistor must be

"turned off". The desired situation is for the observed collector photocurrent

to be equal to the primary photocurrent generated in the collector-base junction.

This will be true only if the transient emitter voltage is zero. The best

approximation to this results from shorting the external emitter and base terminals.

For a shorted emitter, the transistor will turn on when the voltage drop across

the internal base resistance is large enough to forward bias the emitter-base
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Figure 69. The Response of a 2N915 Transistor With an Open Emitter

junction to approximately 0.7V. Even with no external base resistance, that

portion of the primary photocurrent flowing across the collector-base junction

opposite the emitter can generate a substantial transverse voltage from the

center of the emitter to the periphery due to the relatively high intrinsic base

resistance. The explaination in reference 113 for the turn-on phenomenon for

the case of the open emitter is that the voltages that build up across the emitter-

base junction due to the flow of the primary photocurrent are large enough to

exceed the breakdown voltage of the emitter-base junction. This junction breakdown

essentially shorts the base and emitter and permits a large secondary photocurrent

to flow due to the inherent gain of the transistor. The abrupt discontinuity is

typical of high-resistivity collectors. The transistion is more gradual in lower

resistivity collectors which implies that devices with heavier doped collectors

will be less sensitive to dose rate.

The secondary photocurrent in transistors is affected by internal base bulk

resistance as well as the external circuit resistance connected to the base. In

the simple transistor circuit of Figure 70, secondary photocurrents will not

appear until turn-on or until the forward bias across the base-emitter junction

reaches the cut-in voltage (.7V). This level for the circuit in Figure 70 is given

by RR 2

ipp (rB + R ) O.7V
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Figure 70. Photocurrent Compensation

This indicates that the base bulk resistance, % , can have a large impact

on the turn-on threshold and also that because of rB secondary photocurrents

can occur even when the base is externally shorted to ground. For small area

transistors, rB is typically between 200-1000 ohms and for power transistors

it is between 1-100 ohms. 1 0 5

A common technique for mitigating the effects of the external resistor

consists of connecting a compensation diode to the base of the transistor

across the load resistor. This essentially removes the same amount of charge

from the base region as flows into the base region as primary photocurrent.

This is illustrated with two transistors in Figure 71.81 Tne effectiveness of

compensation is limited by photocurrent mismatch and by the base bulk

resistance, which may cause turn-on of the internal junctions even with exact

primary photocurrent matching. The photocurrent matching is dependant on

the differences in the effective volumes of the transistors. If the effective

volume of the compensating transistor is much larger than the original

transistor, the net effect will be to turn a transistor off which should be

on. Compensation works well for integrated circuits (ICs) since the collector-

base diode of an adjacent transistor has essentially the same primary

photocurrent and base bulk resistance. It is for this reason that the topic

of compensation will also be discussed in Section 5.2 on ICs. It should be

mentioned that compensation can help prevent secondary photocurrents by

preventing the transistor from turning on but it will not reduce the primary

photocurrents.

There is a second type of abrupt discontinuity in the collection

current at high radiation rates which is due to second breakdown. This is a
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Figure 71. Photocurrent Compensation

very serious problem for power transistors. Second breakd.wn is a local tner';al

runaway effect at the junction which is induced by severe current concentration

within the device.8 1 A review of second breakdown in reference 115 distinquishes

between two primary types of initiation of second breakdown: (1) thermally-induced

second breakdown, and (2) current mode second breakdown. The damage mechanism

appears to be localized heating within the junction which results in the form-

ation of hot spots and finally junction failure due to excessive current conduct-

ion over a portion of the junction area.1 1 7' 118 Essentially, the problem results

from power being dissipated within the junction. As a consequence of this dissi-

pation, the junction temperature rises, and this, as a result of thermal generation,

increases the current which results in a subsequent increase in power dissipation.

If allowed to continue this self-heating phenomena will locally melt the silicon.

The resolidified region at the junction results in decreased gain, decreased break-

down voltages, and a significant increase in junction leakage current.
119

The effect was first reported in 1958.120 A transistor was swept through
81

its VCE versus IC characteristics as shown in Figure 72. When the collector

was allowed to increase to I the voltage suddenly dropped and the transistor was

found either to be shorted between the emitter and the collector or to have reduced

BVE The sudden decrease in voltage has been ascribed to a sudden drop in the
BCEO' h ude 2
effective resistance.12  The decrease in voltage has been termed second breakdown.

It should be noted that the V-I curve in Figure 72 is doubled valued - at relative

low voltage either a very low or a very high current can be present. Under normal

operating conditions the low-current state is maintained. The application of a

relatively large voltage is required to initiate a breakdown before the low-voltage
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Figure 72. Second Breakdown for Typical
Forward-Biased Transisto"

high-current state is attained.
12 2

It must be pointed out that second breakdown does not in itself cause

failure. Devices have been placed in this second-breakdown state with sufficient

current limiting to allow recovery without electrically measurable degradation.

However, very little additional energy is required to cause the component to
123

fail when in the second-breakdown state. In many references second breakdown

and failure are considered synonymous.

It has been noted that a transistor operating at a current and voltage large

enough to cause second breakdown required a delay time before the transistor failed

by second breakdown. 1 24 Since the phenomenon in most cases is thermal in origin,

there is a finite amount of time required to raise the temperature of the small

region of the transistor where breakdown takes place. The self-heating process

proceeds until breakdown and has a typical time lag associated with it1 25 indicating

that energy dissipation is a factor.
8 1

In any case, the possibility of second breakdown is enhanced by the choice of

high frequency, narrow base width transistors, and represents an example where

nuclear survivability must be traded against reliability. In addition to tradeoff

problems, second breakdown itself consistutes a serious problem for applications

in a nuclear radiation environment. Displacement damage resulting from exposure

to a neutron fluence increases emitter crowding, decreases storage time, and

increases the transistor fall time all of which favor the conditions for second

breakdown. Furthermore, photocurrents resulting from dose rate can drive a

transistor into regions where second breakdown can occur which, of course, can

lead to burnout. Although it is not a subject for this project, it should be

1-47
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mentioned tnat second breakdown consti tutes ore of the iaJor EHIP da -e ecrn s --s

for devices.

The previous discussion on dose rate effects has concentrated on the generation

of steady-state photocurrents for exposure times that are long compared to the
minority carrier lifetimes. There are two other situations which must be considered:

1) saturating photocurrent pulses due to a short, intense, radiation exposure and !
2) nonsaturating photocurrent pulses resulting from a prompt gamma pulse. The

saturating photocurrent, as was the case with steady-state photocurrents, can

be determined from fairly simple hand calculations. However, a computer solution

is usually required to determine the nonsaturating photocurrents as a function of

time. The discussion will focus first on the saturating photocurrents.

A small prompt gamma pulse can drive a transistor into saturation :ecase

the number of carriers generated per rad is large and the pulse car be delivered

in a time that is short compared to the minority carrier lifetime in the collector.

A transistor driven into saturation will remain in saturation even after the

radiation pulse has disappeared. The prolonged saturation time is called the

radiation storage time, ts. This is the time required to reduce the excess carrier

concentration after the gamma pulse to the concentration required to give the

saturation current, Ics. The radiation storage can be express as

tsr c In L0o
s r Z.p sat)

where Ap(o) = excess carrier concentration after a pulse of y rads.

Ap(sat) = excess carrier concentration required to maintain
saturation.

T = minority carrier concentration in the collector.

The radiation storage time is a function of dose rate since Ip(o) is a function of

dose rate. Fo- a square radiation pulse Ap(o) is given by

Ap(o) = go':; l - exp(-t p ))

where t is the radiation pulse width. For this case, the relationship between t
p 8 P

and tsr is depicted in Figure 73. 126 For dose rates greater than 10 rad (Si)/sec,

reference 2 lists the following simplified expression for t

tsr = .138 ts  log10 
s

0 where t is the transistor storage time. However, the note was also made that
S
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this expression would yifeld values that may be high. In any case, t srWill
generally vary from 10" to 10- sec. s

An expression for the primary photocurrent is given by 18

CS I B

I =4

pp I + 3

where IrCS is the saturation collector current and IB is the corresponding base

current. The upper limit on I pp is, of course, I CS and this can be obtained

from manufacturer's data sheets.
The last situation that must be discussed is the generation of nonsaturating

photocurrents due to an exposure to a prompt gamma pulse. Essentially this

situation corresponds to the transistor being in the active region. Besides

defining the effective volume, the solution of the current as a function of time in
this situation must account for the buildup of the primary photocurrent as a function

of time and the charging of the eitter and collector capacitances and the base

region by the primary photocurrents. Computer solutions are generally required to

evaluate circuit operation in a transient radiation environment.

For a step radiation pulse of magnitude and width t , the time response of

the primary photocurrent is the sum of a prompt component coming from the volume

of the base and the collector-base junction and a delayed component from the

collector. As was the case with o te delay in the current froo the collector

is the time required for carriers to diffuse to the collector-base junction. The

expression for the primary photocurrent as a function of time for a square radiation

pulse width, t r is po
14
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Ipp = GAc [(x c + + c erf ( for t<tp ISa.

t-a 2)Ipp GAcL [erf(-) -erf (t - 2 for t>t 18b.
pP cC T T3_

where G = bul' current generation rate 6.4 ,A/'cm 3 -rad(Si)/sec

A = area of the collector

Lc = minority carrier diffusion length in the collector

x = width of the collector-base depletion layer

r.= base widthJ
erf = error function

A typical transistor prim: ary photocurrent for a radiation pulse wid-Ln of

approximately 0.8T is depicted in Figure 74.81

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 i1 16 19 20

Figure 74. Typical Transistor Primary Photocurrent
response to a Step Radiation Pulse with
a Pulse Width of t .P

'he secondary photocurrent can be estimated by approximating the primary

pho ocurrent with a step rise in photocurrent, equation 18, and

C  ICS = SIpp (1 - exp(-t/ (tb + 1.7RLC Tc))

where R = load resistance
L

CTC = collector junction capacitance

tb = base transit time

In order to use this equation, the value of Ipp and tne time, t, must be determined.

The maximum possible secondary photocurrent will be for a square I pulse with

amplitude equal to the primary photocurrent at t calculated by equation 18a. The
p

time of the square wave pulse can be determined by making the total charge collected
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equal to the steady state I (i.e., I (t) eva lated in e;uation !,_a at an te
pp pp

tiwe) times tne radiation pulse widtn. This can be eApesse, as:

ft pp (t ) dt = Ip ()tp

or t

t = J pk _
Ip (tp

Equation IS car" be used to determine the apprcpriate va Les o- L, *sir, tre fact

that erf(-) nas a val e of 1.

It must be remembered that above procedure yields only a rough estimate of

the peak secondary photocurrent. The problem in calculating the unsaturated

secondary photocurrent is the lack of a detailed description of the currents as

a function of time when many quantities such as the radiation, primary photo-

currents, voltages and capacitances are all varying during the pulse. This is

important when a circuit is being evaluated for transients generated by a radiation

pulse. A number of computer codes have been developed which address this problem
81 127

and are summarized in reference 83. Both Ebers Moll, charge control, and

Linville models 12 8 have been applied to this problem. This is a very complex

problem which requires a computer for its solution. It is certainly beyond the

scope of this study. All that can be said is that the time varying unsaturated

secondary photocurrent, Is, can be determined and its peak value will be less

than the steady-state value of I
sp"

Several guidelines for device selection and circuit design which mitigates

the vulnerability of transistors have been presented. It has been briefly

mentioned that some of these guidelines will have an adverse effect on reliability.

One instance of this was the recommendation to use devices that employ high

doping levels. This will limit the affect of neutron radiation on bulk resisti-

vity which in turn will result in less change in VC~sat . However, high doping

levels are related to low junction breakdown voltages, both BVcBO and BVEBO.

Obviously this will have an impact on reliability. A somewhat similar situation

exists with the recommendation to decrease neutron vulnerability by using Cevices

with the highest practical fT* This, of course, implies a very thin base width.

As has been mentioned previously, unfortunately this means that these de'ies

will be more susceptible to second breakdown.

These represent examples where nuclear survivability must be traded against

reliability and is indicative of the fact that the commitment to harden a system

./-
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is a significant decision from a tecnnical point of view. It establishes a

definitive engineering task which must be fully integrated into the system

management since the hardening procedure impacts device selection, circuit design,

testing, reliability, qualification, logistics, and documentation. Aside from

the technical and management aspects, hardening will incur both nonrecurring and

recurring cost increases during system acquisition. The reason for this is that

the primary cost drivers in a hardening program are tne ar-lysis and testing. 1n

addition, nuclear survivability will require an increase in documentation

associated with the system. The costs of the hardware modifications (e.g.,

redesign for greater base drive to a transistor, insertion of current-limiting

resistors, or substitution of a hardened transistor) are negligible by comparison

with the analysis and testing costs.

Same comments on testing must be made. Radiation facilities cost roughly

$2000 per day to use. 1 29 This is only a small part of the total cost of a test

because this is dominated by pre-test and post-test analysis. The pre-test analysis

must include benign environment characterization of the material, piece-part, circuit,

subsystem, or system to be tested. Obviously, it must include the design of the

test. In addition, it should include a careful evaluation of the expected radiation

response of the sample. This is especially true for tests on higher leve~s of

samples (such as systems, sub-systems, or modules). The evaluation should lead to

an identification of the weak links in the system and to a prediction of the trans-

ient voltages and currents and degradations of part parameters. The evaluation

then serves as a basis for system level tests in that particular attention can tIhen

be paid to monitoring the identified weak links and the test points to measure

the predicted transients and degradations. Thus, the test serves as a verification

of not only the system's survivability but also of the analytical techniques used

to predict the radiation response of the system.

The post-test analysis must include a determination of the level of

confidence associated with the test. This is necessary because of the variation

in the radiation response of piece-parts and becomes an extremely important

consideration. Since no simulator will exactly duplicate the threat environments,

the post-test analysis must extrapolate the test results to the threat. The

analytical tools which were used in the pre-test predictions and then verified by

the test, itself, should be used to do this extrapolation. In addition, considera-

tion should be given to synergistic effects (such as the combined effects of
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thermal and blast or EMP and gamma.)

In any case, the cost of irradiating the equipment is a very small portion of

the total cost of a radiation test. The analysis dominates both a test and a

t hardening program. In general the cost is a function of the threat levels.

References 130 through 134 do provide some data on the incremental RDT&E (research,

development, testing, and evaluation) costs of hardening a tactical system to a
11 2

balance threat associated with 5AI 1 n/c 2 . A tnree percent i rcre'ent vas ,

with hardening to the complete spectrum of blast, thermal, TREE, and EP. For

hardening against neutrons only, RDT&E cost deltas for hardening a system in

development and in production have been reported 65 for a range of neitron fl.ences

and are shown in Table 37. It should be noted that these last deltas are based
on strategic systems while the delta associated with the -.A I I n.'c u2 f ' S

based on tactical systems.

Table 37, RDT&E Costs for Hardening Against Neutrons

NEUTRON FLUENCE (n/cm ) DEVELOPMENT COST DELTA (:,) PRODUCTION COST DELTA ( )

lxlOElO 0 0

lx1OE12 3-5 5

5xlOE12 25 17

xlOEl3 60 25

The costs associated with obtaining nuclear survivability vary widely due to

several reasons. Besides technology and risk factors, the methods of measuring

or determining the survivability costs are not uniform. Moreover, increasing the

survivability of a system quite often helps in meeting other performance specifi-

cations such as conventional survivability, and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)

requirements. In fact, in spite of the above discussion on the tradeoff between

nuclear survivability and reliability, nuclear survivability can also aid in meeting

reliability requirements since survivability requires a more careful screening of

piece-parts, increased design margins, and may introduce a certain amount of

redunancy into the system - all of which will increase the reliability of the

system. Thus, the true cost of survivability can be masked or appear misleadingly

high compared with the cost of meeting other performance specifications, depending
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on how the costs are tallied. Nuclear survivability costs can be esti,:ated reaist-

ically only when the other performance parameters haie been assessed their fair sr-re.

The magnitude of the costs associated with developing a survivable system

depends to great extent on the knowledge and expertise residing in the Program

Manager's Office, their nuclear vulnerability advisors, the contractor, and the

entire chain of participants or their nuclear advisors in the life-cycle management

of developing nuclear survivable equipment. This really means participants are

required who understand how the nuclear environments affect the performance of

materials, piece-parts, circuits, subsystems, and systems. The phenomenology which

created the environment is of lesser importance when it comes to hardening a system

to a defined threat. Like any requirement, the less the expertise and knowledge

applied, the greater the risk in not meeting the requirement and the greater the

cost incurred in actually meeting the requirement.
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5.2 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

5.2.1 Introduction

The previous section discussed semiconductor devices (diodes, SCR's,

and transistors) when implemented as discrete devices. This sectilen qill

extend that work on discretes into semiconductor devices when fabricated

into integrated circuits (IC's). Obviously, it would be naive to tnink that

this report could completely cover this area. For this reason it Vas necessary

to focus t!is report on a more specific family of IC's. The fact that most of

the work on semiconductor dicretes concentrated on bipolar discretes made it

natural to concentrate on bipolar IC's. The decision to study Transistor-Trar-

sistor Logic (TTL) and Emitter-Coupled Logic (ECL), both bipolar technologies,

was motivated by several factors. TTL is by far the most popular technology

and has a vast amount of radiation hardening research behind it. TTL is currently

used in the MX system, and both TTL and ECL are candidates for LoAs. ECL is

the fastest commercial technology available today and in addition has been pro-

posed for use in the BMDATC-radar preprototype endo NNK homing and fusing sensor.

Before one can understand the operation of and the radiation effects

on integrated circuits it is necessary to understand some fundamentals of semi-

conductor logic. This introduction may be unnecessary for the reader who is

familiar with electronics; however, many have not been exposed to these areas

before. This introduction will be followed by 5.2.3, TTL operation and radia-

tion effects on TTL integrated circuits, 5.2.4, ECL operation and radiation

effects on ECL, 5.2.5, a discussion of technologies which didn't merit an

entire section - Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and n-channel-metal-oxide-semicon-

ductor (NMOS).

5.2.2 Fundamentals of Electronic Logic

A logic gate is a circuit which is capable of implementing a Boolean

algebraic operation by taking one or more inputs and generating the proper out-

put. This circuit can be electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, etc.,

but in this case will be electronic. Although Boolean algebra may be trivial to

many, it is likely that many others have only heard of it. As in any algebra
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it deals with variables. The difference is that a Boolean variable may take on

only two values, 0 and 1. It is immediately obvious that Boolean algebra is

ideally suited to the binary operations of digital computers.

tThe three most fundamental operations are NOT, AND, and OR. These

are represented by the operators "', ",, and "'". Tnese o~eratiors are eas'
seen in the truth table of Figure 75 where X1, X2 2 .*'X N are tne iKQ t '>iaeS,

and X0 is the output variable or answer. The truth table, which is a table of

all possible conbinations of inputs and their corresponding outputs is a comFor

and useful tool in Boolean algebra and logic circuit design.

Input OwPU Input Ou'put Ipt-

0 1 0 ') 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 00 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 1
I I I I I I

XI=Xo X1 "X2=X 0  XI+X2=Xo

NOT AND OR

Figure 75. Fundamental Boolean Operations

A number of other operations exist, but two of these are the most important

operations in digital logic. They are NAND ( f) and NOR ( J) from the contrac-

tions of NOT AND and NOT OR. Their truth tables are given in Figure 76.

I, 0 I I n I

1 0 1 *

I 1 0

X 1tX 2=X 0  X IX 2=X0

NAND NOR

Figure 76. NAND and NOR Operations ___/
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In logic circuit design the gates which implement these operations

are given the symbols shown in Figure 77.

A
A B> y B y _--<,-.:,

NOT AiD OR A D

Figure 77. Logic Gate Symbols

The application of Boolean algebra to logic gates can easily be seen

in one of the earliest electronic logic families, Resistor-Transistor Logic

(RTL). An N input RTL gate is shown in Figure 78.134

,450f21y R , R ,

Figure 78. RTL Gate

The input voltages VI, V2. .... N' representing input variables, are

applied to the bases of the traisistors through Rb. The logic levels, V1 , are

not fixed values but are such that Vi is at logic level zero if it is below the

cut-in voltage, V , of the transistor and is at logic level 1 if Vi is sufficient

to drive the transistor into saturation. For an RTL gate typical values for

0" and "I" are< 0.2 V and > 0.3 V respectively.
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It can be seen that if any of the transistors are in saturation (V =

"I") the output of the gate, vo , will be "0" The output will be "1" only wren

* all inputs are "0". From the truth table of Figure 76 it can be seen that the

RTL gate performs the NOR operation and is thus a NOR gate. Using this ';OR

gate, we can build a logic circuit that can implement any Boolean algebraic

expression. This is the reason NAND and NOR gates are so important to lcgic

design. One may design a logic circuit solely of NOR or ]NAND gates to realize

any algebraic expression. This connecting of logic gates is the esserce of

combinational logic. A flip-flop, the basic memory element of a digital co er,

is built by wiring a set of gates together such that they, the gates, are forced

to respond to a clock. These flip-flops are also used to construct logic circuits.

Sequential logic involves the combining of flip-flops and other logic gates.

5.2.3 Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL)

5.2.3.1 TTL Operation

The forefunner of TTL was Diode-Transistor Logic (DTL). Figure 79

shows a three input DTL gate as realized with discrete components. It can be

seen that when all the inputs are logic level zero then the output, V0 , is 5V

which is a logic level one. If any input is 5V = "I" then the output is "0"

since TI saturates. The DTL gate performs the NOR operation making it a NOR

gate.

R ,

, -"I I. I. J

1P

DC R

-2 V

Figure 79. DTL NOR Gate
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By examining the change of states the motivation behind TTL becomes

apparent. Consider one of the inputs to the DTL gate to be at logic level one

(5V). The current flows through D1 and D2 and into the base of Ti, eventually

driving TI into saturation. But what happens when the input changes to logic

level zero? The output of the gate will go to "I", but not instantaneously.

Ti must come out of saturation, pass through the active region, and go into

cutoff. During this transition D2 is cutoff, requiring the base charge of Ti

to be removed through r~combination and as a current flowing through R . This

is a slow mechanism and the fundamental speed limitation of DTL.

The speed problem associated with the removal of base charge was

solved with TTL. The simplest TTL gate is shown in Figure 80.

Figure 80. Simple TTL Gate

When the input is at logic level one the emitter-base junction of TI will be

reverse biased and current will flow through R, through the collector-base

junction of TI and into the base of T2, saturating T2 and taking the output to

logic level 0.

What happens when the input drops to "0"? The emitter-base junction

of T1 becomes forward biased and allows the stored base charge of T2 to flow

through the collector of Ti. To illustrate the difference in switching times

assume VBE(sat) 0.75V, Rc = 2K2, R = 4C., and hFE 20. It can easily be

shown that the initial currents carrying the base charge are 0.38 mA for DTL

and 22 mA for TTL. This leads to propagation delays for TTL which are 1/10

those of DTL.
135
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The propagation delay (tPD) of a gate is one of several pava-eters

used to characterize a logic gate. Two others, rise tire (tR) and fall time

(tF), can be seen in Figure 81.

FF

Figure 81. Measurement of Propagation Delay and Rise and Fall Timres

The propagation delay is the time it takes for the output wave form to respond

to the input. t P is measured between the 50' voltage levels of the respective

waves. The time required for the output to respond to a rising pulse will

usually differ from the time required to respond to a falling pulse, justifying

the need for two propagation delays, t PHL (input going High and output going

Low) and t PLH (input going Low and output going High). t PD is simply the

average of the two delays. The rise time and fall time are measured betoleen

the 10/1 and 9010 voltage levels.

After decreasing the time necessary to remove the base charge of the

output transistor there is only one principal limitation on gate speed left to

overcome. This is the time required to charge the output capacitance. The

output capacitance, Col comes from the capacitance of the output transistor and

the input capacitance of the gates being driven. In Figure 80 it can be seen

that when the output transistor T2 is driven to cutoff the output capacitance

measured from the collector of T2 to ground must charge through R C with a time

constant R C C 0 A reduction in RCwould lower this time but presents an un-

wanted increase of power dissipation in Rc (i =v/R, P =i 2R). Thus, active
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elements (semiconductor devices) are used in place of RC. This is shown in
135Figure 82 without detailing its operation. For those interested, an excel-

lent description can be found in Reference 135.

R

Fiur 82 TL NAN Gaewt ctv ulU

B f gre 82.usin ratTL n NAN feGte wit Aciees ohve Pull-U

exposed to some peripheral information on TTL logic circuit operation.

Fan-Out

In logic circuit applications a TTL gate is supplied current by the

driving TTL gate which is in saturation. Often, this driven gate is supplying

current to other gates as well. This ability of the gate to supply driving

current to additional gates is termed fan-out. Thus, the fan-out of the gate

is limited by the amount of current that the output transistor, T3, can sink

while in saturation and the amount of current required to drive the driven

gates, Ti- TIN (Figure 83).
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vC- 5 V

R r4 1

R I S
An Na :re

Figure 83. TTL Gate With N-Gate Fan-Out

The current that T3 can sink while in saturation is determined by the

gain of T3 and by the input current I83. The current required to drive the

second stage of gates is determined by Rb and hFc of the driven transistors.

In a typical gate we find that when the driving-gate output is logic zero it

must supply about 1 mA to each driven gate.

Fan-out also affects propagation delay time and saturation time. The

dependence of tPD on fan-out is due to the capacitive loading added by each

driven gate. For example, with a capacitive load of 15 pF and a fan-out of 10,

tPD is typically 10 ns.

The fan-out of a gate may be calculated from the required input

current to the driven gates and from the output current of the output tran-

sistor of the driving gate. Data on the minimum current necessary to drive the

next stage of gates is usually given in the manufacturer's specs. The output

current can be found from the equation describing dose-induced gain degradation.

This is important because it enables the fan-out to be accurately modeled.
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Input-Output Characteristics

In order to quantitatively discuss the performance of a TTL gate sore

relation between the input and output voltage levels needs to be examined. The

most common is the curve relating VOUT to VIN. This is known as the voltage

ttransfer characteristic and is usually given as one of the manufacturer's

specifications. The voltage transfer characteristic for an SN54/74 TTL NA',E

gate is given in Figure 84. 134

Y, 0, f a I .d fan,, Lt

225

- -,- - --------

n S 12 16 20 2 4 A

-~ range' 1- Pe.r'..., - ... - e ,n,,,i :n; t range --

Input forg -g:
f,'r ,g:cal)

V, nput vo>.age, V

Figure 84. Voltage Transfer Characteristics for Typical
SN54/74 NAND Gate

Speed-Power Product

What the voltage transfer characteristic does not show is the speed

or the power characteristic of the gate. These two parameters are often used

to characterize the performance of a logic gate. It is obvious a tradeoff is

involved between maximum speed and minimum power. This inverse relationship

between speed and power leads to another parameter which is often used to

characterize performance: the speed-power product, in which the speed and

power are combined.

The importance of high speed is obvious. What might not be so clear

is the importance of low power. The power a gate dissipates in an IC is going
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to directly affect the level of integration attainable. The packing density o"

gates on an IC is limited by the amount of heat (power) that the IC can dissi-

pate.

Schottky TTL

It has been seen that a change of states in TTL involves co-ing out

of cutoff, passing through the active region, entering saturation, and going

deep into saturation. To obtain the fastest circuit operation, a transistc,

must be prevented from entering saturation. This can be achieved, by usir,; a

Schottky diode as a clamp between the collector and base. Tn s cjr, :e ipe-e

in an IC as srov. in Fig,,re S65a".

C K B

C

- "P?

n caflector 1

p sb trate
i_.j E

(a) (b)

Figure 85. (a) Schottky TTL IC Structure
(b) Schottky Transistor Symbol

An aluminum metallization is used for the base lead and is allowed to

make contact with the n-type collector region, but without the intervening n+

section. This procedure forms a metal-semiconductor diode between the k:se and

collector. This is referred to as a Schottky transistor and is represented by

the symbol in Figure 85(b). When TTL is implemented with Schottky transistors

it is referred to as Schottky TTL.

The latest advancement in Schottky TTL is Advanced Schottky TTL,

introduced by Fairchild in 1979. This version of Schottky TTL employs smaller

geometries, higher frequency transistors, and oxide separation to attain speed

and power characteristics which are superior to Schottky TTL. Aside from

Fairchild's FAST (Fairchild Advanced Schott~y TTL), Moto7-ca nas intr...ced
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SS (Super Schottky) and TI/National has introduced ALS (Advanced Low Power

Schottky) and AS (Advanced Schottky). It should be noted that military speci-

fications have been generated for FAST, the military has a captive line for SS,

and is considering ALS.

A comparison of the speed and power characteristics for Stardard TTL,

Schottky TTL, and Advanced Schottky TTL is shown in Table 38 .134,135,16

Table 38. Speed/Power Characteristics of Standard TTL,
Schottky TTL, Advanced Schottky TTL

Propagation Delay Piwer

54 Standard TTL 10 ns 10 rW

54L Low Power 33 ns I W

54H High Speed 6 ns 22 mrW

54S Schottky 3 ns 20 mW'

54LS Low Power Schottky 10 ns 2 rrW

FAST 2.5 ns 4 mW

SS 1.5 ns 20 mW

ALS 3.8 ns I rW

AS 1.8 ns 20 mW

5.2.3.2 Radiation Effects and Radiation Hardening of TTL Integrated Circuits

Radiation hardening of TTL will be discussed on the gate level,

assuming the gate is to be incorporated in an IC. From there the report will

proceed to flip-flops and then to shift registers, the building blocks of the CPU.

The radiation threshold of a TTL gate is defined as the level of

radiation (neutron fluence, total dose, or dose rate) for which the output

response exceeds the noise margin, i.e., the radiation level necessary to cause

a change of state of the output logic level. This threshold is dependent on

noise immunity, element construction, and packing arrangement.
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5.2.3.2.1 Ncutrons. Irradiation of TTL IC's with neutrons causes bulk darage

in the form of lattice dislocations. These dislocations cause changes in the

electrical characteristics of silicon, namely reductions in mobility, effective

free carrier concentration, and minority carrier lifetime.

The reduction in minority carrier lifetime causes a proportional de-

crease in the forward gain (Ef) of the transistor as shown in the ,!essener-
1

Spratt equation.

6f W 2- + -rO0K ,

where D = diffusion constant

W = effective base width

To = pre-irradiation minority carrier lifetime

K = damage coefficient (material dependent)

= neutron fluence

This reduction in gain causes the obvious reduction of the output

current of the output transistor of the gate. Recalling the previous discus-

sion of fan-out, it can be observed that a reduction of the output current will

cause a corresponding reduction of the fan-out capability of the gate. Sirmply

stated, if the gain degradation is sufficient the gate will be unable to deliver

enough current to drive the next stage of gates. This effect is shown in Figure

8286 for a Motorola MC201 DTL gate. The curve is characteristic of a TTL gate,

too. Another problem associated with gain degradation is that of maintaining

saturation. Recall that a minimum base current, 8 = Ic/hFE, is necessary to

drive and keep the transistor in saturation. Thus, if tile gain degradation

is sufficient the minimum value of base current required to drive the transis-

tor into saturation will increase past the value of base drive designed into

the circuit. This will cause the transistor to come out of saturation and

will result in a change of states of toe gate output.

There are several approaches to fighting this degradation. The

first of these, and perhaps the most important, is the designing of a large
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Figure 86. Neutron-Induced Gain Degradation and Decreased
Fan-Out Capability

gain margin into the circuitry. This is done by overdesigning the circuit

so that a decrease in gain will not affect the operation of the gate. For

example, if a gate required a transistor with a gain of 20, a similar transis-

tor with a gain of 100 could be substituted. Obviously, this would allow an

80' degradation of gain without affecting gate operation. The design vargin

alone can allow for a 0o-90' reduction of gain

Another effective method is to reduce the fan-out requirements of the

gates in the design of the circuit. By reducing the number of gates to which

the output transistor must supply current, the effect of any reduction in

output current can be negated.

By increasing the reverse bias and increasing the collector current

the transistor can be driven harder into saturation. This will aid in keeping

the transistor in saturation when it is supposed t. be there. The above methods

are used to harden against all types of radiation-induced gain degradation.
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Permanent gain degradation can be lessened by using as large an

emitter current as practical and as high an ambient tmeperature as possible.

Both of these increase the annealing of displacement damage and thus reduce

permanent gain degradation.

tThe reduction of carrier mobility and carrier concentration causes a

reduction in the resistivity of the silicon. The decrease changes the quiescent

operating point of the transistor. Tr. effect can be negated by using a small

resistor in the emit+ -- or by using lc',- resistance bias circuitry.

Neutron irradiat;on also affects the static parameters of the IC

gate. The input threshold voltage will increase moderately and the output low-

level voltage will increase significantly. The latter of these is by far the

most common mode of neutron induced failure.2 This increase in the output low-

level voltage is caused by a combination of gain degradation and increased

resistivity. If the increase in the output low-level voltage is sufficient a

logic level zero will be read as a logic level one. To illustrate this effect

a voltage transfer characteristic for a Motorola MC201 DTL gate is shown in

Figure 872.
SInitial 2j 7.1 inxl

e 3 = 3.8x1 0
4 .0 -- /c 4 = 1 .6-10 tL5

3.01

to/,
0.

1.0 1.5 2. .

Input Voltage (V)

Figure 87. Neutron Induced Increase of Output Low-Level Voltage
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This curve is representative of TTL behavior as well, as shown in

Table 37.137 Measurements were made on a total of 80 radiation-hardened, low

power, TTL quad 2-input NAND gates, namely the RSN54LOO, after exposure to

neutron fluences ranging from 4.6 x 1013 n/cm2 . Only the values of those de-

vices which remained within the manufacturer's specifications were used in the

average of the output low-level voltage. The figure in parentheses gives the

number of devices included in this average. These gates employed dielectric

isolation, thin-film resistors, quartz-surface passivation, and g.:tD.xJrrat

compensation for radiation-hardening. It should be noted that pre-irradiation

testing revealed two electrical problems. Two gates had an apparent electrical

short between the two output emitters. Thus, when an unused input was connected

to the power supply through a IK.I resistor and the other input held lc.,, ex-

cessive supply current was drawn. During testing at the White Sands Missile

Range LINAC, one gate began to draw excessive current after exposure to a dose

of only 104 rads(Si). Examination with a Scanning Electron Mirror Microscope

revealed a possible pinhole short in the device die through the oxide from the

emitter metalization to the base region. This may have been caused by electri-

cal overstress rather than radiation.

TABLE 39

Average Low State Output Voltage (V in units of volts) of Surviving
Devices after Neutron Irradiation t Specified Fluences. Numbers in
parentheses indicate the number of devices in each sample.

FANOUT 10 9 8 7 6 5

(Flue~ce
(n/cm
(1 MeV

equiv)

0 16(80) ..- 0.......
4.6x10 13  0.200(80) ..........
9.6xi01, 0.208(80) ..........
2.2x1014  0.247(4) 0.240(8) 0.223(8) 0.208(10) 0.189(10) 0.172(10)
2.5x10 4  0.247(2) 0.236(4) 0.226(4) 0.213(5) 0.209(9) 0.189(10)
7.2xI0 ...... 0.255(1) 0.256(3)
1.2x101  ..........
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Since this increase of low-level output voltage varies among devices

it is important to test candidate gates at the anticipated threat levels to

insure that this problem will not interfere with the circuit operation.

Dynamic characteristics of the gate are also affected. The propaga-

tion delay will increase slightly, the rise time will decrease initially and

then increase rapidly as the gain degrades. The fall time may either increase

or decrease depending on the loading and other circuit characteristics.

The vulnerability of TTL devices to neutron irradiation has been

summarized in Figure 88.64,136,138,139,14 0  The point where the bar starts

indicates the radiation level at which the first device of that type has been

observed to fail. The last point on the bar represents the radiation level

above which no devices have been observed to survive.

: Ranye of Failures

LSI 54 Series

Adv. Schottky
(estimated)

microprocessors

RAMs

PROMs

shift reyih ters
(typical)

fl ip-flops x
(typical)

1314 15 ,1
lu 10 10 I 6 N' n1ii ,

Figure 88. TTL Neutron Failure Levels
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A set of design guidelines for neutron hardening are summarized be-

low.

0 Design a large gain margin into circuitry

t 0 Reduce fan-out requirements in design

* Large emitter current

e Large collector current

* High ambient temperature

* Increased reverse bias

* Emitter resistor

* Low impedance bias circuitry

5.2.3.2.2 Total Dose. Total dose exhibits itself as a degradation of gain and

an increase in leakage currents. Although the leakage currents may increase by

an order of magnitude they are generally insignificant when compared to the

operating currents of the transistor. The level of gain degradation necessary

to cause circuit failure is dependent on a number of factors. As with neutron

induced gain degradation the design margin and fan-out requirements are the

most critical of these. All comments regarding the effects of gain degradation

from neutrons also apply to total dose induced gain degradation.

The mechanism behind the gain degradation is ionization of the atmos-

phere, the SiO 2 insulation layer, and the bulk silicon. In the atmosphere

positive ions and electrons are produced. Electric fields produced during

transistor operation are in a direction to drive the positive ions toward the

base region (for an n-p-n transistor), hence a deposition of positive charge on

the SiO 2 insulation layer. This charge then migrates to the Si-SiO 2 interface.

Ionization in the SiO 2 layer leads to the production of electrons and holes.

The holes migrate to the Si-SiO 2 interface, causing a charge inversion at the

interface; p becomes n and n becomes p. This effect is illustrated in Figures

89(a) and 89(b). 8 1 The charge inversion causes the emitter-base junction

space-charge region to be extended by the formation of a space-charge channel.
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Ionization of the bulk silicon also occurs as the formation of elec-

trons and holes. As the positive charge layer forms at the interface the elec-

trons are attracted to the interface and absorb enough energy to al!Dw them to

cross the interface and neutralize the positive charge. This causes the channel

to recede to a point between the original state and the maximum channel length.

The gain degradation is a direct result of the forementioned charge inversion.

The level of dose-induced gain degradation experienced by a TTL IC

is dependent on a number of factors. At low current densities the percentage

gain degradation will be much greater, and depends on the bias conditions botn

during and after irradiation. 105 For npn transistors, 3 degradati- is greatest

when irradiated under an active bias condition; the magnitude of the degradation

being controlled primarily by VCB during irradiation. pnp transistors show the

greatest degradation when irradiated under a passive bias condition with the
2

degradation being controlled primarily by IC during irradiation.

TTL IC's can be hardened using some of the same techniques discussed

under neutrons. In the design of the circuit a large gain margin and reduced

fan-out requirements are very effective.

In the fabrication stage gold doping is very effective in hardening

against total dose. This hardening is due to the gain degradation of the output

transistor at low injection levels caused by the introduction of traps and recor;'-

bination centers. Gold doping simply degrades the gain before the dose has a

chance to do so. The net result is the use of transistors with a degraded gain

of 30, for example, which show little or no gain degradation upon total dose ex-

posure, rather than the use of transistors with a gain of 100 which degrade to

a gain of 30 upon irradiation. Gold doping is not the luxury it sounds since

it is also used to increase switching speeds and harden against dose rate.

Pre-irradiation with neutrons affects the transistor in the same way as gold

doping and is often used as an alternative to gold doping.

All things considered, hardened TTL is hard to total dose at the

threat being considered, and should not be a primary problem. The vulnerability

of TTL to total dose has been summarized in Figure 90. 6 4 ,136 ,138 ,139 ,140  As

before, the beginning of the bar corresponds to the first observed failure ard

the end of the bar indicates that all devices have been observed to fail by

this point.
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Figure 90. TTL Total Dose Failure Levels

A summary of design guidelines for hardening against total dose is

given below.

9 Large gain margin in design

* Reduced fan-out requirements

* High current levels

& Increased reverse bias

0 Gold doping of collector region

* Pre-irradiation with neutrons

3.3.2.3 Dose Rate

Dose rate induced effects in IC's are caused by the generation of

electron-hole pairs. The behavior of the IC depends on the number and rate of

generation of these electron-hole pairs. The generation rate, g, can be deter-

mined from
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g = p 100 ergs/gm-rad
E 1.6 X i0-12 ergs/eV

where absorbed dose rate in rads (material)/sec.

t p mass density in gm/cm 3 of material

E average energy required to produce an electron-hole pair.

The number of electron-hole pairs produced is directly proportional to the

generation rate, g, and the volume of semiconductor exposed to the threatening

radiation. These electron-hole pairs move under the influence of the applied

electric fields to form a photocurrent. This photocurrent is called the pri'ary
photocurrent, I PP' Typically, a dose rate of 1 Mrad(Si )/sec. generates a
primary photocurrent of lOmA.1  This primary photocurrent is indistinguishable

from the normal operating current of the transistor and thus will be amplified

just as the operating currents. The amplified primary photocurrent is called

the secondary photocurrent and is the principal dose rate damage mechanism.
These photocurrents can cause permanent damage in the form of device latchup
and component burnout.

Latchup occurs when internal p-n-p-n paths have sufficient gain to

create an SCR within the circuit and the current flow after irradiation exceeds

the holding current of the SCR. This holding current may be less than the

normal operating current. 141 Recall that when the SCR fires, a low-impedance,

high-current path is formed. The device will remain latched in the high state

until primary power is removed. This means the output will not respond to any

input signal. If primary power is not removed the high current levels will

cause device burnout, possibly within microseconds. Radiation hardening often

consists of trying to control these photocurrents rather than hardening the

device against them. This approach is called photocurrent compensation.

Two of the many circuits used in photocurrent compensation are shown

in Figure 912. Base-emitter compensation (Figure 91(a)) uses the forward

biased collector-base junction of a neighboring transistor to shunt the primary

photocurrent to ground, thus preventing it from being amplified.
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(a) Base-Emitter Compensation (b) Balanced Pair

Figure 91. Photocurrent Compensation

Transistors connected in pairs are very effective in reducing the

transients caused by photocurrents. The balanced pair (Figure 91(b)) also

provides a low source and sink impedance for the following stages. For good

rejection the transistors should have the same photocurrents and base input

resistances. This is a minor problem in IC's since neighboring transistor

structures have nearly identical characteristics. The designer should, how-

ever, exercise caution when designing a photocurrent compensation circuit into

a system as these circuits may have increased susceptibility to total dose,

variations in power supply voltages, and transient voltage and current spikes

caused by EMP. Many other circuit tricks have been found which are useful in
controlling primary and secondary photocurrents and can be found in referer-ce 2.

Photocurrent generation can be minimized in the fabrication process

by using shallow diffusion depths and small p-n junction widths, allowing less

area in which photocurrents can be produced. Heavy gold doping of the collector

to minimize carrier lifetime is also effective. Gold doping, however, is

seeing less use as a method :-. increase speed as Schottky TTL becomes more
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popular for high speed applications. Schottky TTL has never oer obsered to

be susceptible to photocurrent-induced latchup but may be susceptiblie to nigh

temperature Schottky latchup. This is due to a difference in the te",per-ature

dependance of Schottky current, 2
0/C, and collector p-n junction current, S /C.

If the dose rate-induced photocurrents are large enough to heat the IC to trc

upper end of the military spec. range the p-n junction current m-ay be sifficiert

to cause high temperature latchup. This leads to a condition si;:ilar to trat

of non-gold doped transistors discussed previously. In newer ScottKjy versions

the Schottky barrier diode is replaced by Darlington transistors, eliminating

all latchip possibilities.

Even if the photocurrents are not of sufficient magnitude to ca,_se

latchup they can still cause transient upset. Transient upset is a term, ,.nich

is used to collectively describe a variety of noncatastrophic logic errors.

A photocurrent flowing in the junction which isolates the collector of tne out-

put transistor can cause the gate output (which is a bit in a computer) to

change states. Another common logic error is the production of a photocurrent-

induced extraneous command signal or clock signal which will trigger a cnange

of state. It is also possible for photocurrents to cause the computer to mis-

read a bit of data.

Larger photocurrents are capable of causing permanent damage even

if latchup does not occur. Metalization patterns are very susceptible to

electrical overstress brought about by excessive photocurrents. For exa:mple,

the current density in aluminum metalization is limited to 5.xlO 5 A/cm 2 due to

reliability considerations. If a typical value of 25 nA,/(cm 2-rads-sec) is used

for the photocurrent produced in an IC p-n junction aluminum electrical over-

stress can be calculated to occur at ' 2xlO 11 rad(Si)/sec.2 The pussibility

of dose rate-induced overstress can be reduced by using metalization patterns

with small cross sections and by using current limiting resistors.

It should be noted that metalization burnout is not the only dose

rate-induced electrical overstressing failure moje associated witn IC's. T.o
264

others, junction breakdown and interface breakdown,,26 are butih ;orecc:r

than metal ization burnout and, in fact, are the most common dose rate-iro., -d

permanent damage mechanis ;is. Altnough junction breakdown anJ interfa e brej,-

37,
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down are not photocurrent-induced it is felt their iportnce !' eri s a scss-

at this point.

Junction breakdown is caused by second breakdown, a phenomenon previosly

discussed in section 5.1 under dose rate-induced damage to discrete bipolar tran-

sistors. Recall, second breakdown is caused by a sudden decrease in the effecti,e

resistance of a reverse-biased avalanching transistor (thermal runaw,.ay). In a

submicrosecond time frame this resistance decrease is seen as a sim'ltar.eos

increase in junction current and a decrease in voltage across the junction. On

the transistor level this causes localized heating within the junction I.ihich

eventually melts the silicon and results in a melt channel which extends across

the junction. This channel acts as a resistive short circuit between tne collect-

or and emitter and is referred to as junction breakdown.

Interface breakdown, commonly called a flash-across short, is the result

of a breakdown path which usually appears across the emitter-base junction tnat

is caused by a voltage transient. The models that have been proposed to explain

the process do not agree on the initiation mechanism but it appears that a r-elt-

ing of the aluminum metalization is involved. This effect is one of the principal
264

EMP-induced damage mechanisms and, as such, merits further study.

Junction breakdown can be hardened against by using current limiting

resistors, an approach which can be used to harden against all types of photo-

current-induced damage mechanisms; using wider base widths, a hardening approach

that involves a tradeoff with neutron hardness, reliability, and switching speedI

and using transistors with higher power ratings, an option which is prohibitive in

regard to level of gain attainable.

The most effective way to prevent damage from latchup is to prevent

latchup. This can be done by eliminating the parasitic SCR paths associated

with latchup. Figure 92(a) shows the cross section of an IC fabricated using

dielectric isolation in which p-n junctions are used to separate different

transistor regions. This leads to the formation of many possible p-n-p-n paths

as shown in Figure 92(b). Dielectric isolation, shown in Figure 92(c), uses

an isolating SiO 2 layer between regions to prevent the formation of parasitic

p-n-p-n SCR paths and parasitic capacitances.
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Figure 92.

The most common method used to fabricate an IC with dielectric isola-

tion is the lapback technique, outlined in Figure 932. A buried n+ region be-

low the collector is used to lower collector resistance. A simple way to

include this region is to begin step 1 with a substrate having either a diffused

or epitaxially grown n+ skin. After step 6 the cross section resembles the

sketch of Figure 942.
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A modified lapback technique diffuses the n+ skin after the moat

etching of step 2 and before the oxidation of step 3. The lapback process

demands skillful lapping and polishing techniques during the lapback, step 5,

since the circuits must be diffused through this surface.

tOther oxide insulation techniques replace the lapback step with an

extra deposition step and thin the crystal from the bottom to reduce the irportarce

of the quality of the finish. These are known as double handled processes.
2

The mesa isolation technique of dielectric isolation uses a wafer

into which the circuits have already been diffused.2 After the top plate has

been reinforced with a rigid material such as silicon or glass, moats are

etched completely through the underlying oxide in the appropriate regions. The

area between these exposed silicon areas is either left empty (air isolation)

or filled with a ceramic (ceramic isolation) and leads are attached. Dielectric

isolation has been proven effective in raising interdevice breakdown voltages,

lowering parasitic capacitances and increasing resistance to radiation damage.

The problems present at the transistor and gate level lead to new

problems at the flip-flop level. The flip-flop is the basic memory element of

the computer and is simply a group of gates wired together and made to respond

to a clock pulse. A sufficient dose rate will cause a change in logic states,

either from an extraneous clock signal or from a photocurrent induced signal.

Table 40 summarizes the sensitivity of flip-flops to dose rate in-

duced upset. 14 1 The SN54L72 uses unhardened gates while the RSN54L71 and

RSN54L74 use hardened gates. The flip-flops were loaded at a far-out of 10 and

toggled at 1 MHz. A logic or phase error was said to have occurred if a device

incorrectly changed states or failed to respond to a command immediately after

irradiation. The apparent increased hardness of the flip-flops over the gates

used to build the flip-flops is largely a matter of failure definition. Tne

table also shows the peak supply current drawn by the flip-flop.
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TABLE 40. FLIP-FLOP TRANSIENT RADIATION FAILURE LEVELS

SN54L72 J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop

Peak IcmA
Dose Rate Logic Failure cc(mA

3xlO' No 23
5xlOi Yes 40
1.5x10 9  Yes 85
1xlO °  Yes 135

RSN54L71 R-S Master-Slave Flip-Flop

Dose Rate Logic Failure Peak 1cc(mA)

9x1O9  No 12
2x1O Yes 18

RSN54L74 Dual-D Flip-Flop

Dose Rate Logic Failure Peak IcckrnA

1.6xi09 No 3
3.0xl09  No 3
9x10 9  Possible 5
2x1O °  Yes 15

Transient upset of flip-flops may be mitigated by using circoiven-

tion, an alternative which requires a large amount of redundancy. Circumvention

requires the contents of a shift register (string of connected flip-flops) to

be stored in a hardened memory during the period that a threatening dose rate

eixsts. This is also an expensive alternative as a plated wire memory, the

most commonly used hardened memory, costs $15 per bit. 143 It should be noted

that dollar values as low as $1.80 per bit for plated wire memories can be

found in the literature14 4, but it has been i mpossible to verify trese vales.

This technique is necessary only for volatile memories, memories whose contents

will be destroyed if power is removed. A nonvolatile memory on the other hand

can have power removed and retain its contents. This would allow the memory to

be turned off for the duration of a threatening dose rate with no effect on the

memory. Metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor (MNOS), magnetic bubbles, and amorphous

semiconductors are the only nonvolatile memories available. These technologies
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are also the least mature and therefore have the poorest performarce of (remory

technologies; but the nonvolatility advantages insure low module power dissipa-

tion, high module reliability, and intrinsic radiation hardness in a pulsed

nuclear environment. These facts make these three technologies prime contenders

for nuclear radiation tolerant systems. 
I

TTL's susceptibility to dose rate induced transient upset has beer,

summarized in Figure 9564,136,138,139,140 Transient upset is defired as a

change of states, a failure to read properly, or an extraneous command signal.

: long pulse (1-4 s)

short pulse (20-100 ns)

Sseie1st

LSI 54 Series

PR0Ms

microprocessors

Adv. Schottky (est.,

RAMs

I 6  1 7 I 8  I  , r d ( i ,s i
10 01 1

Figure 95. TTL Dose Rate-Induced Transient Upset Failure Levels
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It can be seen from Figure 95 that the dose rate failure levels are

dependent on the pulse width, similar to total dose fdilure levels. Tris deen-

dence can be seen in Figure 96 for a 64-bit Schottky TTL RAM. 139  As the pulse

width varies from .01 is to 1.0 vis the dose rate failure level decreases by an
8 7order of magnitude from 3 x 108 rads (Si)/sec to 3 x 10 rads (Si)/sec. Similar

pulse-width vs. failure level data for the AM2901A, AM2910, and 74S481 TTL

microprocessors presented in reference 145 shows a factor of two more upset

sensitivity than the forementioned Schottky RAM. This makes it important that

a dose rate time history, showing pulse width, is known when designing a radia-

tion hardened system.

-4 109

5 64 bit S/C TTL RAM

2 00 . IoM501 4O13tnIA

8,4 2 samples 2 samples
W 08 10-

2 :

H 
J

Radiation Pulse Width, ujs

Figure 96. TTL Pulse-Width Dependence of Transient Vulnerability

A summary of dose rate hardening design guidelines is given below.

* Minimum transistor geometries

* Gold doping

* Dielectric isolation

* Current limiting resistors

* Photocurrent compensation

0 Circumvention

* Nonvolatile memories

* Wide base widths
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propagation delay time caused by the transistor going into saturation. To

counter this problem it was necessary to find a way to operate a gate with one

logic level in the active region and the other in cutoff. It must also be

possible to achieve switching between the active region and cutoff with a small

input voltage swing. ECL accomplishes this by using a difference amplifier

(Figure 97).

T2

R,

Figure 97. The Difference Amplifier

When used as a logic gate, the base of T2 is held at a fixed reference voltage,

VR, and an input, V1, is applied at the base of TI. When VI is sufficiently

larger than VR9 T2 will be cut off and the current will flow through TI.

As V1 drops to equal VR9 the currents in the two transistors will be

equal. When V1 is sufficiently lower than VR, Ti will be cut off and current

will flow through T2. From this it can be seen that ECL accomplishes switching

by switching current from one transistor to the other rather than by turning a

transistor ON and OFF. This switched current is, in fact, a nominal emitter

current which varies by less than 2% as it is switched.

This leads to an ECL gate as shown in Figure 98. The corponent

values given correspond to the Motorola MECL III, a medium speed, medium power

gate.1
35
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Figure 98. Motorola MECL III Gate

The gate has several important features which should be given special

attention. First, the gate is equipped with OR and NOR outputs which, of

course, are complements of each other. Since one or both of the outputs can be

used, the gate provides the designer with flexibility that is not available

with other gates.

The reference voltage, V R is also worth examining. The gate is de-

signed such that the LO and A1 noise margins are approximately equal (iI = 0135
0.175 V). But since there is a temperature dependence of 2 ,;V, -C tre ,eOse

margins will be equal at only one temperature if the reference voltage remains

fixed. This problem is countered by using a temperature compensated reference

voltage. The circuit used in the MECL 11 gate is given in Figure 99. 135

23.2 V

Figure 99. Reference Supply Circuit for ECL Gates
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Using this compensated reference voltage, as the temperature changes,

the midpoint of the range from logic 1 to logic 0 changes by the same amc-nt at

the reference voltage VR. This setup maximizes noise immunity over a large

range of temperatures and also provides a significant amount of corpensati3n

for variations in the supply voltage, -V EE'

The relationship of the noise margins, reference voltage, and the in-

put and output voltages is easily seen by examining the voltage trarsfer char-

acteristics (Figure 100).135

-------,-,-----,-----

- - - - - - - - -- -

[OR)

R -- - - - -

\A
SiU~

Figure 100. ECL Transfer Characteristic

The transfer characteristic of a particular type of ga te is incl.4ed

in the manufacturer's specifications and will show good agreement with the de-

rived transfer characteristic.
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The noise margin also directly affects the fan-out. In CTL 7'icde-

Transistor Logic) and TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic), where the o~tputs are

taken across a saturated transistor, as long as the allowable fan-ct is nct

exceeded the output voltage and noise margin remain essentially consta-t. This

0 is not the case with ECL, a non-saturating logic. In fact fan-out is strictly

a function of what the designer considers an acceptable noise -a-gin. r a

typical case if tne allowed noise nar;in is 0.3v tie rz.t

mately 25, while if the noise margin is O.1V the fan-cut will increase to 25, .

This makes it apparent that fan-out is no problem if the only worry is avail-

ability of driving current. However, fan-out does affect gate speed, the -ain

attraction of ECL. To keep propagation delay times below the specified limits

it is only necessary to conform to the manufacturers specified ac fan-out and

dc fan-out, typically 15 and 25 respectively.

In any case, as with TTL, a good design incorporates a mini-sm fan-

out. This maximizes the speed in a benign environment and minimizes the effects

of gain degradation in a nuclear environment. The effects of fan-out on the

propagation delay of a MECL II gate are presented in Table 41. Te to~e e

fan-out val-.ies for only 0 and 20 oecause the effect of dose rate or, t t

and tf is linear between 0 and 20. r

TABLE 41. EFFECTS OF FAN-OUT ON MECL I1

Fan-Out tpd(HL) tpd(LH) tr tf

0 3.5 ns 3.5 ns 6 ns 4 ns

20 18 ns 5 ns 8 ns 30 ns

One last note on the use of ECL is of importance. Whenever the

propagation delay time approaches the line delay time (the time necessary for

the signal to go from the output of one gate to the input of the next) the

output signal will begin to oscillate. To explain tnis effect req ires tne use

of transmission line theory that is not appropriate here. It is Jficie, tm

know that the oscillations can be minimized by using short connectiors bet.een

gates and by properly terminating these gates. For this reason tre -,es

VS9
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generally provide inr -atiCfn con-ernirg wax'i" uterinIte e "e-js
and the most effective termination of longer lines.

The latest development in ECL technology was the introduction of

Fairchild's lOOK series in 1978. This series offers propagation delays of

0.5 - 1 ns and an operating frequency of 5 GHz. These speeds make ECL by far

the fastest logic family on the market. With these outstanding speed and

frequency characteristics one might ask why ECL is used only sparingly. Not

surprisingly, the reason is power. A gate from the lOOK series dissipates fro-

10-40 mW depending on the switching speed.

For applications where there is no alternative but to use ECL the

dissipation of this power becomes the prime consideration. The Cray I, the

world's fastest computer, circulates liquid nitrogen to act as a heat sink for

its ECL gates. Schemes such as this will likely be necessary if LSI le>,es o"

ECL are to be used.

This power problem is also the reason ECL hasn't achieved the levels

of integration of other technologies. An ECL gate would literally melt during

operation if fabricated using VLSI. Fairchild has introduced a low pc'..,er
version for RAM applications but the authors have tbeer: ur.zb, e to 2ind a, sf

data on tnis series.

The State-of-the-Art in ECL is an ECL/TTL 4K RAM (93471) which utilizes

the high speed characteristics of ECL and the low power characteristics of TTL.

Although the latest advances in ECL have been introduced by Fairchild, Motorola

is still the authority on ECL. They introduced their first ECL gate in 1962

and have continued developing this technology ever since. Motorola pcssesses tre

most mature ECL production line available today.

5.2.4.2 Radia "- n Vulnerability of ECL

High switching speed is not the only attraction of ECL. ECL is

harder to radiation than any commercial logic family. Combined, these two

factors make ECL the most desirable bipolar logic to use in a radiaticn er.i'-:n

meqt where high speeds are necessary. Although very little work has been d:',e

on ECL vulrerabilitv, the problem is beginning to receive the attertic," it erits.
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There are several factors contributing to the radiation tolerarce of

ECL. First, the higher the operating frequency of ECL, the higher the raciation

tolerance. This is true of ECL in particular but not of logic fa-,.iies ir

general. This is because higher operating currents are required for high speed

t operation, lessening the effects of gain degradation. Also, the construct'on

of high speed ECL requires a very narrow base region. This contributes to
neutron hardness. As a rule failure levels of ECL are on order of magnitude

higher than those of TTL as by comparing Table 42- wit, tne data ese:et r

the discission on TTL.

TABLE 42. ECL RADIATION VULNERABILITY

THREAT FAILURE LEVEL

)2N (n/cm2 >101s

' T (rad(Si)) 
10 7

UPSET(rad(Si)/sec) 
>108

PERMANEW (rad(Si)/sec) 
10II

These levels of hardness do not apply to the 93471 ECL/TTL 4K RAV

mentioned earlier. In dose rate testing performed by Boeing, 50 ns and 1 -s

pulses were applied while the device was in the active low output state.
147

For the 50 ns pulses, transient responses exceeding O.8V were observed at 7x1O 7

rads(Si)/sec. Data upset was observed at 109 rads(Si)/sec. For the 1 -s

pulses, voltage transients exceeding O.8V were observed at 7x1O 6 rads(Si)/sec

and data upset at 1.5x1O7 rads(Si)/sec. These values of transient upset are

well below those of RAMS which are only TTL or ECL.

Just as TTL total dose and dose rate failure levels are dependent on

pulse width, so are ECL failure levels. This means it is important to consider

the nature of the pulse when evaluating gate hardness. For an MC1678L, a typi-

cal ECL NOR gate, the radiation tolerance is as shown in Table 4J.
138
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TABLE 43. ECL IC PULSE-WIDTH FAILURE LEVEL DEPENDENCE

ECL Transient Susceptibility ( rad.Si)

s sec

Narrow Pulse Wide Pulse

(tp = 10 ns) (tp = 4 _s)

3-5 x 108  1-1.5 x 108

This concludes the work on ECL. As mentioned previously the scarcity

of ECL radiation data prohibited an in-depth study. Points to ree-eter are

that ECL is both faster and harder than any commercial bipoartec-,- . T te e

advantages are offset by the very nigh power corsw: P.ion , is ne ore facto,

that has restricted the use of ECL.

5.2.4.3 Radar System Parts List

Table 44 represents a list of semiconductor discretes and integrated

circuits which might be found in a typical radar system. Also included are

selected manufacturer's specifications and an estimate of neutron irradiation
12 13 14 2damage for fluences of 10 , 10 , and 10 n/cm as predicted by the Messenger-

Spratt equation. The Messenger-Spratt equation is presented in the section on

discrete semiconductor devices but may be approximated at high frequencies as

1 1 + K;

where B# = post-irradiation common emitter dc forward current gain.

6o  = pre-irradiation common emitter dc forward current gain.

: =neutron fluence

K = material dependent neutron damage factor, 5.5 x 107 cm2!

n-sec for PNP silicon devices, 8.5 x 10 cm /n-sec for

NPN silicon devices82

f T :gain-bandwidth product
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It should be noted that since the values used for :-o and fT are

manufacturer's minimums, the resulting estimate of post-irradiation gain is a

conservative one. From the Messenger-Spratt equation it can be seen that The

most vulnerable devices are those with high gain and low injection levels. The

effects of radiation on most of the devices was unavailable. Since the Y'essener-

Spratt equation is only applicable to transistors the effects of ne..tror irradiatior

on the gain degradation of transistors is the only radiation da: a,_ :re-i:.' c *re-

sented. rore extensive predictions of the effects of neutron irradiatior on bipolar

IC's could be formulated if the constituent transistors were kr,,

5.2.5 Other Technologies

During our study of the radiation vulnerability of integrated circuits

it was felt necessary to study sore technologies which are currently very o:l''

or are just emerging. These technologies are Gallium Arsenide (Gas) and X-Cna'mei

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (NMOS).

5.2.5.1 Gallium Arsenide

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) has been the subject of intensive R&D programs

over the past few years in several companies including Rockwell, McDonnell

Douglas, The Aerospace Corp., Lockheed, and IBM. This work has concentrated on

the fabrication of GaAs IC's. Much of this activity is aimed at developing a

VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits) capability. The remarkable speed

and power characteristics of GaAs (tPD lOOps, P = 5 nW) make it the natural

choice for future high speed IC's. What has gone unnoticed Is the outstanding

radiation resistance of GaAs. In Reference 148 McDonnell Douglas performed a

set of theoretical calculations to determine GaAs vulnerability to neutrons,

dose, and dose rate.

By predicting the magnitudes of the photocurrents generated, one can

predict the vulnerability to dose rate. Dose rate, as has been discussed, pre-

sents a severe, yet unsolved hardening problem for IC's. Of all the technolo-

gies studied, only GaAs offers any hope of providing an inherently dose rate

hardened IC at the anticipated threat.

As was discussed in the section on semiconductor discretes (5.1),

photocurrents are caused by electron-hole pairs moving under the influence of
electric fields. The rate of formation of these electron-hole pairs can be

used as a base for predicting the photocurrents. If all the electron-hole
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pairs generated were collected by the electrodes, the pri:ary pr;ctocur-rent

is given by

Ipp qgo AL (19)

where A. = the junction area0 J
q = the electron charge

go = the carrier generation constant of ionizing radiation

Lc = effective collection length

= d-1/dt = radiation energy deposition rate density

The conversion factor go = g(t)/'", where g(t) is the carrier genera-

tion rate density, is

13 d 3_go 6.25 x 10 E carriers/cm -rad• EE-H

where d : specific density of the irradiated material in /cn
3

EEH: the energy required to produce one electron-hole pair in eV

For silicon, g0 (Si) = 4.33 x 1O13 carriers/cm 3-rad. The value for

GaAs is g0 (GaAs) = 6.63 x 1013 carriers/cm 3-rad, 50' larger than silicon. 
3

The transient primary photocurrent produced in a pn junction is given by26 6

i t [ n / 
p ( -

Ipp(t) = qA. w (t) + g(t- ) Lp dj (20)

where W = depletion width

Wg(t) = the instantaneous photocurrent due to carriers generated in
the depletion region

Dp = diffusion constant of holes

D = diffusion constant of electrons

tp t characteristic recombination or trapping time of holes

t = characteristic recombination or trapping time of electrons

In tests on GaAs JFET structures the response to pulsed, ionizing

radiation was studied.2 67  The photocurrents were seen to increase linearly witn

dose rate at low dose rates but sublinearly at high dose rates. This character-

istic is either caused by the onset of band-to-band recombination or recombiration

through energy states in the bandgap. If the excess carrier concentration is much

greater than the initial majority carrier concentration, direct recombination

becomes proportional to the square of the excess carrier concentration. 267 The
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generation rate at which the transition between linear and square dependence

occurs is267

26 (no + 1 (21)

where 6 = direct recombination coefficient

n = equilibrium electron concentration

T= hole lifetime

By comparing equation (21) to experimentally obtained values the best

fit was found at 6 = 3.3 x 10- 11 cm3/s and i = 8 x 10-7S.

The transient peak photocurrent of a GaAs FET with pn junction gate

from equation (20) can be approximated by
26 7

I qgoiLW(a + L (22)

where go = 6.63 x 1013 electron-hole pairs/cm
3

= dose rate in rad(GaAs)/s

(a + LD) = collection length of about 5,1m for typical GaAs FET structires

L = channel length

W = channel width

To see when this photocurrent will cause logic upset it is necessary

to find the logic upset current, I s(UPSET). Without irradiation
26 5

IDS = K(VG - VT) 2  (23)

where I D drain-to-source current

K = constant

VG = gate voltage

VT = threshold voltage

Where near the threshold voltage, VT, a relation analogous to MOSFETs is obtained1 3 4

iC W
K = 2aL = K' (W/L) (24)

where Co = gate capacitance per unit area

= majority carrier mobility
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When the logic upset current for a gate is defined as
26 8

W 2
1os(UPSET) = K' (25,

DS (VNM VT)

where K' = pC0/2 = I x 10
- 4 A/V2

VNM = O.5V is the noise margin
VT = 0.25V = threshold voltage

L = channel length

the logic upset dose rate, ' UPSET' can be evaluated.

Equating equations (22) and (25) yields an upset dose rate of

K'(VNM - VT)2

YUPSET 2 (26)
qgoL (a + LD)

Using numerical values for a gate with a channel length of 2.5rni,

namely

K' = 1 x 10- 4 A/V2

VNM =0.5V

VT = 0.25V

a + L = 5pm

L = 2.5km

go= 6.63 x 1013 e-h pairs/cm3

gives a value for YUPSET of

YUPSET = 1.175 x l0l rad(GaAs)/s.

It should be mentioned that the levels measured in rad(Ga~s) may be con:;ared

to rad(Si) since the conversion factor is 1.06 rad(Si) = 1 rad(GaAs).

These theoretical predictions were compared to experimentally obtained
148

values for three integrated circuits.

A. Nine-stage ring oscillator

B. Buffer stages

C. Memory cell circuits with ion implanted resistors and external
resistors
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For the oscillator, oscillations were suppressed at = 1.14 x 101

rad(GaAs)/sec. For the buffer circuit, logic upset had occurred in a p-aJrity

of the devices by about 1 x 1010 rad(GaAs)/s. Memory cells, consisting of a

flip flop with read and write circuitry, had upset levels in excess of 1.2 x
10

10 rad(GaAs)/s. The first failure mode regarding circuit survivability

occurred at I x 1011 rad(GaAs)/s with the occurrence of gold metalization

burnout. By using thicker and wider metalization a survival dose -ate of

greater than 1011 rad(GaAs)/s can be achieved with present technology.

The correlation of the theoretical and experi-';enta! fai1re ie eis

gives credence to the validity of the theoretical calculations. Tre abo~e

devices were SSI planar circuits, but are capable of being expanded into ISI

and eventually into LSI. The state-of-the-art technology is able to offer

radiation tolerance of GaAs IC's with negligible degradation of electrical

performance for 148

15 2Fast Neutrons 1 x 1015 n/cm (EilOKeV)

7Total dose of ionizing radiation 1 x 10 rad (GaAs)

Dose rate for logic upset 8 x 109 - 2 x 1010 rad(GaAs)/s.

Survival dose rate 1 x 10 1 rad(GaAs)/s

These levels are expected to increase due to advances in fabrication

and material technology and device and IC design and should result in the

following levels.
14 8

Fast Neutrons 5 x 1015 n/cm 2 (E ' iOKeV)

Total dose of ionizing radiation "i x 108 rad(GaAs)

Dose rate for logic upset \5 x 1010 rad(GaAs)/s

Survival dose rate %5 x 1011 rad(GaAs)/s

While GaAs has outstanding radiation resistance to total dose and

neutron fluence, so do other commercially available technologies. However,

only GaAs appears to have the ability to withstand the dose rate threat that

has been imposed on the system. The combination makes GaAs devices and IC's

the logical candidates for use in hardened system electronics required to

operate in severe nuclear radiation environments.

198
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Additional data on GaAs tunnel diodes and GaAs FET's can be fourd in
the sections on discrete semiconductors (5.1) and microwave devices (6) respectively.
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5.2.5.2 N-Channel Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (NMOS)

This section has been included to warn of the proulems posed by a

radiation environment for NMOS devices, in particular microprocessors ( P's).

NMOS offers high densities along with moderate speed and powier. Tnese attributes

together with the fact that NMOS is a fairly mature technology (pre-1970) has

allowed NMOS to become the dominant semiconductor technology, particularly at the

LSI level. But these advantages lose their importance in a radiation environ.-ent

since is among the softest technologies to total dose. Fortunately the wide use

of NMOS has prompted considerable work on ,MOS radiation testing and nardeqin;.

Among the state-of-the-art devices are a number of ..P's, including

the Intel 8086, Motorola 68000, Zilog Z8000, and the Texas Instrum- erts TMS9985.

National recently introduced a 32K Static Random Access Memory (RAM;, the 6132,

and a 65K Dynamic RAM, as have TI and Motorola. 64K Read Only Memories (ROM's)

and 65K Programmable ROM's (PROM's) have also been recently announced. Japarese

manufacturers have announced the introduction of a 256K RAM.

As is true with all MOS technologies, NMOS is inherently hard to
15 2neutron irradiation and does not have problems below fluences of 1015 n/cm

Failure from total dose has been reported as low as 500 rad(Si) for

the Intel 8080 .P.149 The vulnerability to total dose has been sun'marized in

Figure i0164,136,138,139 where the bar represents the range of observed failures.

Note that no devices have been observed to survive a total dose oF greater than

2 x 104 rads(Si) and that all device types have been observed to faiI by 7x10 2

rads(Si). R&D efforts, begun by EMM-SEMI and NRL in 1979, have produced

hardened NMOS devices which may be able to survive a total dose of 105 radsSi)

at low dose rates.
136

,'s- 8080A, 6800, F8

Cyna11lic 4K and 6K RAM~s

Static 1K and 4K R, Ms

RQD: EMM-SEMI/NRL
HardeneJ Gate Oxide:

Hardened Field Oxide: , t

102 103 1O4  105

Figure 101. NMOS Total Dose Failure Levels
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NMOS is also among the most vulnerable to dose rate, the Intel 8080 P having

been observed to fail at dose rate less than 105 rads(Si)/sec. 14 9  Dose rate vJl-

nerability has been sumiarized in Figure 102,64,136,138,139 for two pulse

widths.

t z-Siort pulse (23-iO0ns)

r7 Lon pulse (1-4-s)

Intel cn,, 0
21]4 2147

Static 4K, RAY 21
(Inte E

Dep _ .; on cloc' fr r. cy
Dyna '< c ____ ____ ___
(Intel 21073)

105 10 6  107 1C

Figure 102. NMOS Dose Rate-Induced Transient Upset
Failure Levels

At the anticipated threat levels for both total dose and dose rate,

Figure 101 and Figure 102 show that no NMOS devices will survive. This leads

us to make the following total dose and dose rate hardening recommendation.

DO NOT USE NMOS!
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6.0 MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER W1'',E ZEVICES

BD.TC-radar is exploring system';s concepts in the hign frep e c,

region. Therefore, it was appropriate to include sore typical classes ar)d

types of devices that operate in tne microwave region and above in tnis study, Y

Specifically, the classes that were included were: 1.) m;lipatt-li e devices,

Gunn diodes; 3.) PIN dioces; 4.) Ferrite phase shifters; and 5.) Gigarertz
GaAs field effect transistors (FETs). Corpared to device classes discsseO

previously in section 6.1 these are rather specializeui classes antC,as sAcr,

there is less radiation oata on these classes tnan on :,F devices. ho.,e~er,

the data that does exist has been comlpiled, sumr:;arized, and is irclu"e 4.

the report.

6.1 Impatt-like devices

As the title of this subsection i.plies this portion of the re.cr-t

will not be confined to just Impatts but will also include Trapatts and

Baritt diodes. In order to understand the impact of transient radiat on on

these type of devices a brief discussion of the operation oF impat'_ in

elementary terms would be appropriate. It was felt that this discussion

should concentrate primarily on Impatts since the operation of Trapatts an-d

Saritts are very similar.

The term Impatt is an acronym that stands for " impact ionization

avalanche with transit time ". Conventional semiconductor devices ocerate

by controlling the flow of charge carriers at a p-n junction and, therefore,

are subjected to the fundamental transit time limitation. From the early

1950s, the possibility was considered of using the effects of the finite carrier

transit time rather than allowing it to remain as a limiting factor. Start-

ing in the early 1950s, various schenes were proposed to achieve tnis. One

such scheme was the avalanche transit time diode structure first proposed

by Read 150 in 1958.

Before examining the internal mechanism of Impatt diodes used as oscil-

lators, it must first be realized that there are two basic requirem'lents for a feed-

back oscillator. First the feedback from the oscillator must be of sufficient

magnitude to drive the input and, second, the frequency of the oscillation is det-

ermined by the phase condition of the output with the phase difference between the

dol
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input and output differing by a multiple of 2-. A two terrira , dicde-

can act as a delay by storing the information within itself for a fi,"te

This is the "transit time" referred to by the last two letters in Ivsatt. In

the forward biased case, there is certainly a transit time invol.,ed in getting

the charge carriers across the junction. However, there is no gain so the

diode cannot sustain oscillation.

A junction biased in the reverse direction would seer- just as

useless because very little current flows in this condition by definitir.

However, as discussed in the section on diodes, the application of a large

enough reverse potential results in a breakdown of the blocking conditior, i.e.,

the impedance is reduced and the current is multiplied. As was discssed

previously, there are really two mechanisms whereby breakdown can occur: tre

Zener effect and avalance breakdown. Avalanche breakdown is the mechanism *o7

concern for Impatts. This mechanism results frorm the acceleration of carriers

by the applied reverse electric field to the pn junction s,.ch that they are

capable of and, in fact, do collide with and ionize lattice atoms in the

junction. The resulting carriers are further accelerated vhich res. ts in

more ionization causing more free carriers to be fcrmed. This is the

"impact ionization avalanche" that is referred to by the first four, letters
in Impatt.

The width of a junction in the reversed biased condition depends,

among other things, on the doping densities. One model that illustrates

this is the abrupt junction pictured in Figure 103. Tne total ,idtn of sucn a

(a)

0 -

a) Impurity Distribution b) Depletion Widths

Figure 103. Idealized Abrupt pn Junction
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junction is dominated by the density of impurities in the pcrt~i'n of tre arial

with the lowest doping dersity. This results simply from tne fact tnat chiarje

neutrality must be maintained and, therefore, the numcoer of uncovered cr~r-es

(i.e., donors that have given Lp an electron or acceptors anicn nave accepte4

an electron) on each side of the junction mrst be equal. Tnis i-,'iies trat tre

pentration of the depletion region is the great-est on tne lo,.erc..e..sic e of

the junction. One method of forming an abrupt jinction is depicted in Fiue n-a.

It consists of introducing a hign density o acceptors (Ni) into a regor. t-,at

was uniformly more lightly doped. Figure 103b co:mpares the total cepIeti.-n

layer widtn, W, with that of the lightly doped side, W

A modification of this method which produces a Pi% diode st-,-re

that is related to that proposed by Read is illustrated in Figure 10-. :n

this method, a high density of acceptors is introduced into ore end of ncogers

material which has been lightly doped and a high density of dono's is intro-

duced into the other end (Figure 104a). For an Impatt-type device, it is

immaterial whether the lightly doped region contains donors, acceptors, c- an,

impurities at all. The original structure proposed by Read was n+ pi- e-
150+ denotes high doping and i means intrinsic . A variety of similar

+ + 151
structures have been proposed, analyzed, and fabricated including 

n pp ,

++ ++ 152 ++ + ++ 152
p nn , and p n nn . The only thing concerning the doping densities

that is critical to the operation of an Impatt is that the total number of

uncovered charges in the entire lightly doped region should be less than the

+

4-

0

a) Impurity Distribution b) Depletion Widths- * .' - S'.--

Figu.re 104. Ideal Abrupt PI ,4 Junction -
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nurer in either of the heavily doped regions when the diode is reversed.4
153

biased. This ensures t,-at, for a re.ersed bias, a p-r .> '

exteds througghout the lightly doped region, i.e., the space-charge region

exte , f:'o the , i junction to the in junction. Rather than totally

relyin: on doping profiles to ensu re conditions for punch-through, the reverse

bias s -"oly be increased until it exceeds the punch-through v,1ta-e of

the cc.

The region between the heavily doped areas is sometimes recerred to
as the int.rinsic region even though it is one in which a space charge a'd an
as el tr ni 3'o eve th u-. a

electrc field do exist. A better descriptor wculd be depletion re.cior,' since

the charge in this region consists of uncovered impurity ions which are

stationary and the region is depleted of mobil charges. The field across this

deoletion region is not necessarily constat. Essentially the depletion

region bctwieen the heavily doped P and N regions constitutes a relatively long

path in which mobil charge carriers will be subjected to an electric field.

They will drift along the path under the influence of the field prOO ided the

field is in the correct direction. This path is called the 'drift space".

In this space, free electrons will drift towards the n+ region and holes

toward the p+ region. Essentially the Impatt diode can be reguarded as an

accelerator. Minority carriers (holes from the n region and electrons from

the p region) as well as electrons and holes generated thermally in the region

will be swept through the drift space.

In the drift space, the carriers will not be accelerated to higher

and higher velocities. Electrical potential energy is being converted to

kinetic energy of the carriers and their velocity increases. However, the

carriers interact with and transfer energy to the atoms which make up the

crystal. Essentially tre lost carrier erergj res.Ats in increasing t-e trer-al

vibration of the lattice atoms and the te;'pgerat,.,re of the crystal rises. In

crossing the drift space, the carriers attain a stable velocity which for silicon

is approximately lO7 cm/sec or about 2 million miles per nor.153 Alt no t. s

velocity is high, it is still not in the relativistic region since the speed

of light in free space is still a factor of 300 greater.

The above discussion should not be taken to "fly that the carriers

will attain a saturating value of velocity for all va',. of fie'lds. The

2lCfA)
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Figure 105. Idealized Plot of the Velocity of Free Electrons
in Semiconductors Versus Electric Field

actual situation is depicted in Figure 105. 153 As indicated in tnis fi.ure, t-e

curve is linear at low fields and velocities. The linear region is the area

where RF devices are operated. In this area a concept known as mobility is

valid. The electron mobility, i, is simply the velocity of a free electron

in that material at a condition in which the value of the electric field is

unity. Utilizing this concept, the velocity can be expressed simply as

v=pE

Mobility is an important concern to the operation of Gunn diodes and will be

discussed more fully in the portion of the report on these devices.

In any case, there exists a saturation field, Es, such that further

increases in the field will not result in a substantial increase in the

electron velocity. The field throughout the drift space does not have to be

constant but simply above Es in order to ensure that the carriers all have

attained the saturated value of velocity, vs. The constant velocity, of

course, implies that the transit time is determined by the length, W, of

the depletion region and, hence, the time delay between the output and input

to an Impatt is controlled by W.

The discussion up to this point has viewed the PIN structure

primarily as a delay line. However, the feedback signal must be of sufficient

magnitude to sustain oscillation. As mentioned previously, the mechanism that

is used to attain sufficient gain is the avalanche effect of impact ionization.

The reader should not be misled by the discussion on the saturation velocity.

The concept of a constant value of a saturated velocity is a convenient

approximation which allows the easy determination of trarsit times with a very

206
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small error. In addition, the curve in Figure 105 approaches vs asymptotically.

The fact t'-at increasing the field to Ebd (the value of the field in Figure

105 necessary for avalanche breakdown) does not substantially increase the

free electron velocity above v5 does not mean that the kinetic energy of the

electron and, hence, the energy that is available to be transferred to lattice

atoms has not been increased. It must be remembered that the energy varies

as the square of the velocity and, therefore, small increases in velocity

are reflected in larger increases in kinetic energy.
+

The field has a large peak at the junction of the p and n regions

(the n region has been referred to as the intrinsic region in the foregoing

discussion). This is a result of the potential gradient, dV/dx, in going

from the p+ to the n region. The rate of pair production is a sensitive

nonlinear function of the field which has been found to be154 given by

= Em

A value of 6 for m has been found to yield a good fit to the data below about

500 kilovolts/cm. By proper doping the field can be given a relatively sharp+

peak so that multiplication is confined to a very narrow region at the p -n

junction. 150 In addition, if the doping profile over the n region varies

logarithmically the field will be constant over the rest of the n region.
1 53

A typical field distribution for a Read diode is shown in Figure 106.153

E*

E,

A II
Avalanche regon

Figure 106. Electric Field Distribution Through a Read Diode.
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In order to maintain a constant velocity, the field must exceed Es at all

points in the diode and, for avalanche ionization to occur, the peak field ;':ust

exceed the breakdown field, Ebd. For this situation electrens will De

generated in the avalance region and swept into and across the drift space.

After a delay of one transit time, they will appear at the n region.

There is one unusual phenomenon in an Impatt which deserves meltion.

Consider the effect of a single square pulse superimposed on a d.c. bias

potential which momentarily causes the peak value of the field to exceed Ebd.

Free electrons will be formed and swept into the drift space for a time It

as indicated in Figure 107. Assume that It is less than the transit time, tt -

Under these conditions the voltage pulse is translated into a current pulse

which is swept through the drift space. Because velocity saturation is

occurring the amount of diffusion that occurs is minimal. 1 53 Diffusion will

only occur when there is an assembly of mobile particles which are free to

move in any direction. However, in this case, the mobile particles are

constrained by the field to move in one direction so the conditions for

diffusion are not present. Therefore, the current pulse will be just as

abrupt in passing out of the drift space as it was when it was formed and the

7ii

- I

- I

Figure 107. Time Displacement of a Square Voltage Pulse Applied
to an Impatt Diode and Its Resultant Square
Current Pulse y #f
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situation exists in which a signal will not be degraded as it moves through

a piece of semiconductor material.

Returning to the main topic, i.e., the operation of an Impatt

oscillator, the above discussion indicates that the Impatt diode does satisfy

the two requirements for oscillation: gain and a controllable phase relation-

ship between the input and output. In order to form an oscillator- the

current pulse from an Impatt is used to form a potential which is fed back to

the diode terminals. This is achieved by mounting the diode in a tuned micro-

wave cavity in which the transit time of the diode is consistent with the

frequency to which the cavity is tuned and thus oscillation is attained and

maintained. This ends the discussion on the operation of Impatts. For a

more complete discussion on the generalized Impatt theory, the reader is

referred to references 151 and 155.

An Impatt oscillator is composed, of course, of two parts: the

diode itself and the microwave cavity. Transient radiation affects both parts.

The impact of radiation on the cavity is to ionize the air or gas which fills

the cavity. The fact that ionizing radiation does impact a gas-filled micro-

wave cavity is well known. 1 56  In fact, this effect has been used to monitor

power levels inside reactor cores. 1 57'1 58'1 59  It has been shown that the

ionization of the air causes a shift in the resonant frequency and a change

in the cavity Q. 15 6,15 7 The change in the resonant frequency is very small but

the change in Q can be as large as 30% for a dose rate of 3x0O
9 rads(Si)/sec. 161

This loss in Q results in a reduction in the RF power from the oscillator. In

addition, the air ionization provides a shunt path for the diode bias current

which further reduces the power. It has also been observed that there is a

delay in the build up of RF power after the radiation pulse (on the order of

50 nanoseconds) which has been attributed to air ionization - recombination

effects. 160

However, the reduction in RF power due to the ionization of air in

the cavity does not occur at all levels of dose rate. The r,,hold appears

to be between 1.4 and 4.0xlO 9 rads (Si)/sec as can be seen by a comparison of
160

the two parts of Figure 108 . It should be noted that this effect is not

unique to Impatts but occurs for all microwave devices requiring a cavity

including traveling wave tubes (TWTs). Even though the ionized air-indujced
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Figure 108. RF Power From an Impatt

reduction in Q will be present at the threat levels, it is easily mitigated by

simply evacuating the cavity.

The other part of an Impatt oscillator is, of course, the diode

itself. The oscillator characteristics of Impatt diodes are virtually unchanged

after exposures to neutron fluences of 015 n/cm2  161,162 This threshold

is based on empirical data but it is in agreement with theoreticdl calculations. 16 3

Typical data for Impatts is depicted in Figure 109161 for the outFut power and
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Figure 109. Threshold Current and Output Power for X-Band, Silicon
Impatt Oscillators as a Function of Neutron Fluence
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the threshold current for oscillation. In this figure, the origiral lot of
10 was divided into two sublots at 1015 n/cm 2 , one with a high-average output

power and one with a low-average power. As indicated by the figure, these

type devices should essentially suffer little or no degradation at the threat

level of neutron fluence.

Although neutrons present no problem, the same cannot be said of

ionizing transient radiation. The primary effect of this radiation is the

same as for any other semiconductor, namely, the generation of electron-hole

pairs throughout the Impatt. This additional generation of electron-hole

pairs manifests itself as an increase in the leakage current of the diode.

This current is proportional tc the dose rate and the sum of the volume of

the depletion region and the volume bounded by one diffusion leng tr ro2 tne

depletion region (i.e., the effective volume). The effect of this additional

leakage current is a premature build up of the avalanche current which results

in reduced RF power and an increase in the frequency of oscillation. 164,165

In addition, reference 166 concludes that the affect of leakage current on

the operation of Impatt oscillators is to damp the oscillations and, thereby,

reduce the power output and the oscillator's efficiency. Computer calculations

indicate that a bias current to leakage current ratio of 100 to 1 reduces the

RF power output to one-half that which would have been obtained without any

leakage current. 164

This predicted quenching effect has been well substantiated by

empirical data. 1 6 7 - 1 7 3 Reference 167 indicates that a ceasing of RF power (5 i;W

or less) in silcon oscillators occurs during and for 15 minutes after a 15 ,illi-

second pulse of a combined neutron and gamma flux of 3xlO1 5 n/cm2 and 5x10 6

rads(Si)/sec, respectively. Full recovery of RF power occurred only after the

bias was reduced to zero and then increased back to preirradiation levels.

At approximately twice these radiation levels, irreversible diode failure oc-

curred. I 19  Reference 170 indicates that 100 mW silicon Impatt oscillator's

ceased oscillation after an exposure to 7x1O 7 rads(Si)/sec. However, in this

case, the oscillation resumed infiediately after the exposure with no charge in

operating conditions. Reference 171 indicates that 200 mW GaAs Schottky barri-

er Impatt oscillator only experienced a small fractional charge in RF pewer

after an exposure to 7xO 9 rads(GaAs)/sec. In this case, full power was obtained
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immediately after the pulse with no chage in operating conditions. The red~ct-

ion in RF power has also been observed in injection locked Impatt oscillators

following an exposure to rates of Ix1O8 and 3xlO 9 rads(Si)/sec. 17 3 Figure 110
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Figure 110. RF Power From a 10 GHz Impatt Oscillator
For Various Dose Rates

is indicative of the data. 16 0 This data was for a X-band silicon dojble epi

Impatt diode. However, it should be noted that oscillation did cease when the

dose rate was increased beyond 5xlO 9 rads(Si)/sec.

As mentioned previously, the effect cf the additional leakage current

generated by the ionizing radiation pulse is the premature buildup of the
avalanche current. This means that the 900 phase lag between the voltage and

current is reduced, i.e., the leakage current leads to a premature buildup
of the avalanche current which, in turn, deteriorates the optimum phase

relationship between the current and voltage. The smaller the transit tirie

through the avalanche region, the greater will be the reduction in the 900 phase

lag between the current and voltage.1 60 Therefore, Impatt diodes with thin

avalanche regions are predicted to be more susceptible to leakage current efftcts.

Oscillators will also experience a temporary dose rate-induced

frequency shift. Typical shifts are shown in Figure 111.160 As can be seen,

these are in the MHz range. However, it must be noted that these changes

during the pulse are critically dependent upon the RF circuit as well as the
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Impatt diode itself. This data was for a X-band silicon diffused rrmpatt

diode.

The effects discussed above are temporary in the sense that the

diode and oscillator do return to preirradiation values. However, it has

been briefly mentioned previously that permanent effects have also been

reported. 16 7'16 9'1 72'1 74  In some cases catastrophic failure occurred
16 9 ,1 72

and in others a lower power but a stable oscillating condition was obtained

even though the device does not necessarily undergo irreversible change.
1 72'17 4

Reference 174 indicates that the permanent effects reported in references

167,169 and 172 could have been caused by the long cable length that is often

used between the diode and the bias network to allow for the incorporation

of the proper radiation shielding. It has been shown that bias circuit

instabilities are possible for cable lengths greater than 4 feet.175  Based

upon the reported descriptions of the radiation facilities, reference 174

concludes that the failures reported in references 169 and 172 were due to

improper bias circuit impedance and that reference 175 should be used as a

guide in this area.

Three major conclusions were reached in reference 174, which is

the latest published report on radiation-induced pprmanent effects on Imatts

the authors have been able to uncover. These are:

1. The permanent effects are related to a diode-circuit interaction.

2. The principal cause of the permanent effects is not improper
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bias circuit impedance that results in bias circuit oscillations.

However, it is beleived that bias circuit oscillations, combined

with the permanent effects, have caused diode failures reported

in references 169 and 172.

3. The GaAs Schottky diode is more prone to permanent effects.

They occur at power levels above 200mW and dose rates above

2xlO 9 rads(GaAs)/sec. The permanent effects in Si and GaAs

diffused diodes only occur with the diode operating slightly

below power saturation and/or spectrum deterioration and at

dose rates of approximately 8x109 rads (Si)/sec. The GaAs

diffused diode was more prone to these permanent effects than

the Si diffused diodes.

This finishes the discussion on Impatts. However, as indicated at

the beginning of this section, there are a number of variants of the basic

Impatt structure. One of these is the Trapatt diode. Trapatt is an acronym

that stands for trapped plasma avalanche triggered. Like IIpatts, these
+ +

devices are punch-through Q nn devices. Also like Impatts, neutron exposure

does not affect the breakdown voltage until the fluences are large enough to
+

cause carrier removal at the edges of the space-charge region in the p and
+ . 176 + +.
n region. Devices with heavy doping in the p and n regions and an

abrupt doping profile will be more resistant to carrier removal at the edges

of the space-charge region than a diffused junction device.

Figure 112 indicates the affect of neutron irradiation on the
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Figure 112. Effects of Neutron Fluence on the Breakdown Voltage ,
of Imparts an.d Trapatts _
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breakdown voltage for both Trapatt 176 '177 and Impatt 16 1 diodes. In Figure

l12b, there is data on two Trapatts as well as a theoretical calculation.1 63

The two device types were operated at the current densities at which the devices

worked the best as Trapatt oscillators: the FD300 at 4000 amps/cm2 and thet , 2
RCA device type at 1000 amps/cm . The RCA device has a more abrupt doping

profile and is indeed more resistant to breakdown voltage increases with

neutron fluence. In fact, if the RCA device were operated at the samne current

density as the FD300 then the difference between the curves would even be

more pronounced since increasing the current density decreases the breakdown

voltage due to charge trapping.

The vertical scale to the right of Figure 112a has been normalized

to a pre-irradiation value of 82 volts. As indicated in this figure, the

response of the Impatt is close to that of the RCA device. This is to be

expected since this Impatt device that generated this data is a "nearly

abrupt" diode and, essentially, the same comments apply for the Impatt that

applied for the RCA device. Essentially the guideline for both Impatts and

Trapatts is to use heavily doped devices with abrupt doping profiles.

It must be remembered that the increase in breakdown voltage is

really advantageous. Unfortunately there are other effects associated with

neutron irradiation which are not desirable. One of these is associated with

the device's temperature coefficient. For avalanche devices this coefficient
-l o -l1 176

is normally defined as V dV/dT for a given bias current and units of K .

As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, the increase in breakdown voltage is

due to carrier removal at the edges of the space-charge region. This removal

effect is reduced with an increase in temperature because of increased thermal

release of trapped charge. The result is a negative contribution to the device's

temperature coefficient.178

For an unirradiated device, the temperature coefficient is positive

because of the positive temperature coefficient of avalance breakdcwn. The

negative contribution from carrier trapping and the positive contribution from

avalanche generation compete with each other to determine the device's overall

temperature coefficient. A more abrupt doping profile will reduce the negative

contribution from carrier trapping at the edges of the space-charge region.
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Figure 113 is a plot of the measured and calculated temperature coefficient

versus neutron fluence at a current density of 30 A/cm2 . The device with the

more abrupt junction (the RCA diode) is more radiation resistant than the

FD300. It should be noted that the coefficient for the FD300 becomes negative

at the higher fluence. This is important since a negative temperature

coefficient implies thermal instabilities (i.e., thermal runaway) and the
176

possibility of current filament formation. The net result, of course,

is an increase in the probability of burnout with increasing neutron fluence.

This, in fact, has been observed in irradiated Impatt diodes16 1 which are

very similar to Trapatt in terms of this effect. Fortunately, this effect does

not appear to be evident below 101 4n/cm 2 and should not be a serious problem

in the scenarios proposed for BMDATC-radars. However, it is still recommended

to use heavily doped devices with abrupt doping profiles.

As the neutron fluence increases there is a slight increase in

frequency for both Impatts and Trapatts.1 6 1- 163 Since the frequency is primarily

determined by the cavity, the frequency shift is typically one percent or less. 1 76

In addition, no appreciable degradation of Trapatt mode instantaneous RF output

power has been observed below WOln/cm2. This is attributed to the alternat-

ing "off-on" nature of the Trapatt which switches between a high voltage, low

current state and a low voltage, high current state. Neither state is

appreciably sensitive to neutron damage. Neutron damage should affect the

device's operation only during the transition period by increasing the rate

of trapped plasma extraction through added recombination. Since the transition

period is only a small portion of an RF cycle, the overall effect on the RF

power output should be small. 1 76
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The degradation of RF output power of a Trapatt oscillator after

neutron irradiation is actually due to failure of the ordinary Impatt mode

whose presence is necessary to initiate the Trapatt pheno::eron.176 Since Trapatt

devices require the presence of a number of harmonically related signals,

devices quite often require the existence of an Impatt mode to initially build

up RF energy in the microwave cavity to a level sufficient to initiate the

first Trapatt oscillation. The time delay between the application of a bias

pulse and the actual initiation of the Trapatt phenomenDn (i.e., the b22Lp

time) is inversely related to the small-signal growth rate of the ordinary

Impatt mode. 176 Neutron exposure degrades the small-signal growth rate of

Impatts because some of the carriers injected by the avalance mechanism
163

recombine as they transit the space-charge region. The buildup time dec,-eases

the amount of time during the application of the bias pulse when RF power is

being generated and thus reduces the average output power. This effect is

depicted in Figure 114 where the average output power for a 500 nsec bias
176

pulse length is plotted versus neutron fluence. As indicated by this

figure, the RCA device is essentially unaffected by fluences of 10 5n/cm 2 or

lower. The RCA diode is a 1 GHz device with a depletion width of 6 microns

and the FD300 is a 600 MHz device with a depletion width of 10 microns. A

narrower depletion width, of course, means a shorter transit time which also

means less chance of avalanche injected carriers recombining as they cross the

space-charge region. Basically, this means that higher frequency devices have

a shorter buildup time and, hence, are more resistant to neutron-induced

degradation.
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Figujre 114. Average RF output Power Normalized to
Pre-irradiation Values Versus Neutron
Fluence for 500 nsec. Bias Pulses.
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By defining RF failure to mean an increase in the buildup ti:--e on

the order of 250 nsec, using the equations in reference 173 ,r je f-e zr e o1:'-,::

space-width for a given frequency (optimum width is proportioned to f ), arn _ing

the results in reference 161 on carrier lifetime as a function of neutrcn fluerce

t(lifetime inversely proportional to the fluence at high fluence levels), the

frequency of operation has been found to be linear with the level of neutron

fluence required to produce RF failure. Such a qualitative result is depicted

in Figure 115176 with the unity slope line representing expected behavior for

RF failure as a function of neutron fluence. This line has been matched to

the 1 GHz RCA device. The area above lOl6n/cm2 results from an increase in

the probability of DC burnout due to the negative temperature coefficient effect.

It should also be noted that the threshold is very high and probably poses no

problem for Ghertz devices at the threat level.

The discussion up to this point has focused on the affects of neutron

irradiation on the performance of Trapatts. However, these devices can also

be affected by dose rate. It has been shown that various Trapatt par-ameters
1.30

are strongly dependant on the reverse saturation current of the device.

Specifically, an increase in the reverse saturation current results in a

decrease in the peak electric field and the width of the avalanche region which,

in turn, reduces the mobile charge generated oy the avalanche shock front.

Moreover, these effects occur at unexpectedly low values of the reverse satura-

tion current. 18 1 As with any semiconductor device, the primary effect of a

radiation pulse is the generation of electron-hole pairs throughout the

Trapatt diode. This results in an increase in the leakage current which, in

:KY>r
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Figure 115. Plot of Trapatt Frequency of Operation Ver's
Neujtron Fluence. RF Failure is Defined as the
Buildup Time Exr,?eding 250 nspc.
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turn, serves to increase the reverse saturation current. Thus, Trapatts are

expected to be susceptible to dose rate induced effects.

The RF output power from a Trapatt oscillator as a function of

dose rate is shown in Figure 116.181 As this figure indicates, the oscillators

exhibited the same behavior in either an air-filled or an evacuated cavity.

This is to be expected at these dose rates and for these lcw Q cavities.

Cavity effects are not expected to be significant below approxi -ately 5.OxiO8

rads (Si)/sec. The RF power does show a gradual decrease with dose rate up

to 1.8xlO 8 rads (Si)/sec. At this point the power drops to almost zero within

a factor of 2 increase in dose rate. Beyond 3.6xi0 8 rads (Si)/sec, the RF

output power is virtually zero. This same behavior has been found in other

diodes from the same manufacturer with the critical dose rate ranging from
7 8 1818xlO to 2xO rads (Si)/sec. However, it must be mentioned that only

limited data is available and no attempt has been made to characterize

variations between manufacturers.
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Figure 116. RF Output Power From a 2.5 GHz Trapatt
Oscillator as a Function of Dose Rate

The RF power does recover to its original value within 50 nsec after

the radiation pul;e has ended. It has been found that the behavior of the RF

power during the radiation pulse was independent of the position of the

radiation pulse with respect to the bias pulse so long as they overlapped.
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With nonoverlapping radiation and bias pulses, the radiation had no affect on

the RF behavior of the diode. However, it has been observed that if the

oscillator has not been carefully tuned, a radiation pulse at the beginning

of the bias pulse would turn the oscillator off through the whole bias pulse.

* Even in these cases, the pre-irradiation characteristic will be restored on

further bias pulsing. 18 1 Thus, it would appear that the RF output power from

Trapatt oscillators will drop to zero at threat levels of dose rate but it

will return to its original value after 50 nsec.

A first order model of Trapatt operation has been developed to

calculate the RF power during the radiation pulse. This model cormbines the

circuit model described in reference 182 and the device equations found in

reference 180 to determine the total charge generated during the charging181

period. A detailed description of this model is beyond the scope of this

study. However, a comparison of its results with empirical data is shown

in Figure 117.181 Although the curves do not match exactly, at least the

theory does predict a decrease in output power. This simply means that the

model is only a rough approximation of the true behavior of a Trapatt diode.

Baritt diodes are another device type that is related to Impatts

which deserves some mention. Baritt is an acronym that stands for "barrier

injection transit time." They are low-power, low-noise microwave oscillators
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Figure 117. A Comparison of the Theoretical and Experimental
Performance of Trapatt Oscillators as a Function
of Dose Rate.
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which operate on thermonic injection of minority carriers and the transit tir'e

delay of these charge carriers. 18 3  These devices utilize punch-throigh

injection (PTI) ratner than avalanche injection used in Impatts and Trapatts. 1 C4+ +

Baritts also differ from Impatts and Trapatts in that their structure is n pn

or MSM (metal-semiconductor-metal) with contacts made only to the end reqions.

This configuration is illustrated in Figure 118184 and as can be seen closely

resembles an open base transistor.

Because of their different structure it will be helpful to briefly

discuss the operating principles of Barrits. The application of a small bias

voltage (VI) across the diode causes one of the p-n junctions to be forward

biased and the other to be reverse biased as shown in Figure 118. The current

will be very small since there is a very small probability that charge injected

at the forward biased junction (left-hand junction in Figure 118) will be able

to diffuse through to the reverse saturation current of the reverse biased

junction. As the bias voltage is increased, the depletion region of the

reverse biased junction widens while the depletion region of the forward biased

junction narrows. Eventually the bias voltage reaches a value (V2 in Figure 118)

where the depletion region reaches the forward biased junction and PTI occurs.

Under these conditions, carriers injected at the forward biased junction are

swept across the depletion region by the large electric field and the current

1221
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Figure 118. Typical Structure of Baritt Diode and
the Electric Field Profile.
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Figure 119. V-I Characteristic of a BdriLt Diode

134
increases quite rapidly as indicated in Figure 119. The voltage at wiiich

PTI occurs is given by185

Vz eNDL212,

where

e = charge on an electron

ND = N region uncovered donor density

L = N region width

e Dielectric constant

The maximum value of the electric field has been shown 18 5 to be

Em = eNDL/c

The only drifting carriers of importance are the holes injected at the forward

biased junction. If the field is large enough so that the carriers attain

the saturated drift velocity, vs, then a transit angle,-3, can be defined as

-L/vs where ) is the operating frequency. 184  It has been shown 18 5 that if C

has a value of 37/2, then the combination of PTI and carrier drift will cause
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the terminal voltage and current waveforms to be such that a negative

resistance occurs at a frequency of 1.5n vs/L at a bias of approximately V2.

The design values of N - L " and the optimum operating current density, Jop,

vary with frequency.
18 l86 Their values are given by

184

ND = 4xlO 5 W 0/(37v e)

L = 37 vs/(2w o )

j = 90-9W

A comparison of typical V-I characteristics on platinum silicide

Schottky diodes before and after neutron exposure is depicted 
in Figure 120.184

This figure indicates that at low currents the voltage required to produce a

given current decreases with neutron fluence. At high currents tne situation

is reversed in that the voltage increases with fluence. The reason is that

neutron irradiation introduces traps which trap the predominant carrier

(electrons) and compensation occurs, i.e., the positively charged uncovered

donors are neutralized by the trapped electrons. (For a more complete

description of compensation the reader is referred to Section 4.2 on quartz

crystals.) This electron trapping lowers the punch-through voltage and causes

the current to increase at lower voltages. At higher current levels, the N
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Figure 120. V-I Characteristics of MSM.1 Baritt Diodes Before
and After Neutron Exposure. A
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region is depleted of electrons (by definition of punch-through) and the only

carriers available to be trapped are the drifting holes and, therefore, the

traps become occupied in the positive state. In effect, this increases the

uncovered donor density. Remembering that the definition of V2 is eND L
2/2c,

*the net effect is to increase the punch-through voltage.

Figure 121184 indicates the affect of neutron irradiation on the

microwave output power of a Baritt oscillator operated at a constant input

current of 15mA. The increase in power is due mainly to the increase in

operating voltage required to maintain a constant current. With further

increases in neutron fluence, the output falls off rapidly due to avalanche184
multiplication of the hole current. This phenomenon occurs when the

maximum electric field approaches the avalanche breakdown value of 2.8xi0
5

187
V/cm. A prediction of the fluence at which the falloff in power occurs

is given by
184

4 2Of = 4.8xlO o (n/cm

where ,o is the design frequency. Reference 184 indicates that use of this

equation for the device used to generate Figure 121 yields a prediction of

1.4xlO 15 n/cm 2 . However, when the quoted nominal value of frequency of

4.5 GHz for the design frequency was used a value of 2.16xlO 14 n/cm 2 was obtain ed.

It should be noted that the 4.5 GHz value was for nominal operating values

of 60V for the voltage and 15 mA for the current. The nominal output power
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Figure 121. Output Power From a 4.5 GHz Metal-Semiconductor-
Metal Baritt Oscillator as a Function of Neutron
Fluence.
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was 5mW. If the quoted value of 1.4xll5 n/cm 2 is used in the above equation,

the required design frequency is 29 GHz - roughly a factor of 6 above the

nominal value. Either the design frequency of the device in Figure 121 was

considerably higher than the nominal value, the operating conditions in the

test caused an increased in frequency, or the multiplier in the eqjation is

wrong and should be replaced by 3.11xlO 5. The situation is further complicated

by the fact that the derivation of the equation is not given in reference

184 and, as such, the authors view this equation with a great deal of caution

and misgivings.

In any case, Figure 121 does indicate that Baritt MS'M diodes should
be unaffected by neutron fluences levels below l1l n/cm 2 . Thus, it would

appear that they can be used in neutron tolerant microwave oscillators.
184 ,180

In addition to being neutron tolerant, Baritts are also low noise devices.

The same cannot be said for Impatts. Impact ionization is a noisy mechanisrn.

The discontinuous creation of mobile charges results in the discontir jcs rise

and fall of the space charge in the base region. When Impatt oscillators are

working at their optimum condition as feedback devices (i.e., at their resonant

frequency) the noise is very great because of the violent fluctuations of

current in the ionization region. For silicon Impatt diodes, the noise can
153

be as large as 40 dB. By comparison Baritt diodes are neutron tolerant as

are Impatts but have the advantage of being low noise devices.

However, the effects of dose rate on the performance of Baritt

oscillators cannot be ignored. Table 45 shows the results of transient ionizing
189

radiation exposure on a variety of Baritt diodes. The characteristics

of these devices in a benign environment are listed in Table 4b. The diode
184

labeled Ch was that used to generate the neutron data. The junction of

importance is, of course, the injecting contact (i.e., the forward biased

junction). Thus, the diodes, Sl and C4, are similar to the Ch diode in that

they are flat-profile Schottky diodes with characteristics that bound those

of the Ch diode. They are dissimilar in that they have chrome-gold junctions

while the Ch diode has a platinum Schottky junction. The diode A4 has a

different device design which was proposed in Reference 190 but it still has

a chrome-gold Schottky contact. The notation, MNvP+, used to designate this

device has not been explained in the literature. However, it should be

2 25A f
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Table 45. Effects of Dose Rate on Baritt Diodes

Characteristic Ch (2) SI C4 + A4 +
Type MNM MN P M1P W;MP

+  
P NP

Bias Circuit Impedance
(chns\ 500 500(5000) 50010''00O) 30" '

Air-filled or Vacuum Cavity air air* vacuum vacul-m vazu
Dose rate for dB drop in

power (rads/sec)(rormali-

zation dose rate) 2 x 10 1.3 x 10 10 I0 2 x 107
Measureable c.arge storage Yes Yes No No Yes
Storage time at 109 rads/sec

(nsec) 125 200(300) - 500',125)
Meas red potocurrent at

Oraislsec (mA)9  16 15 0.7 2 30
Voltage drop at 10 rads/sec

(V) 20 4(14) 0.3 (2) < 2 17(32)
Measured Secondary Photo-
current I at 01 rads/sec 16. 15. 0.7 2. 30.(mA%) ' 6 5 .72 0

Calculated Pri-nary phcto-
current Ip at 109 rads/sec(mA ) 3.1 9.5 0.75 2.4 0.59

Extrapolated I at
dose rate for 3dB
drop in RF power (mA) 3.2 2.1 0.7 2. 0.6

is at dose rate for 3dB
drop in NF power divided
by nominal operating bias
current (later given in
Table 06) o.23. 0.12 0.,04 0.07 0. '.

Soe vacuum tests were taken with no appreciable change in characteristics -ider radiation.

Table 46, Baritt Diode Characteristics in a Benign Environment
Diode

Characteristic Ch(2) S C14 DI+ + 4* ,*

Type %NM Ml"p +  MNP k'; v P P ",Tye 2 [4 [4 [4 p 4Area (cm) 4.o x 10.- 9.0 x 10 1.8 x 10 3.5x IC * .4 x.o
Dopirg Conc. (cm"3 ) 5.6 x 10 5 x 1014 I x lOr i0 , 1 1-  2 x 10'5
Thickness (Wm) 12 16 6.2 1, ).2% 1.3
Nominal Operating Voltage (V) 60 80 33 .0
Nominal Operating Current (mA) 15 18 1') 10 14
Ntminal power "  (mW) 5 7 2 3
Notdnal Frequency (GHz) 4.5 2.5 6.5 6.5 8.9

First number refers to N layer and second refers to v layer.

cw power, although some diodes tested with pulse bias in Irradiation testirg under vea: .m
at identical pulse power levels.
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noted that doping concentrations fall from a value of 1016 cm- 3 in the N

layer to 1O14 cm"3 in the v layer. In addition, the thickness of the v layer

is 9.2pim while the thickness of the N layer is 1 pm. The four diode types;

S1, C4, A4 and Dl; had various chrome thicknesses on the Schottky contacts
1 89

which resulted in slightly different barrier heights. 19 1 All the devices

were oberated in the continuous wave (CW) mode at room temperature in evacuated
189

cavities.

As indicated in Table 45, the RF output power of all the diode types

is reduced by dose rate. The reduction increased with increasing dose rate

with the dose rate required to reduce the RF power by one-half (i.e., 3dB)

being listed in Table 45. The RF power is quenched entirely at a dose rate

which is dependent upon the junction characteristics. Figure 122 indicates

the normalized RF output power during a radiation pulse (power during the

pulse divided by the pre-irradiation power) versus the normalized dose rate

(dose rate during the pulse divided by the dose rate required to reduce the

4, C h
C 44

0 A4

0"6 - DI

06

_J

0-1 0-3 1.0 30

NORMALIZED DOSE RATE

Figure 122. Normalized RF Output Power as Function of
Normalized Dose Rate for Five Types of
Baritt Diodes.

RF power by one-half). It should be noted that all the diodes have similar

drops of the normalized power with normalized dose rates, even though the

dose rate required to produce a 50' drop in the RF power varied by a factor

Al:
227 ~ . ~ '



of 50 (2xlO 7 rads (Si)/sec to 109 rads (Si)/sec as in Table 45).

It must be mentioned that the RF power remains reduced after the

radiation pulse (pulse width of 100 msec) for approximately 500 nsec in

some diodes. Other than this temporary reduction of RF power immediately

after the pulse there are no permanent effects which have been observed in

Baritt diodes (as have been observed with Impatts 1 72' 174). All the]

oscillators returned to their pre-irradiation characteristics within 1 micro-

second after the end of the pulse. The amount of time that power remained

reduced is independent of the relative positions of the bias and radiation

pulses but does depend on charge storage. 18 9 The charge storage is related

to the injection efficiency of the injecting contact. The time the reduction

persists increases as the injection efficiency increases. The time tne

characteristics of a Baritt diode are perturbed by the radiation pulse will

be reduced for Schottky injecting contacts with low injection efficiency.
1 89

This ends the discussion on Impatt-like devices. In conclusion

it can be said that these devices will be affected by threat levels of

radiation. Impatts seem to be the only device types that will suffer

permanent effects. The next class of microwave semiconductor devices to

be discussed is Gunn diodes.

6.2 Gunn Diodes

The semiconductor devices which have been discussed up to this

point have been junction devices, i.e., the properties of the devices depend

on the properties of the p-n junctions within the device. Gunn diodes do

not depend upon juncticn properties but rather upon the properties of the

semiconductor material itself. The microwave oscillations occur in the bulk

of the semiconductor rather than in the junction. This effect was first
192

discovered by J. B. Gunn in 1963 while investigating n-type GaAs. It

was found that, upon reaching a threshold field value in the neighborhcod

of 2 to 4 kV/cm, random noise-like oscillation- appeared in the samiple

current with amplitudes on the order of an ampere, For shorter samples

(below .2 mm) the oscillations of some of the samples became coherent with

frequencies of several gigahertz. The frequency was determined mainly by

the sample and not by the external circuitry. The period of oscillation

was approximately inversely proportional to the sample length which indicates
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Figure 123. Current Versus Time of n-type GaAs. Lower
Trace: 2nsec/cm, horizontally; .23 amp'cm
vertically. Upper Trace: expanded view of
lower trace.

a transit-time effect. 192 This behavior is depicted in Figure 123.192

By measuring the potential distribution along a GaAs sample, it has been

established that a marked electric-field inhomogenity was moving from the
194

cathode to the anode in a cyclic manner.

The bulk effect that lies at the root of the Gunn effect can be

explained by the so-called transferred-electron effect. 1 95 196 This effect

was proposed one to two years prior to Gunn's observation and contained

all the essential details for an explanation of the effect.
19 3'19 7

Transferred-electron devices utilize a relationship between the electron-

drift velocity and the electric field of the form depicted in Figure 124.198

This effect is well documented in the literature and verified many times from
199- 204

both a theoretical and experimental standpoint. As indicated in this

figure, the drift velocity increases linearly (ohmically) with the electric

field starting from the origin. However, it passes through a maximum at

a threshold field ET. There is a region of negative - differential mobility

beyond ET where the drift velocity falls asymptotically towards a valley

velocity, vv *

This phenomenon is very coirplex and a detailed description is

well beyond the scope of this study. Suffice it to say that the effect is

a consequence of the many valley conduction band structure in GaAs and
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Figure 124. Electric Field-Dependent Average Drift
Velocity of Electrons in n-type GaAs.
Experimental Values (.--) From Reference

199 and Theoretical Values (- -) From
Reference 200.

other similar materials. An idealized illustration of two possibilities for

the band structure is depicted in Figure 125.153 In this figure, k is the

wavevector and E is energy. The lower band is the valance energy band, the

top band is the conduction band, and the two are separated, of course, by

the energy gap. In silicon the center energy valley is flanked by side

valleys that are somewhat deeper than the center one. On the other hand,

E E E

Conduction band

Energy gap

Valence band

-k A A

a) Silicon b) GaAs

Figure 125. Idealized Energy Band Structure for Semiconductors.

GaAs has side valleys that are shallower than the center valley. In the

conduction band, free electrons will collect in the lowest available level or

2 aQ

moor-
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Figure 126. Band Structure of GaAs.

energy state which in GaAs is the central valley.

The band structure for GaAs is depicted in more detail in Fiqure

126. 17As the electric field increases, the kinetic energy of the electrons

in the central valley increases. When the kinetic energy of the electrons

exceeds 0.36 eV, they have the additional choice of occupying energy states

in the satellite valleys.

In semiconductor physics it is customary to assign to the mobile

{ charge carriers an effective mass, m, which differs from the gravitational

mass, in0 , which for electrons is 9.108x10
2  gin. This effective mass is

introduced to allow for the influence of the lattice forces on the carriers.

For mobile electrons in GaAs, the effective wass , in1. in the central valley

has been found to be approximately .066 m .205,206 For reasons that are not

pertinent to this discussion, the effective mass of electrons in the satellite

valleys is a tensor. However, generally a mean value called the combined-

density-of-states mass, in2, is used and has a value of .85 mn0. 207,208 The

density of states, N, of a valley denotes the number of allowable energy

states per unit volume and energy intervals which are available to conduction

electrons, and is proportional to the effective mass raised to the three halves

power. The density of states ratio between the satellite and central valleys

is approximately 46. 193 Those electrons which have sufficient energy will

exist predominantly in the satellite valleys. As the electric field is
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increased further more electrons have sufficient energy for the intervalley

transition so more of them will occupy the satellite valleys.

As was mentioned in Section 6.1 on Impatts the electron mobility

is essentially a proportionality factor relating the average electron drift

velocity, v, and the applied electric field, E. The electron mobility in the

satellite valleys, t29 is smaller than that in the central valley, i by r,

factor of approximately 70 because of the higher effective mass and the stronger

scattering processes present in the satellites. 2 0 9  If the electron density

in the central valley is n, and in the satellite valleys is n2 then the mean

drift velocity is given by

v = E =n +n 2 2)E

where n is the total electron density. The rapid growth of n2, in conjunction

with the fact that ,i is much less than '2' leads to the crucial result that

beyond a certain field value, the average drift velocity falls with increasing

field, i.e., negative differential conductivity is obtained. A popular na'.e

for the decrease in free electron velocity with increasing field is negative

differential mobility which would account for the decrease in velocity.

The material requirements, not all of which have been covered in

the discussion, for a significant transferred-electron negative differential

mobility are as follows: 9 7

1) The conduction band must have a many valley structure with E

the satellite to central valley energy gap in Figure 126,

being several times larger than the thermal energy (approximately

.025 eV at room temperature) in order to avoid populating the

satellite valleys at low values of the electric field.

2) E the energy gap in Figure 126, must be greater than E in

order to prevent impact ionization of electrons across E
9

occuring before intervalley transfer. I'!

3) The effective mass in the satellite valleys must be appreciably

larger than that in the lower valley. Electrons with sufficient

energy to have the choice of occupying either valley will then

have a much greater probability of occupying the satellite valleys
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owing to their relatively high density of states.

4) The electron mobility in the satellite valleys must be much

smaller than that in the lower valley.

5) Transfer of electrons between the valleys must occur over a

small range of electric fields.

If an attempt is made to apply a d.c. potential to the terminals

of a piece of n-type GaAs so as to produce an electric field in the negative

differential conductivity region there is a tendency for the material to form

high and low field domains within itself. Essentially a sarmple with velocity-

field characteristic shown in Figure 124 is thermodynamically unstable when

biased in the negatively sloped portion of the curve. The most favorable

state energetically is reached if, instead of having a homogenous field

distribution over the sample length, the field splits into a high-field region

and a low-field region. 19 7  In the high-field region or domain tne field terds

to a value which, in general, is in excess of the peak field, E , of the E-V

characteristic curve and the velocity declines. However, the field outside
197

this high field region declines.

Poisson's equation demands that at the interface of the regions

with differing field strengths, there must exist space-charge layers (i.e.

space-charge dipole domains). The dipole domain is composed of an accumulation

Dwarce XI

Figure 127. Numerical Simulation of the Gereration and Propagatinr r a 
Dipole Domain Through n-Type GaAs. Time 3etweer Successiie
Vertical Displays is 16i sec Where is t e Die'ec
Relaxation Time.
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1-yer which consists of mobile electrons and a Jopleti n layer ;.h, s i

of electrons. Since the domain consists of mobile e] t,.,ns it ,,ill s-,--ate

from the source and drift toward the drain. As the depletion layer reaches the

drain, the dipole will collapse and the system will recycle as indicated in
210

Figure 127. This figure is for the formation of single dipoles near the

cathode. The sudden collapse of the domain gives rise to a currert pulse at

the anode.

When a transferred-electron device is placed in a microv,3;e cavity

several modes of operation are possible. Three of the riore co:-"ocn m:odes will

be discussed: the transit-time mode, the delayed-domain mode, and the queche -

domain mode. In the transit-time mode of operatior, the frequency is deter-mined

only by the space-charge transit time across the device. Typical waveD,.-s are
197illustrated in Figure 128. In this figure, TD is the space-charge or domain

transit-time, VB is the bias voltage, VT is the voltage associated with the

threshold field for the Gunn effect, I is the current corresponding to the

peak of the v-E curve, and Iv is the current corresponding to the valley.

As indicated in Figure 128., the current spike occurs when a dcmain

enters the anode and the growth of the next domain is initiated at the cathode.

This is the form of the effect originally observed by Gunn. 192, 194 The phase

of the voltage with respect to the current depends on the impedance in the

resonant circuit, the load impedance, and the transit-time of the device. The

efficiency of this mode is low and the frequency is limited to the natural domain

Figure 128. Typical Waveforms for Transit-Time 'Mode
Operation of a Gunn Oscillator.
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Figure 129. Typical Waveforms for Delayed-Domain Mode
Operation of a Gunn Oscillator

transit-frequency. Usually this lies between 7 and 25 GHz.211

The transit-time mode of operation is one in which the voltage is

always above the threshold. Because of jitter in the formation, drift, and

extinction of domains, this mode is the most noisy of all the operating modes.

Better oscillator performance is obtain by controlling the formation and/or

the extinction of the domains with the external circuitry. In the delayed-

domain mode only the domain formation is controlled. Typical waveforms are

illustrated in Figure 129.197 The notation in this figure ;as tie sa:e

meaning as in Figure 129. For this mode, the circuit Q must be large enough

and the load impedance small enough to allow a sinusoidal voltage waveform

with a large enough amplitude at the device's terminals so that voltage falls

below the threshold for a portion of each cycle. The domain trdnsit-time miust

be less than the resonant period, TR9 of the tank circuit so that the domain

may be extinguished at the anode while the voltage is below threshold. The

formation of the next domain is not initiated until the voltage rises above

the threshold. During this delay period, the diode behaves as a resistor.

The efficiency is higher than for the transit-time mode since the current is

above Iv longer than for the transit-time mode (compare Figures 128 and 129).

If the ratio of Ip to I v is two, the efficiency can be as great as 7.2..2 12

A further advantage is the controllability by the circuit subject to tne restric-

tion that
19 7

2T D > TR > TD

The quench-domain mode operation relies on the fact that the traveling

dipole domain is annihilated if the voltage across the sample drops below the
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Figure 130. Typical Waveforms for Quench-Domain Xode

Operation of a Gunn Oscillator.

domain sustaining value VS. 213 The domain is essentially quenched in flight

but the next one is not formed until the terminal voltage of the device has

risen to the threshold. Figure 130197 depicts typical waveforms for this mode

of operation. Frequencies higher than the transit-time frequency can be

generated. However, the high-frequency limit for this mode is not irhiz,

but is limited by the time, Ts, required for domain formation and extinction.

The frequency constraint is approximately
19 7

2TD > T R > T

Thus the frequency can be controlled over a wider range of frequencies in this

mode than in the delayed-domain mode. The circuit requirement is that the

load impedance be reduced so that the terminal voltage falls below Vs during a

portion of each cycle. This mode is not as efficient as the delayed-domain
197

mode with a maximum predicted efficiency of approximately 5

Another mode of operation is the limited space-charge accimulation

(LSA) mode. This technique avoids the domain-formation and transit-time effects.

It results in a substantially homogeneous electric field over the sample.2 14

In this mode the conversion of the d.c. power conveyed to the device into a.c.

power is achieved by the negative differential mobility of the invij1 electrlns
rather than by the movement across the sample of space-charge bunches as in

193 peitd 215

the case of the dipole-domain mode. Efficiencies as high as 18 are predicted.

This mode of operation differs significantly from the Gunn effect in that a

dipole domain is never formed and the accumulation layer is quenched after it

has been initiated, grown, and moved toward the cathode. A detailed discussion

of this mode is even more complex than the Gunn effect because it involves

236
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accumulation-layer dynamics since, in contrast to dipole domains, the accu-ula-

tion layer is never in a steady state. Suffice it to say that devices are

operated in the LSA mode because of their high frequency and efficiency.

As a brief digression, the discussion on the operation of Gunn

diodes would be incomplete without mentioning the work contained in reference

216. This was the first explaination of the mechanism which causes the Gjn!-

effect. Essentially, this reference couples the prediction in reference 196

of the existence of field-induced "transferred electrons" effects which could

lead to negative differential mobility (NDM) together with the conclusion found

in reference 194 that the presence of NDM could cause homogeneous material to

become heterogeneous. The explaination of the Gunn effect was formed by the

joining of these two separate pieces of information. The theory was later

verified by an examination of the threshold voltage as a function of hydrostatic

pressure 2 17 (the intervalley separation energy varies with pressure). The

threshold voltage decreased with increasing pressure and vanished completely

at 26 kbar. In another experiment, the intervalley separation was varied by

varying x in GaAsx P 1-x 8 As x decreases from 1.0 to .5 the intervalley

separation decreases from 0.36 eV to zero. The threshold voltage disappears

at a value for x of 0.52. These two experiments left little doubt that inter-

valley transfer was the mechanism responsible for the Gunn effect.

Gunn and Gunn-like devices (i.e., transferred-electron (TE) devices)

are appearing in a number of electronic systems. However, in many applications

they have to compete with other microwave devices such as Impatt, Trapatt, and

Baritt diodes; bipolar or field-effect transistors; or electron tubes. Table 47219

compares TE devices with each of these device classes. As is indicated in this

table the strengths of TE devices are their low noise properties and low bias-

voltage requirements in moderate power continuous wave applications and their

high peak power available in pulsed operation. However, this is in a benign

environment and their performance is degraded in a radiation environment.

Similar to other bipolar devices, these devices experience two types

of radiation-induced effects: displacement effects caused by neutrons and

ionization effects which are related to either total dose or dose rate. Neutron

irradiation results in three main effects on the Gunn diode efficiercy:
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Table 47. Comparison of TE Oscillators (TEO) and Refilection-Ty.-e
Amnplifiers (TEA) with Other Microwave Devices

(a) State of the Art of TEostStre'"' l's ej knWs"Cs

IM \I,..\ IT I ,,,r n'eLcwcr C Mt.' sP

diodeg I her p l osker 1ower

Low er bias soliage

T R *\ P'AT7 I ns e ise Lo.c e" picd po-er ad 'I
diodes Il h~er dkut\ -,% e operalon ellicc'

flilier frcqiie'i% operaiton Lc- lcwricratresi C
Lowij bias \oitage 6a A' Si

L'S

Transistors Illhcr fr 1 'ir. pration No C \k I. & S rnd c.
1 Ii4licr Pi:1CJ powker 6a'\s i g Si
Less comnplicated stru,:.ire

I'S

Tubes Lonler life, more relihile I owekr powecr .1 r unc
Fqu,1% 1islnt noise performance Less temiperature 'I ab"e
lowker bias %oli.~e
Simpler power supplies

BA R RIT dodecs Ifiigher power and clliie:ics Ga s Si

(b) State of the Art of TFAi (retlection-tspe)

Strengths Veak resses

LS

I\I PAT1T Greater baitdwiJth Lowker C 'A C!1150iencs and

ampliters; Fi,,e gan-adwidth product) powker
Mi0re linear
Lower it i e
\kider .. naniie range

V-S

T R.AIPA T- i uch reaier bardwidth Mit 5  lower pu:sed posecr arnd
iurphtiers (Ilu,li hi41,r gain-bandwidth cliic

product) No L IIIf- or L-hand operation
Much more linear Ga As I Si
%ILitch l's. er rise
Wi ~h icr Ji' ,arnie ranize

II igher reio."Per~ition

Transistor Greawe binds. idt sistrrtt de ic:e
amplifiers F Ilhe gxn wdtdih product) Ga AS i Si

Hligher piser Ini C. V and
KU bands

Tubes Longer lie More reliable Less power and Clc
Low b'ias .0 l age Less tempera' .rc
Simpler power SUPPlies

HA.RIT-T-diode Cireater bandwidth (igher Ga -s tVSi
ampliiersgain-hands. t produil)

Higher power and etliency
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where p is the initial carrier mobility. Using this parameter the mobility can

be expressed as a function of neutron fluence by

l = l (1 + bp) (29)

where Po is the initial or unirradiated carrier mobility and , is the mobility

after irradiation. Equations 27 and 28 are reascnably accurate for chan;es in

n and p of less than 25.' but loses accuracy for large fluences.
22 2

The parameters, a and b, can be determined from conductivity and

Hall measurements. Data from references 222-225 was used in reference 222 to

generate the plot of a and b versus initial carrier concentration shown in

Figure 132.

Initia: Carrier n e t a 'n ': ' 1

Figure 132. Degradation Parameters a and b for 3,3:k
GaAs Versus Initial Carrier Concentration.

The equations for these lines are

a = 7.2x10 - 4 no-07

and b = 7.8xi0- 6  n- 0.64

The data for parameter a in Figure 132 lie closely along the curve

but the data for b shows considerably greater deviation. In fact, there is

some disagreement in the literature over the exact expression for b. References

222 and 226 agree with the above expression but reference 220 used Figure I 3

to obtain the equation.

0 ~ ~- ha/ NNNN
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Figure 133. Mobility Degradation Parameter Versus
Donor Density

3 )-l

b z 2.7(n o
1  (30)

The carrier removal rate can be determined by differentiating

equation 27 or
dn :-4 .23)
dn -noa -7.2x' 4 (no  (31)

How-.ver, empirical data from references 221, 227 and 228 yields a plot of

re7:.,al rate versus the initial carrier concentration depicted in Figure 134.

There is some disagreement since the equation for this curve is

dn _ 08x10 -6 n 0.4 (32)

Figure 134. Carrier Removal Rate Versus Initial Carri er
Concentration /

o41e:
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dn 1

This equation yields higher values of - than equation 31. For example at 101,
dn -1

equation 31 yields a value for -T of approximately 2.0 cm- while equation 32

yields a value of approximately 9.0 cm- 7. At higher fluences, the disagreement

is even greater. The bulk of the literature uses equation 31.

In any case, both equations do indicate that the carrier removal

rate depends on a fractional power of the initial carrier concentration. One

consequence of this dependance is that devices with higher initial carrier

concentration should withstand the effects of neutron irradiation better than

devices with lower concentrations. The carrier removal rate will be somewhat

higher but the fractional change, is proportional to n raised to a negative
dn 0

fractional power. Thus, n will decrease as n increases.
0

The same argument also applies to the neutron-induced mobility

degradation. This becomes apparent when equations 29 and 30 are converted to

a common form such as

b z An0
-B

where A and B are positive constants. Rearranging equation 28 for the change

in reciprocal mobility yields
(1 11 -

S(-) (-
j 0 n )

This indicates that the change in mobility will be less for devices with higher

carrier concentrations.

Some results for typical devices are shown in Table 43.220 Tnis

data includes one sample of a wafer that was preirradiated with gamma rays and
7p

then neutron irradiated. The dose level for this exposure was 8xlO 7 rads (GaAs).

In this table ND refers to the donor impurity density rather than the actual

carrier density, n, which is also listed.

The carrier removal rate for all the samples in Table 48 varies

between 4 and 5 cm-1. 2 20 This is consistent with results reported in other

work 2 21 '2 2 7-22 9for this initial carrier concentration. As indicated in this

table, the carrier concentration does decrease with neutron fluence. Unfor-

tunately, the neutron fluences in this table are above 1013 to 1014 n/cm 2 so

the data does not demonstrate the threshold effect. However, even though the
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spread in initial carrier concentrations between devices is not great, the

data in the table does indicate that devices with higher initial carrier concentra-

tions, no, experience less fractional losses in carrier concentration than those

with lower values of n Device 95C-1, with an initial value of 1.69xi015 cm
- 3

for n 0 , experiences a loss of .51 after being exposed to a fluence of 1.68xlO
2 15 -3

n/cm . Device 143, with an initial value of 2.13x10 cm for n , only
14 20

experiences a loss of .33 after an exposure of 1.66xi0 n/cm . Hence it would

appear that the percentage change in the carrier concentration due to neutron

exposure is very sensitive to the initial concentration.

As expected the data also indicates a decrease in mobility with

an increase in neutron fluence. In addition, the data also indicates that the

loss in mobility is less for devices with high initial carrier concentrations.

For the same two fluence levels as in the previous paragraph, device 95C-1

experiences a loss of 1261 cm2/V-sec which is 18 percent of the unirradiated

value while device 143 has a loss of 876 cm 2/V-sec which is 12 percent of the

initial value. Thus, devices with higher carrier concentrations experience

less mobility degradation due to neutron exposure from both an absolute and a

percentage standpoint.

The impact of neutron fluence on the doping profile has been studied

by measuring the carrier concentration versus depth profile. The results of

this work are portrayed in Figure 135.220 This data indicates that the doping

IQ 6 i

S /

o - O- - .- C-

0 0 ? C ' !4

Figure 135. Donor Impurity Concentration Versus Depth
Beforelind After Exposure to a Fluence of
1.5xlO I n/cm 2 .
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profile is essentially unchanged while the carrier concentration decreases c~e

to neutron irradiation,

References 230 and 231 indicate that a Gunn oscillator should cease

t oscillating when the doping-length product, n x 1 (where n is the doping density

and 1 is the specimen length), is less than roughly 5xlO II cm 2 . This would

imply that neutron-induced decreases in carrier concentration would lower the

n x 1 product until failure occurred. Output power does decrease with increasing

fluence with device failure eventually occurring between approximately 1013

2 14 2n/cm to 10 n/cm . In addition, data indicates a much higher n x 1 product

at device failure221 '227,228 than was predicted in references 2, r. 231. Tnis

data is depicted in Figure 136 in the form of the neutron fluence required to
produce a failure in the output power (i.e., oscillation ceased) vers~s initial

carrier concentration. This data indicates that carrier concentration depends

linearly on the initial concentration.

Device efficiency is also related to device failure and is influenced

by neutron irradiation. There are a number of factors which control the effic-

iency of a Gunn diode. The carrier-concentration and length product (n x l),23l

and the ratio of the peak current to valley current, a,232 are generally

2

Figure 136. Neutron Fluence at Device Power Failure
Versus Initial Carrier Concentration
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Figure 137. Maximum Efficiency of Gunn Diodes
Versus Neutron Fluence

220

considered to be important factors in determitinq the efficiency. For a specific

device, there is a value of the n x 1 product where efficiency is a maxi-um. As

the carrier concentration is decreased due to neutron irradiation, the efficiercy

falls and finally oscillation ceases. Figure 137 is a plot of the efficiency22022

versus fluence.220 The data that was used for this figure is listed in Table ,

The efficiency was reduced approximately 50- by an exposure to roug' 1y 1OI1 n/c;" 2 .

As was the case with Table 48, this table also contains data on a

diode (143B-14) that was irradiated first with gara rays and then neutrons.

The fficiency data of the two gamma irradiated diodes is also shown in Figure

137 where they have been plotted versus equivalent neutron fluence. Equivalence

in this case is determined by carrier removal alone. This essentially mears

that all the gamma ray induced degradation is assumed to be due to carrier removal.

This assumption is justified by the work in reference 233. As indicated in

Figure 137 the efficiency decreases linearly with carrier removal. The rate

for this decrease is consistent with failure resulting from too sm-all an n x 1

product. Thus, this curve gives an indication of the behavior of a device whose

only failure mechanism is carrier removal.

A comparison of the curves for the gamma-irradiated diodes with those

for the neutron-irradiated diodes in Figure 137 indicates that there are other

neutron-induced degradation mechanisms present in addition to carrier re:-oval.

2,416
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The efficiency, r, is related to the peak-to valley-current ratio, t, by the

2334
expression

r: +

Data for Ip, the peak current; Iv , the valley current; and t, their ratio are

listed in Table 49. It is evident in every case that , decreases with neutron

fluence. I is given by220
p ~I V= q.

p L

where VT = Gunn threshold voltage

q = electronic charge

A = device area

L = active electrical length of the device

Table 49 indicates that VT is relatively unchanged over a fairly wide

range of fluences. Figure 138234 also indicates this. The break poirt in the

curves which represents the onset of negative resistance that marks the onset of

the Gunn effect occurs essentially at the same voltage point. In addition, this

figure indicates I steadily decreases with fluence until the Gunn effect hasp
virtually disappeared in curve D.

In any case, for a specific device I is a function of only n, theP
concentration, and p, the mobility, since all other quantities are constants.

I VOLT/Cm !

CURVE A BEFORE EAPs,RE

CULRVE 8 AFTER NEo7PC% . LUENCE OF

209 O 0
CURVEC A R /26 . 0 c
CURVE 0 * AF'q 25 - 04 N/ /N

CURVE £ AF'ER 1 88 - I4/0

Figure 138. V-I Characteristics of a Gunn Diode After
Various Levels of Neutron Irradiation
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The valley current, I v , is given by

IV = nqvs A

where vs is the saturation velocity. It seems highly unlikely that neutron-

induced displacement damage would have any effect on the high-field phonon

scattering upon which vs depends. 2 20 Therefore

h V~nqjj"

.a = = ronstant x •

Therefore, a/, should be a constant with neutron fluence. This is borne out

reasonably well in Table 49 in the last column. Thus, the reduction in - is

related to degradation in the mobility.

In addition to the degradation in efficiency resulting from carrier

removal and changes in a, there is evidence in the literature that slow traps
220are introduced by irradiation which also degrade the efficiency. Unfor-

tunately, the data in the literature2 2 0 which dem-onstrates this effect is in

the form of oscilloscope traces which are completely obliterated in the

available reproduction processes. Therefore, a descriptive account of the

experiment and the effect will be used instead.

A bias voltage in the form of a double trapezoidal pulse with an

amplitude of approximately 50 V was applied to diodes that had been exposed

to 2xlO n/cm . The width was .3 ;isec at the base and .2 .sec at the top.

The time between the initiation of the separate pulses was asDroxi--ately .5

psec. The resultant power output of the devices was detected. The output

power from the first voltage pulse was initially high. Unfortnately, the

value was not given in the literature. After approximately 75 nsec, this

initial value drops to a value that was roughly 50 percent of the initial value.

The output from the second pulse degrades even more (roughly 65 percent) with

the initial output being reduced 50 percent when compared to the initial output

resulting from the first voltage pulse. Before the diodes were irradiated the

power output was constant during the voltage pulse and identical from one pulse

to another.

The behavior after irradiation is due to trapping of electrons in

the high field portion of the domain by radiation created field-dependent

249
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220
traps. The traps are filled during the initial part of the pulse by the

high fields associated with the moving dipole domains. As the electrons becore

trapped, the RF current and output power drop. 23 5 The diodes were also

subjected to multiple exposures of many double pulses with various time delays

between the indivudual pulses of each double pulse. A 3 Lsec lifetire was
220

measured. Similar experiments were performed on the gamma-ray irradiated

diodes. There was no indication of gamma-induced formation of slow traps.

Besides degrading the efficiency and, thus, the output power neutron

irradiation also affects the frequency of Gunn diodes. There is very little

data on this effect but what does exist indicates tnat fre -ercy will Ce

increased by neutron exposure. The data that does exist is shown in Figure

139.220, 226 The data for the diode 124B2-16 in Figure 139a is listed in

Table 49. The diode for Figure 139b had an operating frequency of 9 GHz ac a

bias voltage of 9 volts. The device temperature was not given. The frequency

+ '

6e~ +

0.00C tAOZ-14 AT 3AV 4,

Io( j.AT. + 25C¢

, .. * 7OC i

g~roo

04X

4EUTqON FLUiENCE (10 nicm2, E,1O xeV) ;,,4C' 4-*.1;

a) Reference 220 b) Reference 226

Figure 139. Effect of Neutron Irradiation on the Frequency
of Gunn Diodes
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behavior is not understood beyond noting that the temperature coefficient is

radically altered. 22 0 Apparently studies involving the sensitivity of the

change in frequency to the initial frequency or the mode of operation have

never been performed. The diode in Figure 139a was operated in the hybrid mode.

S No mention was made of the mode of operation for the diode in Figure 139b but

it was probably transit-time. In any case, it would appear that at threat

levels of fluence the frequency of Gunn oscillators will experience a significant

increase ranging from a few MHz to roughly 1 GHz.

Besides neutron irradiation, Gunn diodes are also susceptible to

transient ionizing radiation. As with any semiconductor, exposure to ionizing

radiation results in the generation of electron-hole pairs. Dose rate exposure

results in the production of photocurrents. Figure 140236 is a plot ot the peak

photocurrent that was generated in response to a 25 nsec radiation pulse as a

function of dose. The photocurrents are normalized to the Gurn tnres'iolJ c~rret

for each diode. The data in Figure 140a is for a number of diodes operating in

00 t0o
- *'0,ocE ,, 42 11,-ES- . '8

* :*c:ECPULSE 9 52v .,oN- c4NTY

* ~.C ~>:VJ54V
U

a 371V FLAT CA ITY

W 0

0 -

0. AOCVEF T,,PES~nLD cc

S,.OPE=06 D I0 PE,X

o'

W SLOPC S =0 6

0•

0a 1 000
I00 Ioo100 DOSE (, ad )

DOSE (rods)

a) Different Diodes in a High-Q b) One Diode in a High-Q and Flat
Cavity. Cavity.

Figure 140. Peak Photocurrent of Gunn Diodes Versus Dose
(Pulse Width of 25 nsec).
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a high-Q cavity at different voltages. All of these voltages were above the

threshold voltage. The data in Figure 140b is for one diode operated in both

a high-Q and a flat cavity. 2 36  The conductance data was taken below thres'Icl

and normalized to the conductance at threshold.

Figure 140a indicates that the peak photocurrent above the threshold
236

is independant of the voltage. This implies that the current-voltage

characteristic above threshold is saturated, even during irradiation. It must

be realized that since the pulse width was constant Figures 140a and b are

plots of photocurrent versus not only dose but also dose rate. Thus, the excess

carrier-concentration produced by radiation is directly proportional to the

photocurrent and must also exhibit a power law.to the 0.6 power of dose rate

as is the case with the photocurrent. The value of , (i.e., IT/Iv , the ratio

of the Gunn threshold current to the valley current) for diodes in the flat

cavity in Figure 140b is 1.6. In a pure Gunn mode t can approach two. Negative

resistance will be present only if IT is greater than I and a is greater than

unity. It can be shown that 2 3 6

G p / G T 
( 3.- - (33)

Ipp/IT a

where Gpp peak conductance

GT = conductance at threshold
I : peak photocurrent
PP

I T  Gunn threshold current

a = numerical factor :.8

The factor "a" accounts for the slight departure of the velocity-field curve

from linearity at threshold.

For the data in Figure 140b, the ratio in equation 33 has a value

of approximately 2.0 which means that t is 1.6. Since ct is greater than unity,

this means that even during the radiation pulse, the negative resistance a'1

the Gunn effect are not quenched. For the high-Q cavity, the value of -t was

found to be roughly 1.1. Thus, the Gunn effect is still present during radiation

and the number of carriers generated by the radiation pulse is given by2 36
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npp - k (- r)b -

where b z .6

k 3x10 9

= dose rate

Two modes of failure are associated with dose or dose rate exposure:

1) temporary cessation of output power and 2) avalanche breakdown when large

currents surge through the diodes. The first mode of failure is nondestructive

with a recovery time of 300 ns
234 '236 for Gunn os 'llators. Figure 141234

indicates the output power during and after a radiation pulse of 3A100 radsj,-as/ seL

~ 11cm OPZCN-A, OCrLcm

VER ' : 

HOITZSNTAL 2,".'M HORIZCNTAL 00, ,,t

(C)

a) Overall b) Expanded View of a)

Figure 141. Radiation-Induced Transients in Three Gunn Diode;'
Output Power for a Dose Rate of 3xlO 8 rads (Si)/sec

The recovery time, T D ) associated with this mode of failure is plotted in Fijure

142236 for a number of operating voltages. The data in this figure ,;as taken

from pulse-diode test results. The onset of this failure mode is lO9 rads(Si)/sec.

CW diodes exhibit similar behavior except that the effect first appears at ap,-ro.-

imately 108 rads Si)/sec.
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Figure 142. Recovery Time Versus Dose (Pulse Width of 25 nsec)
for Pulsed Gunn Diodes.

From Figure 142, the recovery time, T,, can be expressed as

T= c in(--d)

The values of "c" and "d" vary with the operating voltage and operational -ode

(CW or pulse). Table 50236 lists values of "a" and "d" for different vol-:ges

and modes of operation.

.Table 50. Factors For Determining tri Reco.er, Ti,ve

e0 ng

12 7,. 1V"

f; ?'is 7-.7 1

35 Pulse 1

The behavior is also influenced by the types of cavity. This can
236

be summarized as follows:

1) There is an abrupt termination and recovery, after T,, of the

output power in a high-Q cavity. This is illustrated in Fiq.jre

141. For a flat cavity, the output power degrades during the
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radiation pulse and then gradually recovers.

2) In a high-Q cavity the photocurrent seems to decay in steps and

after T D there is an abrupt drop. With a flat cavity, hov',e.er,

there is a more gradual exponential decay.

In the high-Q cavity, the mode in which the diode oscillates is

critically dependent on the RF impedance matching between the deice and the

cavity. During ionizing radiation, the carrier concentration is increases,

the RF current waveform changes, the diode suddenly becomes detuned and c.4tut

power ceases. The diode is still oscillating but the power is not coupled to

the output circuit. As the carrier concentration decays back to equilibri,-

the device will return to the original operating mode and the output power .will
236

resume.

With a flat cavity, there is almost no RF tuning and the output ower

and device current are determined mainly by the diode itself. Therefore, as

long as the device is oscillating, some output will be observed and the diode

current will smoothly follow the changes of the decreasing carrier concentration.

The second failure mode is associated with avalanche breakdown. It

is typified by the diode current gradually increasing to a large value and then

decaying. The threshold for avalanche breakdown varies from manufacturer to

manufacturer and with the mode of operation. The threshold for Monsanto diodes

is approximately 1 - 2xlO1 0 rad (Si)/sec whereas other manufacturer's diodes

had an order of magnitude lower threshold. This applies to pulse operated

diodes. Breakdown was not observed for diodes operated in the CW mode up to

5xlO0 rad (Si)/sec.236

It has been observed that breakdown occurs in some instances lonr

after the radiation pulse has ended. This suggests a thermal effect. Photo-

currents generated by the ionizing radiation increase the operating temperature

of the diode. This increased temperature can quench the negative resistance

phenomenon 2 3 7 and stop the formation of the domains. The large electric field

associated with the domain could then be trapped at the electrode and results

in the injection of large currents into the diode and hence, breakdown. The

increased temperature could also cause "hot spots" at localized imperfections.

The radiation-induced hot spots would explain the delayed breakdown since this
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is a heating effect which depends on the total integrated current through the

device. In addition, it has been observed that diodes which exhibit poor thermal
characteristics experience avalanche at lower dose rates. 23  The hardness of

CW diodes can be accounted for by noting that these devices are operated at a

much lower voltage than pulsed diodes. Therefore, the incremental heating due

to radiation-induced photocurrents is less.

The above discussion applied to Gunn oscillators. Gunn amplifiers

are, also, susceptible to the effects of ionization radiation. Similar to

oscillators, two failure modes have been observed: 1) transient cessation of

amplification and 2) destructive permanent failure. The threshold for transient
8 238

failure occurs at 2xlO 8 rads (Si)/sec. When the radiation pulse occurs, the

power drops - not to zero but rather to a value that corresponds to zero dB gain

(i.e., to the input power level). The output level remains at this low level

for a period of time called the recovery time and then returns to the pre-

irradiated value. The operating voltage, current, and gain also regain their

preirradiation values. Figure 143238 depicts the normalized output power (P/P
0

where P is the preirradiated output power and P is the output power after0

irradiation) and the recovery time versus dose rate. It should be noted that

at the highest dose rate depicted, 4xlO10 rads (Si)/sec, the off time was less

than 400 nsec.

Loo - 5GO

60'P-

20 - 020

0 S S ,' -SEC 100

Figure '43. Recovery Time and Normalized Output
Power Versus Dose Rate
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Figure 144. Peak Photocurrents in Gunn Amplifiers
Versus Dose Rate

The peak photocurrents induced in Gunn amplifiers by transient

ionizing radiation are plotted versus dose rate in Figure 144.238 This was

done for diodes biased above and below threshold. In this figure, the photo-

currents are normalized to their preirradiated operating values. Similar to

oscillators, the photocurrent and, hence, the radiation-induced excess carrier

concentration, is proportional to y*6 5 (.65 is the average of the two slopes

in Figure 144). The reader is reminded that for oscillators, the photocurrent

varied as ' .6 This behavior is believed to be due to a trap distribution in

the forbidden gap. 23 9 The photocurrent for the diode biased above threshold

is independent of voltage which indicates, as was the case with oscillators,

that the Gunn effect was not quenched by the radiation pulse.

The transient mode can be explained in terms of radiation-induced

excess carrier concentration. This essentially changes the electric field

distribution across the diode, reducing the negative conductance to zero. This

is depicted in Figure 145 for two different carrier concentrations. For the

diode that was irradiated (curve b) the region of the diode where negative dif-

ferential mobility exists (region of the curve between E and E2 ) has been

greatly reduced by radiation. The figure gives some indication that heavier

doped diodes will be more radiation resistant. Computer analysis for the field

distribution of curve b indicates that the negative conductance has decreased
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Figure 145. Electric Field Distribution Across a

Gunn Amplifier
a) n = !.2xlO 16/cm3, no radiation

b) n = 3xlO 5/cm3 , dose rate = 3.3x0 9 rads (Si)/sec

almost to zero and that the diode ceases to act as an amplifier.
23 8

Utilizing the data in Figure 144 for excess carrier concentration

as a function of dose rate, the gain of the diode was computed versus dose rate,

This calculation was compared with the experimental results in Figure 143. The

results of this comparison are shown in Figure 146.238 The results are in

4

3

10 100

RAIS /SEC 1 00

Figure 146. Gurn Amplifier Gain versus Dose Rate

o Calculated; • Experimental /7
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excellent agreement with one another which is a good indication that the transient

failure mode is the result of radiation-induced excess carrier concentration.

The second mode of failure is a permanent destruction of the device.

This destruction has only been observed at dose rates of 6xlO10 rads (Si)/sec

or greater for diodes operated at 12.5 volts or more.2 38 The failure is thou'ght

to be thermal in nature and the result of the large radiation-induced photo-

currents which induce thermal runaway. This effect has already been discussed

in the portion of the report on Gunn oscillators and, therefore, will not be

repeated here.

Table 51 is a summary of radiation effects on Gunn devices. This

data should be taken as indications of the radiation levels where problems can

occur. They should not be taken as damage or failure thresholds. There is not

enough reported data to justify a threshold. The data simply are order of

magnitude estimates of where problems can occur. However, given all of that,

it is apparent Gunn diodes will experience some difficulty in the scenarios
facing BMDATC-radars.

3able 51 . Surj-rari of Radiaticn f'ec:s on
Gunn Devices

Malfunction Radiaticn

Power Failure 10' O: n/cito

Temrporary lnterruiticn

Oscillators

CW 10' rad(Si)/sec

Pulse.d IC3  rad(Si)/sec

Ampliifiers 103 rad-Si),sec

Avalanche 3reakd:cn

Oscillators

CIA >5 x 10: rad&Si,,'sec

Pulsed i101 rad(Si)jsec

Asm lifiers 5 x 1O:' rad Si'sec
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6.3 PIN Diodes

Pin diodes are another class of device which may have a vulnerability

problem. The devices are attractive alternatives to the customary garnet and

ferrite phase shifters due to their lower cost, less weight, less volime, and

ease of incorporation in or interfacing with integrated circuits. One of the

most obvious applications is in a phased array radar system. A phased array

is, of course, a steered electronic antenna. Its pencil beam or multibea's

are focused by the phase shifters behind each radiating element. A phased-

array radar system can have many thousands of elements with a phase shifter

for each; therefore, it would seem that PIN diodes are promising candidates

for phase shifters in any phased-array radar system.

A PIN diode is composed of a lightly doped n-type regicn bounded by

a heavily doped p+ type layer on one side and a heavily doped n' type layer on

the other (i.e., p'nn+). The lightly doped n layer is generally referred to

as the i layer since under normal forward biasing the injected charge density

far exceeds the background impurity density.

The most lightly doped region (the i layer) of a PIN diode will be

affected by neutrons first while damage in the p+ and the n+ regions will

require much higher fluences.24 0  In the i region, changes in mobility, life-

time, and thermal equilibrium carrier concentrations are expected. At room

temperature and low doping levels, the primary scattering mechanism is inter-

actions with lattice vibrations. Defect concentrations of approximately 2 xl015

cm-3 are required before defect scattering becomes important. Assuring twc
2 15 2 .

defects per n/cm , a fluence of 1015 n/cm is required to significantly affect

mobility. 240 In addition, reduction of thermal equilibrium carrier densities

by carrier removal in the i region is not significant since the cond~ctivit',

of the i region is due to injected excess carriers. The most sensitive par-a-

meter of PIN diodes to neutron irradiation is the lifetime of injected carriers.

In fact, all the observed changes in the diodes are due to charges in carrie-

lifetimes. 2 40 The carrier lifetime as a function of neutron fluence can be

expressed as
2 4 1
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+ K; (3)

where r0 = initial lifetime

, = neutron fluence
K = damage constant

The reader is reminded that this is the same equation that a:zeaed in the

section on R1F devices. The value of K apparently depends on the netron svecz.-.. .
For 14 MeV neutrons, K has a value of 3.8x0 - 7 cm2 /n-sec242 and for 1 'e.'

neutrons, the value of K has been determined to be either 1.9x0 - 7 c 2 /n-sec2 12

or 1.75x10
- 7 cm 2/n sec. 24 1

The degradation of lifetime due to 14 'IeV neutron irradiation is

plotted in Figure 147 242. There were 56 experimental diodes in this figure 7f

various intrinsic widths and lifetimes. The initial lifetimes ranged from 2.5

to 20 .sec and the widths varied from 25 to 152 -.m. There were also 6 comrwe'cia',

devices in this figure. Manufacturer's data on these devices was not given in

i 
,E

Fi},_re 147. Degradation of PIN Diode Lifetime After
Exposure to 14 MeV Neutrons
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the literature. However, the intrinsic width was measured and found to be 152

pm. As indicated in this figure, the same damage constant of 3.9xlO-7cm 2/n-se-

gave a reasonable fit (error spread of 3 to 18--) for all for cur,,es sin, tre

lifetime equations. The three separate curves for the experimental diodes

t resulted from samples with three different initial lifetimes (25 usec, 55 usec,

and 125 ,sec). It should be noted that the curves converge as the neutron

fluence increases regardless of the initial lifetime.

In contract to Figure 147, lifetime degradation due to expos .ire to

1 MeV neutrons is depicted in Figure 143.243 The nine sarples ,ere of toe

same type as those depicted in Figure 147. At the last fluence point,
approximately 4.5xl0l3n/cm 2 , the lifetir;e had decreased to a value of 175

nsec. In Figure 147 the exposure to 14 MeV ne~trons degraded the lifet i.-e

to approximately I .sec. However, continuation of the 14 XeV i rradi..,tions

to the same fluence level as that in Figure 148 would have reduced tne 1ife-

time to values similar to that exhibited in Figure 147.

10 2

102 10,3

NE -I-,)N 'L-ENCE _

Figure 148. Lifetime Degradation of PIN Diodes Versus
1 MeV Neutron Fluence
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Figure 149. Lifetime Versus :Neutron Fluence For
PIN Diodes Irradiated with I MeV
Neutrons

Additional lifetime degradation for 1 ',eV neutron irradiation is
depicted in Figure 149. The damage constant was 1.75) 10-7cl- 2',n-sec i r D i

the data in Figure 148.

The forward resistance of the intrinsic region, R,, depends stron~gly

on the lifetime. The effects of neutron irradiation on low frequency Pl1% power

rectifiers have been examined with the conclusion that there will be an increase
in the forward voltage drop due to the decrease in lifetime. 2 44 Typical forward

voltage-current characteristics of the diodes are shown in Figure 1502,:C. in tr, is

. A -
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Figure 149. Lyifetim VeChrsusteuitroilce aI F ode

the data inloin Fiur 148.len
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figure the following definitions have been used:

RAD 1 = 2x1 3 n/cm

RAD 2 = 7xlO
13 n/cm2

RAD 3 = 2xlO
1 4n/cm 2

This figure indicates that at a particular current the forward

voltage drop across the diode increases with fluence. This is due primarily

to an increase in R. An expression for Ri is given by
24 0

2 kT

Ri  -- sinh tan- inh

where W = width of the i region

L diffusion length =

0 = diffusion constant

10= bias current

k Boltzman's constant

T = Temperature in OK

q = charge on an electron

Figure 151240 compares the result from this equation with empirical

data. The value of T was determined using equation 33. The value of 10 was

held constant at 50 mA. As is obvious from the figure, the agreement is good

between theory and empirical data.

i -

K. L 75 LOO

Figure 151. Ri Versus Neutron Fluence
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An increase in Ri, of course, means an increase in the insertior loss.

The microwave insertion losses at various 14 MeV neutron fluence levels have

been reported for three phase shifters designed to produce phase shifts o' 45

900 and 1800 respectively. The results are listed in Table 52.243 The phase

shifter designed to produce a phase shift of 45 was the least sensitive to

neutron irradiation.

Table 52

Increase in Insertion Loss of Microvave Circjits
Versus 14 MeV ,Neutron Fliences

(n/cm 2) 450 (dB) 900 (dB) 1800 (dB)

6.43xi0 I0  0 0 .05

4.64x10 I I  .05 .14 .15

8.95xi0 I I  .11 .32 .28

l.46xi0 12  .125 .59 .6

Table 52 was only for three phase shifters. In addition, the data

on 56 discrete diodes, themselves, have been reported and is listed in Table
53243 The comparison between the effects of 1 MeV and 14 ,eV seems to the

Table 53

Average Insertion Losses for lesa PIN Diodes
Exposed to Neutrons

Intrinsic Unirradiated (n/cm 2 ) Irradiated Increase 1
Width (pm) Loss (dB) Loss (dB) Loss (dB)

56 .38 1.39xlO 12 (14 MeV) .39 Detectable

56 .38 1.26x10 13 (1 Mel) 1.0 .66

56 .38 4.4x10 13  (1 MeV) 1.6 1.2

* 112 .55 1.39xi0 12  (14 >.1eV) .6 .06*

* Approximately within the accuracy of the measirerent.
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authors to be inconclusive as does the effect of increasing the intrinsic width.

It would appear that the only conclusion that can be drawn is that increasing

the fluence above 1013 n/cm 2 results in a large percentage increase of insertion

loss. Figure 157 indicates that R. and, thus, the insertion loss does
increase with neutron fluence. Failure is, of course, a system rather than a

device concept. Reference 240 has determined the fluence required to increase

Ri to 1: for a damage constant of 1.75xi0
7 cm 2/n-sec and 10 = 5 >2. Tle

results are depicted in Figure 152. This figure does demonstrate that hardness

increases with decreasing width of the i region. However, the width of the i

region can only be decreased so far since the avalanche breakdown voltage

decreases with i region width. However, reference 242 does indicate that

devices with an intrinsic region width of 56 ,m and lifetimes of 6 -sec can be

built with acceptable breakdown characteristics. The general practice is to

us the minimum i region width without going into avalanche breakdown.

I

I IN '-;S Q SE' 'o

- 11

, t ,I

1 0 0 ioi 0 1 :3 10 i ' "

# * euIr~ I

Figure 152. 1 MeV Neutron Fluence Required to Increase P.
to I,- versus Width of the Intrinsic Region 1

In the discussion two slightly different damage constants have been

determined: one for 14 MeV neutrons with a value of 3.8xi0 - 7 cm2/n-sec and one

for 1 11eV neutrons with a value of 1.9xi0 7 cm2/n-sec. This just means that

14 MeV neutron are twice as effective in producing damage as 1 MeV neutrons.
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Figure 153. Decrease of PIN Diode Lifetime After Exposure
to 6 0Co Gamma Rays.

This would also be expected for gamma ray exposure. Gamma rays whould be

much less effective in introducing defects than neutrons. Figure 153243

illustrates the effect of gamma-rays on the lifetime of PIN dicdes. It should

be noted that the conversion factor that was used to convert cm2 /-sec to

cm 2/rads(Si)-sec was 2.41lD9 photons/cm 2-rad(Si) (see Table I in section 2.0).

The factor that was used in reference 243 was 1.8xlO 9 photons/cm 2-radSi).

In addition to the diodes that were exposed on y to gamar3-rays,

Figure 153 also contains data on diodes that were used to generate Fiqure 14'.
12 2The diodes were exposed to a cumulative 14 MeV fluence of 1.39xl1 2 n/cm and

then given the gamma-ray exposure shown in Figure 153. It should be roted that

the gamma-irradi3ted or 14 HeV neutrons plus gawiia-irradiateJ diodes clearly

exhibit the same practical limit of 1 Lisec. This means that an exposure of

approximately 108 rads(Si) was not su f.icient to appreciably degrade the neutron
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eyposed samples beyond the 1 Psec value which had alreay been attained due to

neutron exposure.

As discussed in section 2.0, gamma-ray exposure introduces point

defects involving a few atoms. Neutron exposure, however, introduces cluster

defects involving hundreds of atoms. The curves in Figure 153 indicate the

distinct difference in the cluster type of defect damage as compared to point

defect damage. The limiting lifetime for gamma-ray irradiation from Figure 143

is 1 usec. For neutron irradiation from Fiqure 148, the limiting lifetime is

175 nsec. Thus, the limiting lifetime for gamma-ray exposire is consider-ably
greater than that for neutron exposure. The difference, of course, results from

the fact that clusters are more efficient in reducing the lifetime then are Doint

defects. A comparison of the damage constants (10-cm2 /-,.sec and 1.9xio-Tcm2/

n.sec) indicates that neutrons are 104 more effective than gammas in redicing

the lifetime.

Figure 148 also indicates that the degradation of lifetim- e is

saturating. This simply means that the lifetime will continue to deorade with
243

continuing exposure but in a practical sense the degradation is not significant.

Table 54

Darage Constants for PIN Diodes
Exposed to Neutrons and Ga-"ras

LIFETIME DAMAGE CONSTANTS REFEPNCE

K (14-MeV neutrons) cm2/n-sec 3.8xl0 7 I 242,243

K (I-MeV neutrons) cm /n-sec l.9xlO 7  2422a3

1.75xl0-7 240

K (60 Co gammas) cm2/y-sec Ix10-1 1  242,243

Table 54 contains a sumirary of the damage constants for all ty~es

of radiation. However, it must be remembered that these constants were

determined from the linear portion of the damage curve. Therefore, becaJse

of the saturation effects evident in Figures 148 and 153, the use of these
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constants in predicting damage for the higher fluences will overestimate the life-

time decreases and insertion loss increases. It is felt that the 14 "eV damage

constant has higher fidelity than the others. This stems from the fact that it

was determined on 62 diodes with intrinsic regions ranging from 25 .m to 152 .m

and lifetime from 2.5 ipsec to 20 visec. The 1 MeV neutron and gamma were not

measured on as many samples and, thus, may not have the same universality.

The above discussion indicates that PIN diodes are able to withstand

at least 1013 n/cm 2 and 108 rads(Si). Reduction in the intrinsic region width

will lead to increased hardness but peak power handling capability will be

reduced. In addition the radiation hardness of stacked diodes (i.e., two diodes

in series) will be greater than the level of a single diode with the same total

intrinsic width.

2
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6.4 Ferrites

As mentioned in the previous section, ferrites and garnets are

possible candidates for phase shifters in phased-array radars. As alluded to

in that section, they have certain disadvantages when compared to PlPi diodes:

higher cost, weight, and volume. But, nevertheless, they are candidates for

phase shifters and as such, merit some discussion. I
Ferrites are ceramic ferromagnetic materials with the general che'ical

composition MO-Fe 2 03 where !1 is a divalent metal such as iron, 2ana'ese,

magnesium, nickel, zinc, cadmium, cobalt, copper, or a combination of these. It

is interesting to note that lodestone is an iron ferrite or magnetite (FeO.Fe 203

or Fe3O4 ). Work in the field of microwave ferrities did not begin until 1949

when Polder first derived the permeability tensor which laid the foundation for

understanding ferrite behavior at microwave frequencies.
24 5

_456
Ferrites are cubic and have the spinel structure shc.n in i2Jce 154 ,

after the mineral spinel (MgAl204 ). In this structure, the Mg2 + ion occupies a3+
tetrahedral site since each is surrounded by four oxygen ions. The A! ion

occupies an octahedral site since each is surrounded by six oxyqen ions. This

is a normal spinel arrangement with the divalent ion (Mg2+) occuping a tetrahedral

site. There is an inverse spinel arrangement in which the octahedral sites are

%( .)
, .

Figure 154. Crystal structure of the Mineral Spinel
MgAl 204
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occupied half by divalent and half by trivalent metal ions.2 4 6

Rare earth garnets are of the general chemical formula 5Fe 20 * 3'.' 023 2 3
where M represents yttrium or some other rare earth ion ranging from sa a,-i,-

to lutecium. The garnet structure differs from the spinel lattice in several

respects. One of the chief differences being that the garnet has three types
of lattice sites available to metallic ions as compared to the two types of sites
in the spinel structure.2 47

Before discussing the susceptibilit. of these materials to radiation,

it is necessary to define some standard terms. Figure 155 is usef2l for this

purpose. The coercive force is the point on the curve labeled -H ard is thec
reverse H field necessary to bring the induction B to zero. The remanerce 3r
is the value of B at H=O. The saturation induction Bs is the limiting value

of (B-H) for large H.

Magnetic ferrites including both garnet and spinel structures are

susceptible to neutron radiation. The damage threshold 2 of these m'aterials is

10 12 /cm2 . The remanence and permeability, L , of these materials w411 be

reduced along with an increase in coercive force.

B
Br  B- + H

S

-HH

Figure 155. The Magnetization Curve or Hysterisis Loop.
H is the Coercive Force. Br is the

Rsmanence. B is the Saturation Inductance.
S
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However, this is a very large class of materials with pr3Pe'-ties

that vary widely. As would be expected within the ferrite class, there are

examples whose damage thresholds are several orders of magnitude larger than
12 21012 n/cm . Ferrites with rectangular hysteresis are not appreciably affected

by fluences up to 1018 n/cm . However, at this fluence ferrites with high initial

permeability may suffer a 20 to 30- decrease in low field oermeabilit. Te

hysteresis properties of yttrium- and sararium-iron c,3rrets are not ecte

by neutron fluence below 1018 n/cm2. However, at l0i n/cm2 these materials

experience a 30' increase in H and the remanence2
4 9

c

Thus, as with so many other materials, ferrites have a wide rar: e of

responses and the survivability of the system will depend to a great extent on

the proper choice of materials. The literature does indicate that ferrites

can be found that will be able to survive neutron fluences at the threat level.

In addition, the magnetic properties of ferrites are insensitive to dose and dose-

rate. 250

Thermal vulnerability of ferrites deservies so"e :ertio e-e- thi

was not an area of concern for the project. However, before discussing the

possible thermal vulnerability, it is necessary to briefly digress anJ give sc7-e

background. A substance is ferromagnetic if it possesses a spontaneo,]s maqretic

moment, that is, a magnetic moment even in the absence of an applied magnetic

field. The saturation magnetization, M s  is defined as the soentanecus magnetic

moment per unit volume. In the literature, the saturation flux density Bs5
47M s or even 4mM is often used. The Curie point Tc is the temperature above

which the spontaneous moment vanishes. The magnetic susceptibility, ,,, is

given by

M C

IT
where C is the Curie constant. The T temperature dependence is known as the

Curie law. The susceptibility above the Curie point is found by assu-'ing that
the Curie law holds provided the magnetic field is taken to be the sr.' ol the
applied field, H, and the Weiss field HE. The Weiss field is the equivalent of

an effective magnetic field, HE. which acts on the electron spins an.J tends

to make the ionic and atomic magnetic moments line up givin. rise to a

spontaneous magnetic moment and resulting in a ferromagnetic material. This
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results in the Curie-Weiss law
C

X - T -

To apply or carry this over to ferrites would require incorporating qjant'm

mechanics, domain theory, and spin interaction and that is certain;y beyon r

scope of this work. However, the above discussion does indicate the -

properties of ferrites should be dependent on temperature, should dete-irte

with increasing temperature, and should be dependent on the Curie poir.t of the

material.

For latching ferrite phase shifters, the stability of the hyste-resis

loop is of major importance. The remarence should be insensitive to sli-,t

variations in both temperatire and stress. The Curie ter.peratu,-e is often usel

as a rough guide to temperature sensitivity. Figure 156 indicates the variation

2000,

0LiTiZn Ferr' te
..5.0 YGd iFe Garnet

YAIe Garnet
.- Mgf.nAl Ferrite

- 1000

-100 0 100 200 300

T (°C)

Figure 156. M:lagnetization Versus Temperature of
Microwave Ferrites

of Ms with temperature for a number of ferrities and garnets. 151 The .,ngl

ferrite has the lowest Curie point of the materials shown ard is quite sersitive

to variations in temperature. Tie addition of Gd to YAlFe garnets flattens the
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H

Figure 157 Effect of a Thermal %r_1' t

on the Hysteresis Locc o" a
Microwave Garnet Toroid. T-e

Outer ,all is 20"C Colder tran
the Inner Wall

magnetization-temperature curve. Tne LiTiZn ferrite has the highest Curie *,oint

of the materials shown and has the best temperature characteristics.

The effects of stress resulting from a tem;perature g-adient bet..ee-.

the inner and outer walls of a square loop garnet toroid can greatly dete,-io-

rate the hysteresis curve. Figure 157 taken from reference 251 indica7es th-is

effect for a temperature grdient of 200C. It should be noted that the effect

is dependent on the temperature gradient and not on the mani tude of tne te:': e-

ature. As mentioned before, this project is not concerned itin therma 3l ef'fects

but it was thought that this information could be of use. in addition, it sno 0

not be inferred that all ferrites and g-rnets have such se,,ere ter-.perat re prc -

lems but only that such problems associated with tef.perature and the rate of tep-

erature rise can exist.

6.5 Microwave Transistors

The discussion on the nuclear vulnerability of classes o .:e;s t

may appear in Bl.DATC-radars would be incor-plete if it did not i3i sec:on on

microwave transistors. Due to its inherently high speed, Gas is ben- used to

fabricate more and more device types in this area.2 52 ,2 53 Nevertneles;. Ga-s

technology is still considered embryonic and it may be difficult to produce ,-eVicts
, 254

in quantity. There seems to be an oxide problerm, - certainly conrelted wit,.
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producing ICs. However. there is some indication tnat the probe:: is in tre process

of being overcom-e with the introduction in 1980 of a 1001 gate Gags IC Dj %c;,,el',

International .255 In addition, Rockwell has made a comitment to prcduce a 10,,3?

gate GaAs IC by 1983.255 Hence, despite its immaturity the proim-ise of this tecn-
256

nology is worth investigating since gigabit GaAs logic is feasible.

Present day GaAs microwave FET's are characterized by higher gaina

lower noise than any other device in the 4 to 20 GHz frequency ran-e and, at

quercies above about 6 GHz, are capable of greater power out il tran Si Dipolar

transistors.25 7 Perhaps of even more importance than the high speed ar, o,., p,-,,e

of GaAs is their excellent radiation characteristics. Studies nave fo~nd tat

radiation effects on GaAs FET's were negligible at total doses of 106 racs-;a-s)
and neutron fluences of 5 x 10l3n/cm2 148,253,258,259 or nigher. As aiscusses in.

section 5.2, the neutron level and total dose level, depending on device ,ara--etersl 15 c 2 7 . .

(such as channel doping level) can be as high as 105 n/c:" and 103 rads.,,,a-s,.

In fact, this is the only technology that has the potential of being inherently

survivable at the neutron and total dose levels mentioned in Volume 1.

However, a significant transient response problem has been rezcrted for

GaAs metal-semiconductor field effect transistors (>,ESFET) that have been exposed

to low total dose levels (approximately 100 rads(GaAs)) of ionizing radiation
pulses. 260 The dose rate was roughly 3 x 1lO1 rads(GaAs)/sec.

This effect involves the generation of long-term source-drain current

(Is) transients. The transient recovery times are a strong function of tem:.per-

ture. At room temperature they ranged from 1 to 70 sec while at 200CC they were

approximately 100 usec. Figure 158 depicts a typical response of a depleted mode

MESFET following exposure at 250C.2 60 The device was initially biased at 5510 i and

was driven into cutoff by the radiation pulse. Recovery to the pre-irradiation

level required more than SC seconds.

A FET with a high density of deep level electron traps within the de-

pletion region might be expected to exhibit a negative-going IDS transient re-

sponse (similar to that depicted in Figure 158) if subjected to a positive qate

voltage pulse when biased in a conducting state. During the voltage pulse, traps

within the depletion region are filled with electrons which tends to bias the FET

closer to cutoff after the pulse. As the trapped electron population returns to
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A. VERT 100-~A div B. VERT 100,A dv
HOP 5 iv HOP 1 5 iv

Figure 158. Radiation-Induced Transient I DS e spnse
of GaAs !ESFET D as

equil1 i bri um, ID decays to its quiescent level . 26 0  This si,. ply ; ;ealrs that oe-
havior such as that depicted in Figure 158 can also occur in a beni,-i enivironf-er-:.

GaAs MEScET's are currently fabricated by tv.c basic techr"; eS . The

first involves the forl-iation of tne MESFET structure within an n-typ-E sujrface 1 3y-
er implanted within tne semi-insulating Ga~s s~bstrate. In the secciten'2-e
devices are formed within a thin epitaxial layer either directly on t'-e substrate
or over a semi-insulating GaAs buffer layer. These configurations are illustrated
in Figure 159. 20Radiation data exists for both these structures.

a. Ion :rp~anted

N ~E .',

b. Epira~ual

Figure 159. Two Basic GaAs FET Configurations

Typical radiation response characteristics for an imlpl.41,-ed 'kE :CT

Moe/
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operating at various quiescent current levels are shown in Figure 16,' Tne

10 - -

I I

Off-

04 - 10 /PL1H

02

02.

0 10 20 31 40 140 6 (

Figure 160. Pulsed Radiation Response Characteristics of
GaAs MESFET's at Various IDS Levels

curves were generated by an exposure to a dose level of 1CC rads(Ga"s). The pulse

width of the exposure was 3 nsec. This, the dose rate was 3.3 x 10 10 radsSa.s):,sec.

As indicated in this figure the amplitudes of the I DS transients varied

from 90 - of IDS(0) at a quiescent current of .5 mA to less than 5- of IT S l a--

a quiescent current of 10 mA. It should be noted that other sam::ples biased at

.5 mA were driven into cutoff at these exposure levels.
260

The recovery time can be defined as the time for a 63: decay (dsr

1/e) of the transient. Using this definition the recovery times in Figure 160 are

between 10 and 14 sec. It should be noted that the temperature in Figure 160 was

25 - 270C.

Table 55260 lists the results of radiation testing of epi-layer power

MESFET's at 221C. The pulse width for each of the 9 exposures was 60 nsec. Shots

1 through 5 show the increase in peak transient amplitude as the dose level of each

shot was increased from 70 to 730 rads(GaAs) and the dose rate was increased fro

1.2 to 12.2 x 10 rads(GaAs)/sec. Shots 5 through 9 illustrate the pro,-essive re-

duction in the relative significance of this effect as the quiescent current is

increased from .5 to 100 mA. The applied gate bias, VG, was adjusted to reduce

the quiescent current to the levels shown in Table 55.

The recovery time is a strong function of temperature ranging from,

tens of seconds at room temperature down to roughly 100 ,sec at 200:C. Figure l6'l

xl
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Table 55. Radiation Test Data on Epi-Layer Power YIESFET'S

Shot Dose* I Dose V 'DS I IDs( pe(aky I -I

No. Rate (rads'GaAs)) volts) (mA) ;i-A)

1 1.2 I 70 -6.7 0.5 0.16 32

2 2.5 147 -6.7 0.5 0.18 36

t 3 5.0 300 -6.7 0.5 0.21

4 10.8 648 -6.7 0.5 0.23 46

5 12.2 730 -6.7 0.5 0.25 6

6 7.2 434 -6.35 1.0 0.39 39

7 18.0 1080 -5.1 5.0 1.35 27

8 14.5 869 -4.0 50.0' 3.0 6
II

9 16.8 1005 -2.0 ',10o.0 2.2 2

*Units are 109 rads(GaAs)/sec.

10 , 102
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a.) Ion Implantation Devices b.) Epitaxial Devices

Figure 161. Recovery Time Constant Versus Reciprocal Tem-perature
for GaAs FET's
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depicts the recovery time constants plotted as a function of reciprocal te'-pera-

ture for implanted and epi-layer devices. The data in Figure 161b lateled

MSC MESFET's is for commercial power MESFET's. As mentioned previously the data

labeled HJFET's is for some experimental heterojunction gate FET's. -LE is the

t activation energy or the difference in energy between the trap and the conduct-

ion band.

The response of the devices is attributed to negative charge tra;:.r1

near the FET channel region during irradiation. Tne trapped charge, which anneals

with a time constant that is characteristic of the trapping levels involved, acts

like an additional negative voltage in series with the applied gate bias whicn

tends to further pinch off the channel. 260

The FET response was usually dominated by a single trapping level

having an activation energy in the 0.73 to 0.80 eV range and a capture cross

section of approximately 10l- 4 cm2. Chromium, a known acceptor in GaAs, has

been reported2 61 to span an activation energy range of 0.56 to 0.90 eV. Activat-

ion energies of 0.57 to 0.90 eV have been reported 262 for oxygen in GaAs but tnis

center typically acts like a donor. The trap parameters for the FET co-pare
very favorably with those reported 263 for Cr-doped bulk material. Thus, there

is a strong possibility that the acceptor level and, hence, the transient respnse

is associated with the Cr center in GaAs. This would suggest that higher material

quality would resolve to a great extent the transient response problem of the

GaAs FET's.

One thing the above discussion does indicate is the importance o'

the processing techniques used in fabricating Ga's. These devices were fabri-

cated on a Cr-doped GaAs substrate. There was a deeper level trap (0.37 eY)

that was found to dominate the long-term response of GaAs NOR gate samples that

could have been introduced during the ion-implantation sequence. 260  Thus, there

is still a need to more closely characterize the samples that were used.

This ends the discussion on microwave transistors. Since tr-ese are

fabricated from what must be considered a very immature technology no attem ,pt has

to determine techniques that could be used to mitigate the effects that were men-

tioned. However, it is obvious that these devices will experience transient upset

at the threat levels which have been proposed for BMDATC-radars.
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7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

One of the most difficult requirements t ,,at ans systeimi tnat is Je;-,lo.-

ed by BC will have to meet is to survive the nuclear ervirc-,;:ents trat tne system

will be exposed to. It is not completely clear that the task can be done. It cer-

tainly can not be done unless the nuclear vulnerability issu.e is ad-es~e.1. This

does not mean simply generating the levels of the environ:-ents tnat the eq)r;ent

will be exposed to. In fact, this is the easy part of the orce:. Tne difficilt

part is designing and building a system that can survive an func-_icr in t-is en-

vironment. The problem is further comnplicated by the fact that the oerat:cnal

requirements necessitates the use of some state-of-tne-art coi'p onerits. In an,,,

case, the proper choice of the technology and the class of a device ..ithir, tnat

technoloy is crucial and must be considered the first step toward surviva_ ilit'.

Some technologies such as NNIOS simply can not survive the environm ent.

The object of this project was to identify the vu'nerability Of state-

of-art radar systems. The design of the system was not fiAed nor was tre c.arts

list. Thus, a statemTent concerning the survivability of the s:,stem- could nct be

made. Instead the assessment was based on technologies, .'aterials, and co :o-nnts

that are found in most radars. This identified those device classes trat soulI

be avoided (e.g., SCR's) and device or material classes that appeared s~su.eot

(e.g., quartz crystals, Teflon, Gunn devices). Hopefully, this will aid in ident-

fying those technology areas which need and would profit by a develo,,,ment effort

to provide survivable componentry when they are required (e.g., higher ;-,aterial

quality in GaAs FET's).

This project has attempted to describe to the reader the imact of

nuclear radiation on BMATC-radars. This report is not intend'ed to be a recine hr.

on how to satisfy the system's nuclear survivability requirei:,ents. No sin-,e ooc.-

ment could achieve this for all the classes of devices that could appear in a

radar system. Instead, the emphasis was placed on presenting as mucn of tre total

picture as possible with the realization that the study would be incor plete.

Design guidelines have been presented where they exist. It mist be

reme-bered that most components will exhibit some response to nuclear raoiation.

However, this does not mean failure. The nuclear-induced degradation can be

accounted for in the design margins. The guidelines should be used to helip miti-

260
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gate the effects of nuclear radiation.

As a final note, the reader is advised that a sumrary of this vo],T -e

is contained in the Executive Summary. A deliberate effort has been made to keep

this volume and the summary unclassified to facilitate its distribution. It is

hoped that this volume will serve as a source or reference book. Because of tnis

the reference list was purposely made as extensive as possible. Tne topics , hicr.
have been discussed are, of course, more completely discussed in the approriate
references. As a final comment, the reader who has persevered to tre erd of h:Ks

tome is to be praised for his stead'astness o purpose.
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Appendix A: Recormendations and Design Guidelines

A variety of recuinmendations and design guidelines have been presented

in this volume. It was felt that it would be useful to restate these in an

outline form according to the section in which they appear. No attempt has been

made to rank order these guidelines but rather list these as they appeared in

this volume. Where necessary a brief introduction has been inclided. In

addition, mention has been made of those guidelines which require czc trade-

offs.

A.1 Materials

It was not possible to cover all types and applications of materials

that could occur in a radar system. Instead, materials were divided, as in

Volume II, into classes according to their application or use in the system.

The division that seemed to be most appropriate was: (1) insulators, (2)

adhesives, (3) seals, (4) laminates, and (5) encapsula,,ts.

The recommendations in this section involve the use or avoidarce

of specific types of materials. As such, the three-le~e' classification scheme

of organic materials appropriate for each broad application category that was

developed in Volume II was employed. The first level was the preferred class.

This is the first choice and consists of the most radiation resistant materials.

The second level was the recommended class. This consists of raterials that

should be used only if all members of the preferred class have been found

to be unsuitable for nonradiation considerations. The third and last level was

the not recommended class. This is composed of materials that should be avoided

if possible. These materials should never be used unless test data on that

specific material indicates an acceptable radiation response. The range of

damage thresholds for each of these classes has been included as well as the

page number of Volume II where these recommendations have been made.

The exception to this is laminates. These materials consist of

combinations of fillers and binders and the list that classifies laminates

would be extensive. Instead a set of guidelines were formulated and are listed

in this appendix.
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Two general guidelines exist that apply to all categories of materials.

These are:

@ Maximize the use of inorganic rather than organic materials.

t s Avoid the use of halogenated materials.

The compilation of recommendations and guidelines will now proceed with specicics

for each category of materials.

A.1.1 Insulators

Insulators are composed of either organic or inorganic materials.

The general recommendation of using inorganic materials .herever prssiie ap- lie

here. When this is not possible, the following is a ranking of organic insulators.

Preferred Class: Polyester with mineral filler (Plaskon Alkyd),

preirradiated Kynar, preirradiated polyolefin,

glass filed polyester, polyvinyl floride (Tedlar)

Recommended Class: Bakelite, polyethylelen, polyvinyl formal (Corrrvar)

some forms of nylon, polyrrethyl metharylates,

polystyrene no filler

Not Recommended

Class: Teflon, polyvinyl chloride, Lucite, polyester with

no filler, Kel-F, polystyrene with black pigment

(Styron 475), butyl rubber, Neoprene

The damage thresholds are as follows:

Preferred Class: D.T. > 108 rad(C8

Recommended Class: 106 rad(C) < D.T. < 10 rad(C)

Not Recommended Class: D.T. < 106 rad(C)

where D.T. is the damage threshold. This same notation will be used fur the

rest of the material portion of the appendix. This category of materials is dis-

cussed on pages 9 through 16.
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A.1.2 Adhesives

This category consists of organic polymers. The ranking of adhesives

t is

Preferred Class: General class o phenolics, epoxy--henclics,

and epoxies excluding those epoxies using

dicyandiamide

Recommended Class: Neoprene R-phenolics

N1ot Recommended Class: NeopreneR_ NylonR-phenolics, cellulose adhesives

and epoxies using dicyandia,' de

The damage thresholds are as follows:

Preferred Class: 5xlO 8  rad(C) < D.T. < l09 rad(C)

Recommended Class: 107 rad(C) _ D.T. < 5xlO 8 rad(C)

Not Recommended Class: lO4 rad(C) < D.T. < 107 rad(C)

This category of materials is discussed on pages 16 through 22. It should be

mentioned chat there is very little distinction between the preferred and recom-

mended category in that both will easily survive the threat level environment

in any scenario. However, it is good engineering practice to use the most

radiation resistant material possible and, thus, it is still advisable to use

the preferred class whenever possible.

A.1.3 Seals

Seals are fabricated from plastics, elastomers, metals or a

combination of metals and plastics or elastomers. Metals are invulnerable to

radiation. However, their use in seals is limited due to their relatively poor

compressibility and elasticity. More seals are made out of elastomers than any

other class of material. Elastomers are rubber-like organic polymers and, as

such, are affected by radiation. The ranking of elastomers is:
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Preferred Class: Neoprene (chloroprenes), natural rubber con-

taining antirads, and threat sealant.

Recommended Class: Natural rubber without antirads, silicone, and

styrene-butadiene (Buna-S).

Not Recommended Class: Butyl, fluorosilicone, fluorocarbon (Vitron),

butadient-acrylonitrile (Buna-N), and polysulfide.I

The damage thresholds are as follows:

Preferred Class: D.T. > 107 rad(C)
7 -6

Recommended Class: 10 rad(C) > D.T. > 5xlO rad(C)

Not Recommended Class: D.T. < 106 rad(C)

Elastomers suitable for seals are discussed on pages 22 through 24.

The other class of material that finds some application as seals

either by themselves or in composite seals with metals is plastics. The ranking

of plastics commonly used as seals according to radiation properties is as

follows.

Preferred Class: Kynar and Polyethylene

Recommended Class: Nylon and Kel-F

Not Recommended Class: Teflon (TFE and FEP), and polyvinyl chloride

The damage thresholds are as follows:

7
Preferred Class: D.T. > 10 rad(C)

Recommended Class: 107 rad(C) > D.T. > 106 rad(C)
6

Not Recommended Class: 10 rad(C) > D.T.

The preferred and recommended classes for both elastomers and plastics suitable

for seals should survive the threat while the not recommended class should be

avoided. Plastics are discussed on page 25.
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A.l.4 Laminates

As mentioned previously a ranking of all the comnon laminates was not

feasible since there are simply too many. Instead the following guidelines have

been formulated.

For fillers

* Use inorganics

* If organics must be used, then choose synthetic materials.

* Avoid the use of cellulose materials.

For binders

* Avoid halogenated polymers

* Be guided by the recommended list for insulators

For laminated printed circuit boards

e Use a coating of either polyester or a silicone varnish

In any case, laminates in general should be able to withstand threat levels of

the environment. The exception to this is coperclad Teflon glass laminate which

has a damage threshold of approximately 10 rad(C). Laminates are discussed on

pages 25 through 32.

A.l.5 Encapsulants

The last application of materials that was considered in the study

was encapsulants. For this application, the mechanical properties are more

important than the electrical properties. The ranking of encapsulants based

on their radiation tolerance is as follows:

Preferred material: Polyurethane (Eccofoan FP and Hitco R),
polystyrene, phenolic, epoxy (Epocast H2E-
011, H2E-012, H2E-037; Scotchcast No. 3)

Recommended Material: Epoxy (insulating lacquer 1162; Epocast
202/9615, 202/9647, 202-11/9615A)

Not Recommended Material: Polysulfide (3C-737, Class A; 3C-7d7T,
Class B); silicon rubber (Q-9-0031-
1/2, Q-9-3C03-1/2, Q-9-005-1/2, RTV-
503, PR-1930-l/2, PR-1920-1/2, PR-1910-
1/2); silicon rubber primer (Sereral
Electric Co. SS-4C04; Products Research
Co. 1902)
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Encapsulants are discussed on pages 32 through 41.

There was one area that was discussed associated with propellants tor

the interceptor that deserves mention. An important ingredent in many propellants

is the fuel binder which is typically an elastomer or a plastic. Padiation could

lead to evolution of gas and loss of strength in the binder which can nave serious

consequences on the performance of the interceptor.

This finishes the listing of the recommendations and guidelines on -, at-

erials. It must be mentioned that these listings on materials as well as t;e

guidelines and recommendations for the other components discussed in this ip er, ix

should not be considered with the same degree of inflexibility as a specification

but rather as simply guidelines and indicators of potential problem areas. Speci-

fic examples within a class may have radiation properties exceeding those vhicn

have been and will be listed.

A.2 Nonsemiconductor Components

The components that were covered consisted of three classes: r2sist;rS,

capacitors, and quartz crystal oscillators. These components are usually igncred

in vulnerability assessments. However, at high exposure levels tnese components

exhibit some susceptibility to radiation.

A.2.1 Resistors and Capacitors

The neutron damage thresholds of some comrron types of resistors are

given by the following:

Camage
Resistor Type Thresholds

(n/cm2 )

Carbon composition loll

Metal film 3 x 10"'

Carbon film j1S

Oxide film 2 x 1012

Precision wirewound

Ceramic 5 x 10"

Epoxy 101'
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Besides neutron-induced degradation, resistors are sutjected to doue-rate

effects. The impacts are the generation of a replacement current, iR ' and a re-

duction of the effective resistance. This last effect is equivalent to a parallel

transient shunt leakage resistance, RS. The quantities iR and RS are given by

and ~ 2and i R= B 2i

The proportionality constants are given by:

B x 1013 B2 x 1- 12

Resistor Potting (kohrfs- (aros, .-
Type Conmpound Rad(C)/sec) sec'

Carbon Composition
(watts)

I Air (630 mm Hg) 2.1 0.7S

I Silastic > 4.3 0.5

1/8 Dow-Corning 200 > 1.7 3.C

Ceramic encased Paraffin >170.0 0.05

Metal film 1/8 watt Paraffin > 40.0 0.044

A more complete discussion on the effects of radiation on resistors is given on I
pages 43 through 46.

Capacitors are also susceptible to radiation effects. The parameters

that are impacted by radiation are the capacitance, the dissipation factor, and

the leakage resistance. For neutrons it is possible to form the following ranking.

Preferred Class: Glass, ceramic, mica.

Recommended Class: Plastic.

Not Recommended Class: Paper, paper/plastic, electrolytic.
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The damage thresholds are as follows:

Preferred Class, 1015n/cm2 < D.T. < 10l6ncr 2

Reconinended Class: D.T. = 2xlO 14 n/cm 2

Not Recommended Class: 5x0 13 n/cm2 < D.T. < 1042ncm

Some guidelines that will aid in the proper choice of capacitors are:

s Avoid organic dielectric materials,

# Paper dielectric units must not be impregnated with hjdrocarzcns.

* The preferred types of capacitors are glass, ceramic, and tantaI,,

in that order.

A more complete discussion can be found on pages 46 through 43.

A.2.2 Quartz Crystals Oscillators

These components are critical since they are used as precision r-aster

clocks. Radiation will affect the frequency of these oscillators. They will

suffer a transient and a permanent effect and in the extreme will cease to oscil-

late. There are two effects. The first effect is associated with low dose levels

(between l03 to lO4 rads(Si). In this region the frequency change is small (typ-

ically 1 to 10 pp 10 8) and shows little dose dependance. Above 104 rads(Si) the

change is much greater (several hundred pp 108 to cessation of oscillation) and

has a strong dose dependance.

The accepted method of minimizing this effect is to use swept, synthet-

ic quartz crystals. This method relies on removal of impurities. However, tne

effect is still present with a frequency change of a few parts pp 108. Thus, one

recommendation is to eliminate the need for ultrastable frequencies. In addition,

a proposed solution which has been formulated as a result of this study is to con-

trol the movement of the impurities through the use of temperature. It consists

of using partially swept synthetic quartz crystals grown employing a Na mineral-

izer and then to operate the crystal below 2000 K. There is evidence based on

a study performed at Oklahoma State University that Na impurities are inmnobil

below this temperature and the effect should disappear. However, this solution

has never been verified. Therefore, it is recommended that Oklahoma State Unive'-

sity be approdched to determine if they would perform such a study. This recomTend-

ation stems from the fact that this University has reported the latest work per-

formed in this area and it is apparent from this report that this institut. ,n has
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access to quartz crystal processing equipment, an ESR apparat~s, anc a rai atiw
facility - all of which would be necessary for such a study.

In addition, the effect of radiation on swept natural quartz has never

been reported. There is no reported data on any attempt to o.ti'"ize the sweeping

process for radiation tolerance. It is, therefore, recc:l:.'erded tnat tre f0o '.rn

experimental studies be undertaken:

e The effects of temperature on the radiation respnse of sntretc

crystals v:iich have experienced various de~rees cf s.,,ee inj.

# The effects of sweeping and temperature or tre radiation resoorse

of natural quartz.

* Optimization of the sweeping process for radiatir,.

Before leaving this subject the point should be made that quartz crystals are tte

most vulnerable component to radiation uncovered in this study.

A.3. Radio Frequency Semiconductor Devices

This section of this appendix will sumndrize the nardening techniYes

and design guidelines presented in the text in section 5.0 for the reader .,ro failec

to read the body of the report or could not recall all of the tban 0 hardenin; s,,-

gestions made in the body of the report. This su';mrary will be presented in an oujt-

line form, as opposed to the format that was used in the sections of tnis appendix

on materials and nonsemiconductor components. Discrete devices (diodes, silicon

controlled rectifiers(SCR's), and transistors) will be presented first foliowed

by integrated circuits (IC's). These will be further divided according to the

threat constituent which is being mitigated, i.e., neutrons, dose, and cose rate.

Some of these hardening techniques will involve trade-offs in otner

areas such as reliability or performance. Where appropriate these tradeoffs

will be noted. The page numbers where specific hardening suggestions first appear-

ed will also be noted.

A.3.1 Diodes

Neutron irradiation causes bulk damage in the semiconductor throujn

displacement. There is little that can be done to prevent this dama, e from oc-

curring; therefore, techniques used to mitigate the effects of neutrons on se;i-

conductors tend to concentrate on minimizing the effects of the da!7ae on device
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operation.

Neutron damage in diodes manifests itself as an increase in leaka_ e

current and the forward voltage. Zener diodes experience a decrease 'n tne break-

down voltage and a change in the reference voltage. Tunnel diodes exhioit an in-

'crease in the valley current. The following set of guidelines can be used to

minimize the effects of neutron irradiation on diodes:

a For forward biased diodes, select those de, z"es whch rave fast

recovery times, low power, and a stmall junction volure.<i. 3)}

9 Use low voltage, heavily doped Zener diodes. If t,i t.e Df cicoe

is used as a reference element then this ele-r'ent should De for;vard-

biased and incorporate te,erature cok;pensation and roi: dopin;.

(p.84)

• Use GaAs tunnel diodes rather than silicon, and select de.,ices v.itn

high peak cuurent values. (p.86)

Total dose affects the leakage currents, breakdown voltage, and fonrvard

voltage of diodes. However, for exposures less than or equal to 106 rads(Si) tne

changes are generally less than 15", and can be tolerated. (p.96)

As in all semiconductors, dose causes the formation of eletron-roce

pairs. These electron-hole pairs will move under the influence of a applied field,

indistinguishable from normal operating currents. These currents are called

photocurrents and their magnitude is proportional to the dose-rate. The photo-

currents can be minimized by the following:

* Employing heavily doped diodes and biasing these devices to less

than half the avalanche breakdown voltage.(p.91)

e Zener diodes, which are biased into breakdown, should be chosen .,ith

a breakdown voltage as near to 7V. as possible and be operated at

the highest practical bias current.(p.96)

A.3.2 Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (SCR's)

SCR's are very sensitive to neutrons, dose and dose-rate. As stated

in the text they should be avoided completely. In situations where no other

alternative is available, current limiting of the power supply can be used to

reduce the possibility of device burnout. (p.99)
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A.3.3 Transistors

Neutron exposure, as mentioned in the section on diodes, caJses dis-

placement effects in the semiconductor material. In transistors this reslts in

a decrease in the forward gain of the device, increases in the breakdoNr voltages

(an advantageous), increases in the saturation voltages, and increases in the

leakage currents. Gain degradation is the most serious of these ard car be :beii-

gated by using the following guidelines.

* Bias transistors at or near the peak current gain to lesser tne

effects of gain degradation.(p.107)

o Select devices with the highest possible gai- . t rt

f T since this implies a narrow base width and, ths, less netron-

induced gain degradation.(p.109)

* Select transistors with the highest possible pre-irradiation ooin.

This will result in a higher design margin and, hence, allo. for

more neutron-induced gain degradation.(p.lll)

* Power transistors are susceptible to changes in the saturation volt-

age due to the fact that they have low doped collectors. Selecting

power transistors with the heaviest possible doped collectors will

minimize the increase in the bulk resistivity of the collector region

and serve to minimize the increase in saturation voltage.(p.125)

* In applications where the transistor is operated in saturation only

epitaxial transistors should be used and the base current sholld be

maximized.(p.127)

* Circuits should be designed to tolerate transistors with low break-

down voltages. This, of course, involves a trade off with reliabil-

ity. (p.127)

* Transistors with low values of saturation voltage should oe chosen

to allow for a neutron-induced increase in this pararneter.

* Minimizing Ic will minimize V CEsa t  This involves a trade off with

the effort to mitigate neutron-induced gain degradation since this

involves maximizes IC or at least operating the device at a IC value

which maximizes the gain. Thus, in these situations the importance

of the gain must weigh against the saturation voltage for the part-

icular circuit under consideration. (p.127) In cases where it may

not be possible to lower IV such as in power supply regulators, it
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may be necessary to parallel two or more series regulator transistors.
Total dose causes an increase in leakage currents which is generally

insignificant compared to the normal operating currents of the transistor and also,

when compared to the dose-induced gain degradation. The techniques that can be used

to mitigate the effects of dose-induced gain degradation are the same as those

for neutron-induced gain degradation. (pp.131-136) That is:

e Operate the transistor at or near peak current gain.
0 Maximize I

o Select devices with the highest possible pre-irradiatin gain.

Dose rate causes the production of photocurrents, as has been rentioned

earlier. The effects of these photocurrents can be minimized by observing tne

following recommendations.

a Use heavily doped transistors.(p.143)

* Use photocurrent compensation. (p.145)

* Use transistors with minimium geometries which, thus, have less mat-

erial in which the electron-hole pairs can be produced. The use of

narrow base width transistors increases the probability of punch-

through and the occurrence of second breakdown. This, of course re-

quires a trade off between nuclear survivability and reliability.

A.3.4 Integrated Circuits

The effects of neutron exposure on integrated circuits are the sare as

those on transistors, with the primary effect being gain degradation. In an IC,

however, this gain degradation also affects fan-out, i.e., the ability of a logic

gate to supply driving current to successive gates. The following hardening recom-

mendations will reduce the impact of neutron-induced gain degradation on the per-

formance of IC's.

* Design a large gain margin into the circuit. This means one should

design the circuit so that a decrease in gain of, for example 50:

will not cause circuit failure. (p.166)

9 Reduce fan-out requirements. This will allow for more gain degrada-

tion without affecting circuit operation. (p.167)

a Use a large emitter current and operate at a high ambient tempera-

ture to aid post-irradiation annealing and, thus, reduce permanent

gain degradation.
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e Operate with as high an I as practical and witn an increaseJ

reverse bias to drive the transistor harde" into satraticn. -. 1<

a Use an emitter resistor or low-impedance bias circa tr, tc ,reret

a change in the quiescent operating point caused by resistivitJ n-

t creases. (p.168)

Total dose causes an increase in leakage cjrrents and a cer4t ,,

gain. The increase in leakage currents is generally irsipiificart. Tne e-ec:.

of gain degradation can be minimized by observing the foileoin- c:ieires,

* Gold depe the collector. (p.173)

* Operate at high injection levels. (p.173),

9 Design a large gain margin into the circuitry. (p.173)

o Reduce fan-out requirements. (p.173)

* Increase the reverse bias to keep the transistor in satration.(p.i>2.)

* Pre-irradiation with neutrons has the same effect as goid-dopirg in

that it decreases carrier lifetime. (p.17 4 )

Dose rate effects in IC's are much more serious tnan tihose in d'screte

transistors. This is due to the large substrate area in which electr-n-Koie tairs

can be produced. The formation of parasitic pnpn SCR paths can le-4 to

latchup and subsequent burnout. The following hardening techni ues are useful

in minimizing the effects of dose rate-induced photocurrents.

* Use photocurrent compensation. (p.175)

o Use minimum transistor geometries. (p.176)

* Gold dope the collector. (p.176)

o Use Schottky TTL with Darlington transistors. (p.177)

* Use current limiting to prevent photocurrents from reaching vulner-

able circuitry. (p.178)

o Incorporate dielectric isolation in the fabrication process. (p.176)

@ Use circumvention where practical. (p.182)

e Use nonvolatile memories where practical. (p.182)

The use of GaAs IC's provides an inherent dose rate hardened IC. Te

technology is still immature but does offer hope of solving the dose rate problei;:

presently faced by commercial IC's. (p.194)

NMOS technology should be avoided completely since it has never been

demostrated that any MMOS device will survive the dose and/or dose rate threat

imposed on the BMDATC-radar systems. (p.200) NMOS is the softest electronic tecn-
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nology in existence today. It is not even reco,:r'ended for tactical scenarios

where equipment only has to be as survivable as man. It really can not be over-

emphasized that NMOS must be avoided in any scenario that has a nuclear rezJire-

ment.

A.4 Microwave and Millimeter Wave Devices

The types of devices that were investigated were: 1.) > .pat*:-li~e

devices; 2.) Gunn diodes; 3.) PiN diodes; 4.) Ferrite &nase shifters; and 5.)

Gigahertz GaAs field effect transistors. These are ratrer specialized classes

and, as such, there is less radiation data on these classes than on ';7 devices.

Similarly, recommendations and design guidelines have not been co:pletelj for-

ulated. However, what does exist will be listed.

A.4.1 Impatt-like Devices

The device classes covered in this portion of the report ere 17.atts,

Trapatts, and Baritt diodes as well as microwave cavities the:,selves. Radiati :n-

induced air ionization in a microwave cavity causes a sr-all chane in tne resonant

frequency but a more significant change in the Q of the cavity. Tne cnane in

Q can be as high as 30. for a dose rate of 3x]0 9 rads(Si)/sec. Howe.er, the effect

is easily mitigated by simply evacuating the cavity. This effect is discussed on

page 209.

Impatts will experience little or no degradation at the tnreat ]e.els

of neutron fluence. Ionizing transient radiation will impact the operation of

Impatts. The ranking of Impatts according to increasing radiation vulnerability

is the following: Si diffused diodes, GaAs diffused diodes, and GaAs Schottky

diodes. These device types are discussed between pages 202 through 214 with

specific recommendations made on page 214.

Trapatt diodes are Impatt-like devices. In order to mitigate neutron-

induced effects it is recommended that high frequency devices which incorporate
+ +

heavy doping in the p and n regions and an abrupt doping profile be used. These

devices are discussed on pages 214 through 220 with recommendations made on pa'es

215 and 217.

Baritts are another device type that is related to Impatts. These

devices are invulnerable to neutron exposue. If it is possible Baritt dicdes
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should be chosen that incorporate Schottky injecting ccrtacts and nae low injest-

ion efficiency. This will mitigate dose rate related effects. These devrces are

discussed on pages 220 through 228 with specific recomrer.jations f'ale on -a-e 22C.

S A.4.2 Gunn Diodes

It is apparent that Gunn devices will experience sur-e raJiatic'-irc'-e

difficulties in the scenarios facing BVDATC-radars. Tne effects on Gu,'n cicces

range from temporar'y interruption to destruction of the device. It is rece':ed

that these devices be operated in CW mode at the lowest 2ossible ,oltage. 9:ces

with the best thermal characteristics should be used. in addition, if possible

a flat cavity should be used. These devices are discussed on pages 22. tnro,-n

259 with specific reccrmendations being made on pages 255 and 2.

A.4.3 PIN Diodes

This class of devices is fairly resistant to radiation-iid~cea cegrad-

ation. The recommendation is to use devices witn the smallest possible widtn of

the intrinsic region without going into avalanche breakdown. This device class

is discussed on pages 260 through 269 with specific recomerdatiors being rmace

on page 269.

A.4.4 Ferrite Phase Shifters

Phase shifters can be made out of ferrite devices. Ferrites are not

as attractive as PIN diodes for this application but, nevertheless, they are pot-

ential candidates. The recommendation is to use those ferrites which have rect-

angular hystersis loops. This recommendation is made on page 272.

A.4.5 Microwave Transistors

These are GaAs FET's and have exceptional radiation characteristics.

The only problem associated with these devices is a transient upset problem that

has been ascribed to Cr doping in the substrate. It is recommended that an effort

be made to improve the quality of the material used in fabricating these devices.

This recommendation is made on page 279.
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A.5 General Coments

It has been stated previously but it ::ust DE re -atec '.at t.-s

ing should not be taken as an absolute but rather as guidelines. in adaition,

specific examples within a class of materials or devices may h3,e raoiaticn pro-

perties exceeding those which have been listed. The pjr~ose of this study .-s

to identify those areas where problems can crise and propose possicle sol ~ics

but it was not intended tn be a recipe book that wc.Id ensi~e sr,,a:i1it. "c

doccL.ent could do that. Considering the tnreat e.aIs -a, : S-

vivability constitutes one of the most difficult engineering and tecrnKi. y crc-

blems that any system ever faced. Survivability will not nap-.er Zy ac.Lc ent and

a broac based a proacn .ill not sjcceeiJ. Survi,.:i~ity ca, cL' -! I

by constant attention to nuclear-related issues. This reqires caref,, anc

constant exa:-.,,ation of devices and technologies. This was the purp._os-e of t-is

study. Hopefully this goal has beer, partially :t aJ t.e res, tir , t

will aid in building a survivable system.
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